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From Now On,

Composing,

Recording and

arranging music

MEANS 90%

INSPIRATION

AND 10%

PERSPIRATION.

id

BARS&PIFES
PROrCSSI

Bars&Pipes Professional will open your eyes to a

new vision of music software. Its expandable design

and innovative architecture increase the creativity

and productivity of the modern composer.

RECORDING: BARS&PIPES

Profession provides an

unlimited nu nber of tracks

and notes. Its sequencer

boasts the features you'd

expect, plus you can actually

see your music as it plays.

With its Pipel.ine metaphor,

Bars&Pipes Professional pre

sents unlimited methods of

non-destructively editing your

music, in real time!

EMBELLISHING: Bars&Pipes Professional's Tooh enhance your

music as you compose, playback or edit. These modu es perform stan

dard, musical and technical tasks to save time and gi\e you the creative

edge. And with Create-a-Tool. you can invent custom designed

MacroTools to suit your every musical whim.

EDITING: bars&pip::s Profess;o\al

furnishes a wide rang; of editing

options including an event list, piano

roll and real music notation that you

can see. hear and change. With a stroke

of the mouse, you car adjust MIDI

events graphically or numerically.

PRINTING: BARS&PIPES PROFESSIONAL

can print your music .)t any time during

the composing process. No separate

program or file convesion necessary.

Printing options include concert score,

transposed score and individual parts, with lyrics, chc rd symbols, mea

sure numbers, labeled sections, page numbers, autho', title and a wide

selection of automatic transpositions.

ARRANGING: Bars&Pipes Professional's Graphical Song Construc

tion window enables you to see an overview of your composition, label

it and reorganize it. And with its Graphical Tempo Mapping window,

you can easily add realistic tempo change curves.

MIXING: Bars&Pipes Professional's automated mixing feature.

MixMaestro, includes real-time control of volume, panning and other

MIDI controllers. As your music plays, you can move the various sliders

and knobs to adjust the balance of your arrangement, then save your

mix to disk. MixMaestro automatically sends control change data to

your tracks.

SYNCING: Bars&PiplS Professional sends and receives MIDI clocks

and System Exclusive data, reads SMPTE and MIDI File Format, and

includes ARexx support. With its Time-line Scoring window, you can

arrange your soundtrack, then coordinate your music with video, film,

tape and multi-media applications.

ENHANCING: Aside from the

variety of Tools and Accessories

included with Bars&Pipes

Professional, we've created

five Bars&Pipes Add-on series

packages containing many,

many more: MusicBox A,

MusicBox B, Internal Sounds

Kit, Multi-Media Kit, and Rules

for Tools. And from our Bars&

PIPES MUSICWARE COLLECTION.

you can select from over 300 professionally arranged music files

Bars&Pipes format.

To try before you buy, send us a check

or money order for SI 5. In turn, we'll

send you a fully-featured demo disk,

plus a coupon worth $15 off your pur

chase of Bars&Pipes Professional.

THE
BLUE RIBBON
SOUNDWORKS

LTD

1293 Briardale Lane NE

Atlanta, CA 30306

(404)377-1514

Fax (404)377-2277

Circle 101 on Reader Service card.
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The Ultimate All-in-One Amiga 2000 Add-on...

68030 POWER* 16MB RAM SCSI CONTROLLER
Replaces up to FOUR "normal" expansion boards!

Optional External
SCSI Peripherals

GVPAII-in-One Board

+SCSI Drive Installed

All A2000

Expansion

Slots Free

Now, a22or33Mhz 68030 accelerator board, up to 16MB of

32-bit wide RAM and a high-performance SCSI hard disk controller

in a single A2000" "CPU slot" expansion board!

Check out these features:

\' The perfect companion for
NewTek's Video Toaster."1

22Mhz or 33Mhz factory installed,
surface mounted, 68030 CPU and
68882 FPU.

V Up to 16MB of 32-bit wide memory
expansion. 4MB minimum factory

installed memorv on 33Mhz version,
1MB minimum for 22Mhz.

V GVP's new custom 32-bit wide, 1MB

or 4MB, SIMM32'" memory modules

offer flexible, easy-to-install
memory expansion, 22Mhz model
has 1MB factory installed memory,
expandable to 13MB. 33Mhz model
has 4MB factory installed memory,
expandable to 16MB.

V On-board high-performance "Series
II" auto-booting SCSI controller with

factory installed FaaastROM SCSI
driver and SCSI connectors for
attaching both
external and internal

SCSI peripherals.

Direct DMA access to the full 16MB
range of 32-bit wide memory
expansion by the on-board SCSI
controller. Due to the A2000 bus
architecture, this is ONLY possible
when SCSI controller is placed
directly on the 68030 CPU bus (as is
the case with the A3000M. Provides
ultimate SCSI hard disk performance!

GVP's legendary FaaastROM SCSI
driver supports virtually all SCSI
devices currently on the market,

including hard disk drives, CD-ROM
drives, Magneto-Optical drives,
removable media drives
and tape drives.

V Switch to 68000 mode by simply
clicking on our new "68000 Mode"
Icon, or include our special "mode
switching" utility in your startup-
sequence and select required mode
each time system is rebooted, by
holding down mouse buttons.

V Provides the ultimate expandability
of your A2000 system. Plugs into
the "CPU accelerator" slot, thereby

leaving ALL FIVE A2000 expansion

slots free for future expansion.

Optional "Hard-Disk-Card" Conversion Kit

Converts trie "All-in-One" board into a "Hard-Disk-Card'

as well! Drive mounts on the back of the board, saving

even more space!

1MB (22Mhz) or

4MB (33Mhz)

Surface-mounted

32-bit wide

Memory

Internal SCSI

Hard Drive

(3.5 "available

up to 340MB!)

Built-in GVP

Series II DMA
SCSI Controller

SCSI

Connector

for external

SCSI

peripherals

\

Surface-mounted 68030 CPU
and 68882 FPU

(22 or 33Mhzj

Up to 12MB of 32-bit
wide, User-installable
SIMM32 Memory
Expansion

Ask your

dealer for the

GVP A20O0-C0MB0 22 OR 33

bundled with a Hard Drive Kit

SIMM32 and GVP are trademarks of Great Wiley Products, Inc.

Amiga. A2000 and A3000 are registered trademarks o!

Commodore-Amiga, hie.

Video Toaster is a tradflmart; of NewTek Inc.
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TENTS

Hi-Color paint systems go head to head. AC'S video

consultant takes a look at four of the graphic display

enhancers available for the Amiga. Turn to page 25 ]d see

what they have to offer, and which one is right for you.

In This Issue

Framebuffer Face-Off 215

by Frank McMahon

Frank examines and compares the features of four

recently-released products: DCTV, Firecracker 24,

HAM-E, and the Video Toaster.

Columns

New Products

And Other Neat Stuff 16

compiled by Timothy Duarte

Prolmage 1.21 controls sequencing of images via

phone lines or satellite: Art Department Professional

v1.0.3 adds direct control over the FireCracker 24

display board: and Prima 521 and Prima 1051 hard

drives mount completely in your Amiga 500.

Roomers 51

by The Bandito

Will Sony acquire Commodore? Will there ever be a CD-

ROM standard?

Medley/Bars&Pipes Professional 56

by Phi! Saunders

This month, Phil

departs from his

usual "Medley"

column to look into

Blue Ribbon

Soundworks' new

sequencer release.

Bors&Pipes Professional

Bug Bytes 60

by John Steiner

A reader reports a problem with the Commodore

A2091 hard disk contoller with ROM version 6.1.

Getting Started With AmigaVision 41)

by Dave Spitler

Though he advises against avoiding the manual,

Dave explains how you can jump-start AmigaVision

World Wide Amiga Coverage

Sydney Australia to Orlando Florida...70

From Australia's first World of Amiga to AmiEXPO's first

major event in Orlando, AC correspondents have covered

the globe to bring you the latest in Amiga announcements!

Diversions 66

Become Guybrush Threepwood. a young pirate:

command a river patrol boat or 16 M-1 tanks; or

guide Bill & Ted through time.

PD Serendipity 90

by Aime'e B. Abren

This month, a look at NoErrors, a program that will detect

hard disk errors and create a file that will cause AmigaDOS

to "skip" over the bad areas.

I Cover by

Ernest P. Viveiros, Sr.
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Reviews

SoftClips

by Jeff James

Amiga

users no

longer

need to

envy clip art

available for other

platforms.

.22

HyperBook

by Dave Spitler

Find out what

distinguishes Gold

Disk's new

program from an

already crowded field.

.29

HyperBook

SpectraColor 34

by Jeff James

See the features of Oxxi Aegis, Inc.'s new release,

a HAM paint program with fully integrated animation

support.

Graphics Workshop 48

by Shamms Mortier

Learn the differences between GW and other

Amiga drawing packages.

Animation 101 .54

by Frank McMahon

A video tape hosted by D.L. Richardson

demonstrates several Amiga applications, including voice

sampling, playing musical instruments, using

the mouse, cartoon character animation, and painting.

DynaCADD 74

by Doug Bullard

Now you can perform 3-D drafting on your Amiga

with Dytek International's new package.

Programming

Puzzled Over ARexx 79

by Merrill Callaway

For the intermediate programmer, Merrill offers a

solution to the puzzle of ARexx.

Departments

Editorial 6

Feedback. 12

List of Advertisers 88

Public Domain Software 94

And Furthermore 96
Art work from the SpectraColor Art disk.



New! Redesigned and Faaaster

50MHZ
68030 POWER

Now Expandable to 32MB of 32-bit RAM!

Optional 3.5" IDE/AT

hard disk up to 340MB

capacity (13ms).

Built-in Autobooting

IDE/AT hard disk

controller.

4MB to 32MB of 32-bit

wide High Performance

memory.

50Mhz 68030 CPU

and 50Mhz 68882

Floating Paint Unit.

Our new faster and more expandable A3050

50Mhz accelerator kit will turbo-charge your

Amiga 2000® beyond your wildest dreams.

Check out these features:

V Uses GVP's new custom designed 4MB, 32-bit wide,

SLMM32'" memory modules with state-of-the-art 4MB,

60ns, DRAMs.

V ZERO SLOT SOLUTION! Even with a full-blown 32MB,

50Mhz, A3050 kit installed in the A2000's "CPU" slot,

ALL ZORROII expansion slots are left free for unlimited

future expansion!

V Exciting new 3.5" hard disk "bundles". Choose between

the 1" high, 120MB [15ms| model or the incredible half-

height 340MB (13ms] model.

V Converts an A2000 into the fastest Amiga in the world.

There is truly NO competitive product.

V 68000 fall-back mode for timing sensitive applications

(e.g: some games).

V GVP is the world's leading manufacturer of accelerator

products for the Amiga.

GVP is a trademark ol

Great Valley Products, inc

Amiga and A2000 are

reg'Slered iraderafla ol

Cownatofe-Amiga. Inc

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or (or nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
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Ifyou wish to enhance yourAmiga 2000* with

MOREMEMORY, a HARD DRIVE, or ROTH
wish no more—GVPhas the solution for you.

Choose GVPS Series II

RAM Expansion Board,
' SCSI Hard Drive
Controller or SCSI+RAM

Hard Disk Card. Realize the
potential of configuring your

perfect solution without any need
for compromise!

h RAM Expansion
Sll A2000-RAM8/2: The smallest and
most compact 8MB RAM expansion

board for the A2000!

Features:

/ 2MB of factory-installed RAM,
expandable to 8MB.

/All memory fully Auto-Configured.
/ Also supports 6MB configuration for
maximum memory utilization for
Commodore's A2088/2286
"bridgeboard" users.

/Uses easy-to-install, industry
standard, SIMM memory modules.
No more bent pins or incorrectly
inserted DRAM chips!

• GVP's state-of-the-art VLSI
technology has reduced an 8MB RAM
expansion board to a "half-card"!
This translates into a lower parts
count and also means the highest
possible reliability and life
expectancy. ..—

\ 2MB Factory-
Installed Memory

SCSI Hard Disk Controller

SIIA200Q SCSI "Hant-Disk-CanT:
Specifically designed for those users
who don't need memory expansion but
still need maximum hard disk
performance at a budget price.

Features:
/ Incredible SCSI hard disk perfor
mance achieved through GVP's
innovative new custom chip design.

/Supports virtually any SCSI device
including: CD ROMs, tape drives,
Bernoulli drives, removable hard
drives...

/Fully implements Commodore's
Rigid Disk Block (RDB) standard as
well as the new DIRECT SCSI
interface standard.

/Allows direct AUTOBOOT from Fast
File System Partition.

/ Simplest and easiest SCSI installation
in the industry.

SCSI Hard Disk+RAM

Expansion
Sll A20Q0-SCSI Hani Disk+RAM-Card:
State-ol-the-Art integration packs
GVP's high performance SCSI
controller, 8MB FAST RAM expansion
and a 3.5" hard drive drive INTO A
SINGLE A2000 EXPANSION SLOT!

Features:
/ GVP's new custom chip design

provides DMA performance and
unique direct dual port memory
access to FAST RAM. eliminating
typical DMA side effects under heavy
graphics load.

/ Easy-to-install SIMM memory

modules allow flexible memory
configurations for Zero through
8MB. Supports 6MB FAST RAM

configuration for BridgeBoard users.
/ Supports virtually any SCSI device.
/ Allows direct AUTOBOOT from Fast

File System Partition.
/ Simplest and easiest SCSI installation

in the industry.

Factory-Installed
3.5" Hard Disk Drive

Up to 8MB
FAST RAM
Expansion

Up to 6MB

User-Installed
Memory

Series II. and GVP are irademato ol Great Why Products Inc.
Ami|}i and Amiga 2000 ate registered trademarks of Commodat-Amija. inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
Circle 105 on Reader Service card.
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IN THIS ISSUE WE HAVE INCLUDED

the latest news from the World Of Amiga

in Sydney, Australia, AmiEXPO in

Orlando, Florida, and a short section on

the Ami Shows In Berlin! One thing is

becoming abundantly dear: the Amiga is

definitely an international computer.

While I was stationed in our booth

at the World Of Amiga in Sydney, I met

Amiga dealers and users from Hong

Kong, the Philippines, New Zealand, and

just about every corner of Australia itself.

The rich enthusiasm shown by these

Amiga supporters was astounding—that

is, the enthusiasm for the Amiga, not

necessarily for Commodore. I witnessed

the same "Amiga yes. Commodore

maybe" feeling at the AmiEXPO in

Orlando. Apparently Amiga people love

their computer, but continue to find fault

with its maker.

This is a little unfair. Commodore

Australia is doing an incredible job of

promoting product enthusiasm and

maintaining distribution with only 46

employees. Their work on the World Of

Amiga was astonishing. They not only

managed to create a dazzling booth to

demonstrate the Amiga in its varying

qualities of home and classroom but also

provided equipment for the other

exhibitors, and a host of speakers and

seminars for the attendees.

Beyond the show. Commodore

Australia has managed to keep the

Amiga in the spotlight as a viable

computer. A local department store

demonstrated the Amiga 500 with an

Amiga video wall which has promoted

the Amiga every hour the store was open

for the past several months. Everyone I

talked with either owned an Amiga or

knew about the Amiga. This first show in

Australia attracted over 29,6U0 people.

That is an amazing feat.

Yet, Australian Amiga users had

very familiar complaints on everything

from Commodore Australia's marketing

to Amiga developer support. And while

some of this could be valid, it was hard

to imagine, for an outsider like me, what

more Commodore Australia could do.

This is especially true when you see

television ads from software dealers who

boast full lines of "IBM, Amiga, Apple,

and SliGA" software.

The Orlando AmiEXPO also

evidenced its share of Commodore

bashing. While i was stationed in the

Amazing Computing booth at the

AmiEXPO in Orlando, a reader and user

asked me a very important question.

"You have often told the Amiga users

what they have to do to improve the

Amiga market. Why don't you needle

Commodore on what il should do?"

ll would be simple to attack CBM as

a culprit since they have control over

marketing plans and budgets as well as

the ability to broaden distribution and

create a healthier market for both dealers

and users. But is it always fair? Commo

dore has enough people bashing them

and I believe they are doing what they

can to promote the Amiga product line

with more than just money. They have

added personal devotion. For well over

the past nine months. Commodore

executives have been flying from city to

city promoting CDTV and the Amiga

from the store level to major distribution

companies.

Gail Wellington, who has promoted

and built CDTV awareness the world

over, was returning to the U. S. on the

same early Monday morning flight that I

took. We had an opportunity to talk a

little during the 19-hour flight, but I kept

our discussion short. Gail needed her

rest.

During the time she was in

Australia, Ms. Wellington had appeared

on a morning show on national televi

sion, did a talk show on national radio,

appeared twice in front of a consortium

of educators in Northern Australia,

participated in six different seminars on

CDTV, demonstrated CDTV to the

general public in Commodore's booth,

and was instrumental in helping to host a

major press event. Gail played a

significant part in many of the events

that took place during the show and

remained constantly excited about the

Amiga and CDTV and dedicated to

spreading her enthusiasm to everyone

else. She probably did more, but 1 lost

track.

While Gail Wellington will always

remain an exception to the norm, she is

an example of what the current manage

ment of Commodore companies

throughout the world are doing. They are

not attacking the market with large

advertising budgets, but with diligence

and hard work. Commodore is taking the

Amiga and CDTV to the public and

demonstrating it to users, dealers, store

chains, and news people until it is clear

that they have a system available today

that will not only do the multimedia

capabilities that other companies are

promising, but holds the promise of

possibilities that the current platforms

have not even considered.

The Amiga did not attain all its

glory in Australia, England, Germany,

and the rest of the world by massive

advertising campaigns. It was based on a

long-time acceptance of Commodore as a

major computer company. It was the

result of a market understanding the

value of the computer by what it could

do rather than what its manufacturer

said.

I believe that if 46 Commodore

employees in Australia can ignite the

Amiga in the minds of an entire

continent and if Commodore U. S.

executives and employees are willing to

spend so much energy and time in

promoting the Amiga and CDTV here, 1

have to continue to ask for your support.

Our efforts are never wasted and our

results are not shy. The Amiga has a

status and a following that is growing.

We need to take the time to show why

the Amiga is important. There are no

better demonstrators than those people

who use the Amiga. We must not rest;

the Amiga needs more promotion and

the Amiga users remain the very best

force for that work.

Sincerely,

Don Hicks

Managing Editor

Amazing Comi>i rise



Introducing the

AMIGA 500FITNESSPLAN
GVPs New Series II A500HD8+

Power and Punch into

9
By now you know

that every Amiga 500 comes

with that special built-in program called

"Wait". Wait while your A500

loads software. Wait while you save

files. Wait while you change disks.

It doesn't have to be that way!

GOT"s Series II A500HD8+

Takes Off the "WATT

GVP's Series II A500HD8+ 40-105MB

Hard Drives wurk like the world's fastest

runners to take the "Wait" off and to get your

Amiga 500 racing along at data transfer speeds

of up to 52 times faster than floppy disk drives.
But getting rid of the "Wait" is just the beginning..

GYP'S Series II A500HD8+ Turns
Floppy Fat into HARD DRMN' Muscle
Because the Series II A5OOHD8+ uses the same

custom VLSI and RAASTROM"" technologies of it's

powerful cousins - Scries II A'OOO SCSI + RAM-

you get more than an amazingly fast hard drive.

You get the storage space of 45 to 136 floppy

disks, depending upon the model you choose.

You also get Series ll's:

y' Exclusive Game |Hard Disk disable]

Switch for Full Games Compatibility

V A2000 DMA Data Transfer Speeds.

V FAST RAM expansion with up

to 8MB of SIMM-Based internal

RAM Expansion

V "Mini-Slot" Access to All A500 Expansion

Bus Signals for future expansion.

\' External SCSI Port for adding up to 7 SCSI Devices

v' Internal Fan for Cool, Reliable Operation

V External Mounting to Maintain Your Original

Commodore Factory Warranty

V FREE Dedicated Universal Input Power

Supply. Insures lull compliance with

Commodore's A500 power limitation.

v' One-Year GVP Factory Warranty.

GVP's Series IIA500HD8+ Keeps
Your Amiga 500's Sleek Good Looks
GVP knows that no fitness plan is complete unless

is keeps your system looking great. That's why

your Series II A500HD8 + matches your Amiga

500's good looks line-for-line, curve-for-curve.

So get a GVP Series II A500HD8+ hard drive for

your Amiga 500. Lose the "Wait" and Gain the Muscle.

Puts A2000 Computing

Your Amiga 500

Important A500HD8+

Body-Builders

GRIAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922

Free

Power Supply

"Mini-Slot": for

future expansion

Internal RAM

Expansion: up to 8MB

Series 6, -EAMSTROM and WP are iradenrarts of fireat feHey Product Jnc

Amiga, A5DQ and A2000 are registered irademafte el Comrrwdae-ATiiga. h;

Circle 106 on Header Service card.
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ABYSS

This fast-paced arcade game from

Free Spirit Software requires fast

reflexes and quick thinking. En

ter a rubber world, populated

with intelligent rubber bunnies

and scientific people. Coming to

their aid, you must find all of the

eight Quake-O-Mates and push

each of them into a Swiri-Away

Garbage Disposal. It's just you

and your Anadome versus the

evil Harrv Bow and his nasties.

This colorful game features

four levels of scrolling, super-

bitmap game-play, a save game

option, and a high scores table.

1MB of memory is required.

Suggested retail price: $39.95. Abyss,

Inquiry #200, Free Spirit Software,

P.O. Box 128, 58 Noble St.,

Kutztoxtm, PA 19530, (215) 683-

5609.

PROIMAGEV 1.21

Communications Systems Engi

neering (CSF.) announces the re

lease of Prol mage 1.21, the image

presentation program designed

to send images and control their

sequencing via phone lines or

satellite. Some improvements in

this latest update include play

back speed of large anim files and

a revised BBS module to work

with a wide variety of modems.

This "intelligent image presenta

tion program "can send hi and lo

res images and Anim5 animations

to any remote site reachable by

phone or satellite. The powerful

scripting capability provides to

tal control over sequencing pages

or anims in a loop or random

fashion. It uses the system clock

to control exact date and time

showing of images and has menu

control to reset the clock. Chang

ing, adding, or deleting pages

remotely is accomplished with

out taking the system off-line,

creating a seamless look to the

program. A demo video tape is

available from CSE. Suggested re

tail price: $149.00, inquiry #201,

Communication Systems Engineer

ing, 4 Todd Road, Nashua, NH

03060,(603)833-3910.

DATAPLOT2.J

Bytesand Bullets announced their

new two-dimensional data and

function plotting program,

DataPlot 2.1, at a lower price.

DataPiot graphs ASCII data files

generated by other programs,

draws curves specified by a stan

dard algebraic expression, and

can plot up to 100 datasets or

functions on one screen. DataPlot

is menu-driven and screen plots

can be transferred to an Epson

compatible printer or a Hewlett

Packard plotter. Suggested retail

price: $21.00 ($15.00 for students),

Inquiry #202, Bytes and Bullets,

Route 3, Box 3532, Manchester, TN

37355, (615) 596-2077.

DISTANT SUNS 4.0

An update of the award-winning

planetarium simulation by Vir

tual Reality Laboratories, Inc. is

now available. New features in

clude the addition of comets, as

teroids, and full-screen Voyager

photos, ARexx support, the abil

ity to create ANIM files, a

draggable control panel, in

creased accuracy of eclipse and

star positions, a rubber window

for drag zooming, more easily

readable screen fonts, Star twinkle

and Earth's shadow features, a

user-definable horizon, and an

unlimited possibility for user

customization, enhancement, and

expansion. Version 4 is a three-

disk set which requires 1MB of

memory and two floppy drives.

Suggested retail price: $99.95, In

quiry $203, Virtual Reality Labora

tories,2341 CanadorCourt, San Luis

Obispo, CA 93401, (805) 545-8515.

WRATH OF THE DEMON

CDTV

Legends tell of a time when fear

ruled the land. A time when no

man, woman, or child was safe

from the spread of evil. A time

when when a fierce Demon sent

his evil minions to roam through

the land and make his kingdom

his own. That time is upon us

once again. You have been sum

moned by the King to defend the

realm, rescue the princess, and

rid the Kingdom of the evil De

mon before all is lost. Your quest

will lead you through caves,

swamps, temples, and castles be

fore reaching your ultimate chal-

lenge-the Demon himself. Wrath

of the Demon for CDTV com

bines spectacular graphics, ani

mation, sound, and playability.lt

features 3MB of graphics data,

600 screens of action, 1400 frames

of animation, over f 00 monsters,

more than 100 colors on screen,

and smooth 60 frames per sec

ond, 15-level parallax scrolling

for realistic 3-D effect. Suggested

retail price: $49.95, Inquiry #204,

RcadySoft, inc., 30 Wertheim Court,

Unit 2, Richmond Hill, Ontario,

Canada, L4B 1B9, (416) 731-4175.

SPACE WARS CDTV

Space War is outer space combat

action at its best. One or two

players fight it out for a sector of

space. Space War follows in the

tradition of classics like Aster

oids (Atari) and features arcade-

quality graphics and sounds to

enhance the heart-stopping ac

tion that surrounds your space

faring warship. Play alone or

combat another armchair

starfighter in some of the most

exciting and dangerous sectors of

deep space. Players have a choice

of six unique ships and four dan

gerous space sectors. Features in

clude two-player simultaneous

play.animated menu screenswith

narrated digitally-recorded

speech, digitized graphics, and

giant animated objects. Suggested

retail price: $39.99, Inquiry #205,

Odi/sscif Software Inc., P.O.Box367,

N. Eastham, MA 02651, (508) 240-

2317.

STUDIO A GENLOCK

Studio A is possibly the perfect

marriage between any Amiga

computer and videotape record

ing. More than just a genlock and

encoder, it has exceptional key

ing and the most desirable hard

ware production switching fea

tures for quality post production.

A modular design provides

choices of upgrade and expan

sion features that can be installed

into the basic NTSC or PAL desk

top chassis by the user. Three

modular expansions, Y/C, RGB,

and Computer Control, are cur

rently available. The user can add

these modules as desired in the

future.

Included in the basic production

feature is a dedicated circuit and

switches to provide a pure fade to

blackof the source video or Amiga

graphics with the manual fade

bar or with an automatic switch

and an adjustable fade rate for

perfect scene transitions. Cut

switches are included for keyed

graphics into or out of source

video. In addition, the slider bar

provides dissolves of keyed

graphic overlays in and out of

source video or dissolves of the

source to keyed graphics. A mix

of both source and graphics is

also available with slider bar con

trol and a mix switch to provide a

8 Amazisg Computing



YOUNEED

Ifyouhaveanidea...

SCALA
AProfessionalTitling &PresentationPackage

fortheAmiga

NEW!
Howyoupresent yourideas is as importantas the

idea itself. With a tool like SCALA yourideas will

have the advantage they deserve.

SCALA provides all the tools

you need for professional
presentations:

Backgrounds. Scala includes FIFTY-

NINE profession ally created backdrop

images and textures, such as "Stone",

"Marble", "Fabric", etc. THIRTY-

NINE specially selected color palettes

are included, allowing you to create

unique and eye-catching background

tapestries, adding character to your

presentations. Backgrounds are stored

Special effects such as tilting, under

line, drop shadow, 3D and color can

be applied to any individual letter,

word or line. The video enthusiast

will find several typefaces (.'specially

suitable for video titling purposes.

Transitions. Scala offers more than

SEVENTY special effects transitions

for control of transitions between

pages of a presentation and how and

when text, symbols or objects appear

on a page. These transitions allow you

to soften or accentuate changes and

liven up your presentations. The

speed of any transition and display

times can be fully controlled.

in IFF picture format |HAM also

supported), allowing custom

backgrounds to be easily created

and added.

Symbols. Scala includes many useful

presentation symbols such as, male,

female, arrows, vehicles, etc. Symbols

are stored as IFF brushes, allowing

custom symbols |or other objects) to

be easily created and added.

Typography. Scala includes seven

teen fonts, each of which is available

in many different sizes and weights.

Animations. Scala is able to load and

play back animations at any point

within a presentation. Text can be

added and super-imposed on an

animation while it is being

played back.

Output. Transferring output to different

media is no problem with a duo like

Scala and the Amiga. Using well-

known Amiga tools, presentations

can be genlocked, recorded on video

tape, printed on polaroids, etc. Scala

includes ScalaPrint which can print

out a complete presentation or just a

cue for your speech. PostScript

printers are supported. ^ Your

ideas
deserve

Other Features. Page layout and attri

butes can be saved and re-used later

to ensure a consistent appearance

within a presentation, ASCII files can

be loaded and formatted onto these

pre-defined layouts. Any object or

part of a screen can be defined as a

"button", allowing "run-time"

selectable flow of presentations by the

simple click of a mouse button.

Mouse buttons act as a "remote

control", allowing forward and

backward control of the presentation

or overriding display times.

SCALA
Sophisticated

yet

Easy-to-use

Scala represents a new genera- ^k?

tion in Amiga software due to "
its excellent user-interface and

smooth performance. All Scala's

features arc accessible through three,

clear and easy-to-use menus labeled

in plain English. Scala is shipped

with a comprehensive manual and

EIGHT DISKS! MINIMUM CONFIG

URATION. Scala requires Kickstart

V1.3 (or later), at least 1MB of

memory and a hard disk. Separate

versions for PAL

and NTSC.

SCALA!

=

Scala and the! symbol are registered tracemarte of Digital
Vision Lid, Norway. Amiga is a trademark ol Commodote-
Amiga. Inc. PastScnpi is a trademark of Adobe Inc. GVP is
a trademark of Great Valley Products, Inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Ave., King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for your nearest GVP dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
Circle 112 on Reader Service card.
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superimposed transitionof keyed

or full-screen graphicsand source.

All keyed functions can be re

verse keyed with cut, fade, and

dissolve control. During fast for

ward/reverse or pause search

operations. Studio A prevents the

Amiga from crashing by main

taining a stable sync and has a

self-contained switchable power

supply which can be turned off

without interfering wilh regular

Amiga operations. Suggested re

tail price: 5795.00, Inquiry #206.

Spirit Technology/ Corporation, 220

West 2950 South, Salt Lake City,

UT 84115, <801) 485-4233.

SCREEN-MAKER

STARTER SET

The Digital Graphics Library an

nounced the introduction of their

ready-made broadcast quality

graphics for Amiga desktop video

at a more affordable price. In or

der to make it easier for Amiga

users to try 24-bit IFF back

grounds, Screen-maker is now

also a vailableas a low-cost starter

set. It comes with 12 specifically-

designed images and a £20. re

bate coupon which can be re

deemed when the user upgrades

to the 100-image version of

Screen-maker. Suggested retail

price: $48.00, Inquiry #207, The

Digital Graphics Library Inc., 1382

Tliird Ave., Ste. 333, New York, NY

10021,(212)978-8508.

BIRDS, UP CLOSE AND

BIRDS IN NATURE

Digital Designs Group continues

to expand its new fine of Amiga

graphics and animation library-

disk sets. Birds, Up Close contin

ues the video Graphics Library

Disk series and was designed

specifically for video applica

tions. It adheres to strict guide

lines for use of color, screen for

mat, and other considerations

which make them ideally suited

for video. Birds in Nature

launches Digital Designs' new

Multimedia Graphics Library

Disk sets and was prepared for

multimedia, commercial art, and

business graphics applications.

Both disk sets were transferred

from original photographic slides

into 24-bit graphics files. The 32-

color 352 x 480 images and 16-

color 704 x 480 images for Birds,

Up Close were converted directly

from these 24-bit images for the

highest possible quality. Like

wise, the 4096-color HAM 352 x

48(1 images in Birds in Nature

were converted from the 24-bit

data as well. Many images from

the two sets are the same, so pur

chasers need only buy the set

designed for theirneeds, video or

multimedia. Suggestedretailprice:

Video Graphics Library; S39.95,

Multimedia Graphic? Library:

$49.95, Inquiry #208, Digital De

signs Group, P.O. Box 593,

Whiieville, NC 28472, (919) 642-

6295.

ART DEPARTMENT

PROFESSIONAL V. L0.3

The new version of Art Depart

ment Professional adds direct

control over the Impulse

FireCracker 24 display board and

the PP&S FrameGrabber video

digitizer. It also adds image loader

modules for files stored in

MacPaint and HAM-E formats.

Several image processing func

tions were also added including

a noise-reduction filter and a

video titling generator useful for

creating presentation quality

backgrounds. ASDG also an

nounced several low-cost drivers

for popular color imaging pe

ripherals, such as the Polaroid

CI-3000 Digital Film Recorder, the

Epson ES-300C flatbed color

scanner, and the Kodak SV6510

dye sublimation printer. These

new device drivers are available

through standard Amiga distri

bution channels. Registered

owners of prior versions of Art

Department Professional will re

ceive an upgrade to version 1.0.3

at no charge. Suggested retail price:

S240.00, Inquiry §209, ASDG hie,

925Steivari St.Madison, WI53713,

(60S) 273-6585.

BRICK-ETTE

The Bricketle is a hardware de

vice which allows the hook-up of

any wired mouse and any joy

stick or trackball, which would

normally be used with the Com

modore' A5OO/1OOO/2OOO/3OO0,
to the new Commodore CDTV.

Now have the freedom to choose

any mouse, joystick, or trackball

you choose. The Brick-etle has a

complete 8-bit micro-processor

built in and plugs into the remote

port. No software is required. It

also features dual-fire button

compatibility, rapid fire modes,

and a joystick diagonal direction

lockout option. Suggested retail

pricc:S49.95,Inquiry#210,Rickctts

Inc., 8611 E. 63 S., Derby, KS 67037,

(316) 788-9204.

BROADCAST

BACKGROUNDS

Broadcast Backgrounds is a five

disksetofhigh quality images for

use as backdrops in video pro

ductions, multimedia applica

tions and business presentations.

They are all IFF files and are 16

color high resolution,

overscanned images which are

compatible with any software that

allows importation of IFF graph

ics including most video titling

packages, multimedia authoring

systems and presentation pack

ages available for the Amiga.

Designed with palettes that are

easy to modify, all images have

been tested for color trueness af

ter transfer to video and are

ColorFont compatible. Broadcast

Backgrounds come in a wide

range of patterns, textures, and

gradients such as brickface,

granite, wood, metal, cloth, and

much more. There are also spe

cial borders and box type back

grounds included. Suggested re

tail price: $44.95, Inquiry #27 7,

Culfgate Technologies, 7507 S.

Tamiami Trail, Ste. 82, Sarasota, FL

34231,(813)378-5477.

RECIPE-FAX V2

This major upgrade from

Mcggido Enterprises contains a

recipe creation and editing envi

ronment for easy entering, re

trieving, and manipulating one's

personal recipes. The editing

portion allows for individual ed

iting and rearrangement of in

gredients and procedures.

Recipe-Fax's powerful recipe list

processor facilitates serving size

adjustments, metric/US unit

conversions, a shopping list cre

ator, and more. Its interface is

laid out for simplicity of use and

is AmigaDOS release 2 compat

ible. Recipe-Fax version 2 requires

Workbench 1.2 and 512K RAM.

Suggested retail price: 544.95, In

quiry #272, Meggido Enterprises,

7900 Limontte Ave., Ste. G-191,
Riverside, CA 92509, (714) 686-

5666.

CHALLENGE GOLF

This is the most realistic simula

tion of golf yet. With genuine 3-D

landscapes, Challenge Golf puts

you right in the middle of the

action. Up to four players can

compote and the computer can

become an opponent as well.

There are four 18-hole courses to

choose from, professional or

amateur levels, a full 16-club se

lection, power and curve controls,

an instant replay of shots, a

handicapping system, and asave

game and player records option.

Suggested retail price: unavailable,

Inquiry #213, On-Live Entertain

ment Ltd., 642a Lea BridgeRd., Lon

don, E10 6AP, UK.

ANIMALS IN MOTION

CDTV

Using historic footage. Animals

in Motion gives a fascinating in

sight into anima! locomotion.

From horses, dogs, cats, across

the spectrum of the animal king

(continued on page 16)
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YOUR COMMODORE
OWNER'S MANUAL IS

WORTH UP TO $300 OFF
An Amiga8 Computer.

he Commodore Power UpT

| program is the easiest way

to buy an already affordable

Amiga® 500 computer for even

less.

If you own a Commodore"

16.64, or 128; or a Pet, Plus 4

or VIC 20, write the serial

number on the cover of the

original owner's manual (no

photocopies) and take it to your

authorized Commodore-Amiga

dealer. You can save $300 on

an Amiga 500P (off the MSRP

of$799).And$200onan

Amiga 500S (off the MSRP

of$599).

• Wtt npuona! A52O RF modulator.

Sullied ID taller panirijiaiinii Setauiioftal dealer fordewils. i
N(>1 vpi!hI with any nihcr offer (irspf( i.il |jn-lri( proiu™n

Otftrendsiafl3]^l,CiHanO(loreVK;20,94, im Hib I and f
Pel air netel«red irailcniarte orijimminli !>■ Klrt inmli ■> IW

Amlea SOtl sprts is a n-dsli-nrl imilftiurl ol

(>ininKNlnri'-Ani«a. Inc.

The powerful Amiga 500S

hooks up to your TV* It has in

credible graphics - with more

than 4.000 colors. Built-in sound,

word processing, and three

exciting games.

The Amiga 500P includes

THE AMIGA POWER DP PROGRAM

one MB of RAM. a word pro

cessor, a clock/calendar, paint

and music programs, and a

challenging graphics-oriented

game.

And behind every Amiga

is a 24-hour toll-free hotline.

Plus a one-year limited war

ranty with free pick-up and

delivery.

Graduating high school or

current college students and

educators can also qualify for

this offer. See your authorized

Commodore dealer for details

before Oct. 31si, 1991. Or

call 1-800'66-AMIGA.

Cs Commodore

AMIGA
Circle 173 on Reader Service card.



MEMORY LOCATION

COLLISION

I am having a lot of difficulty

adding expansion (EMS) memory to

my PC side of the bridgeboard. I am

trying to install an Intel "Above-

board." It seems that all EMS

memory managers require 64K of

contiguous memory. When I try to

install the memory manager it shows

that all of the memory from (HOK-

1MB is occupied or that there is not

64K contiguous. 1 have a Targat

board that uses the A000 location. My

local dealers are useless!

I have also contacted AST, whose

products are referenced in the

Bridgeboard manual with no luck.

Help!!

Thanks,

Gary Mocnik

Laguna Nyvel, CA

[Mark Pardue, whose article "Bridge-

boards & Si/stem Expansion" appeared in

AC, 6.5 responds below.

—Ed. I

Dear Mr. Mocnik:

With your present setup you will

not be able to install an FMS memory

manager. You are indeed correct that

EMS memory managers require 64K

of contiguous memory, and the EMS

specification requires that this

memory be between C000 and EODO

on the PC. I am assuming from the

description of your problem that you

have an AT bridgeboard and a hard

disk. That means that you have the

Janus dual port RAM at address DOOO

on the PC side and a hard disk ROM

somewhere in the C000-CC00 range.

Because your Targa board is taking

location A000 you cannot change the

Janus dual port RAM to that address

—you would lose Janus functionality

if you did). Therefore, your only

option is to configure your memory

board as Extended memory, which

most boards allow you to do. If you

have a program that must use EMS,

such as Lotus 1-2-3 with large

spreadsheets, your only viable option

is to use a simulated EMS manager.

These are software programs that

simulate EMS in Extended Memory.

They are very slow, but they work in

those cases where you have no other

alternative. A forthcoming article in

Amazing Computing will go into much

more detail on this issue of address

space in the PC memory using the

Bridgeboard.

—Mark Pardue

FULL IBM VIDEO COMPATIBILITY!

Imagine my surprise when I

opened the June 1991 issue of AC,

and started reading it. In the "New

Products" listing, I was amazed and

delighted that someone has made at

least one game ("Trial by Fire")

available "in 16-Color EGA/VGA

graphics" for the Amiga. Wow, full

IBM video compatibility must be

right around the corner. I can't wait!

Imagine my surprise again when

I read abouf'Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure. " It requires "KickStart

2.1 and up." I wonder what features

the game must possess if it needs

KickStart 2.1 or higher —perhaps full

24 frames-per-second animation

(memory resident) using a new Lillra-

Iligh Res mode with multitasking,

maybe even able to control the whole

Amiga via a built-in ARexx port?

Wow, I cannot wait to get it. but

where do I go for a KickStart 2.1 disk

for my Amiga 1000? Why have you

not told up about this new KickStart

yet? Have both AC and AW been

scooped by a software company?

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Harris

San Bernardino, CA

In our attempt to bring unit the

latest news on the Amiga front, some

times our wires do get crossed. We are

aware that we gave the IBM specs for

"Trial In/ Fire" and we apologize. As for

"KickStart 2.1," that should have read

"KickStart 1.2 and up." Again, we

apologize for am/confusion that tnaif

have resulted.

—Ed.
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TM

The next Generation

of Backup program
for the Commodore Qmiga Computer

Ami-Back is a comprehensive hard drive backup utility with a number ofpowerful

features that make it the mostprofessionalprogram ofits type on the market.

• Elegant user interface for easy operation.

• Allows multiple configurations for a wide variety of backup and restore options.

• Backs up to floppies, high-density floppies*, harddrives, and SCSI tape drives.

• Performs backups to a single AmigaDOS file or device.

• Performs complete, incremental (by date or archive bit), and selective backups.

• Allows up to 100 file exclusion conditions during backup.

• Allows you to replace defective media without interrupting backups.

• Performs complete or selective restores.

• Allows controi of protections bits and file datestamps during restores.

• Allows you to Write-Over, Skip-Over, or Rename files during restores.

• Compare mode compares backed-up data to system data if data loss is suspected.

• User-configurable scheduler (no script files necessary!) allows unattended backups.

• Log file keeps track of background scheduler operations.

• Background backups may be performed manually.

• Technical support for registered users is provided by phone, support BBS, GEnie, or BIX.

• Works with AmigaDOS version 1.3 or greater (AmigaDOS 2.0-only version included).

• Ami-Back is extremely fast.

• Ami-Back is multitasking friendly. Commodore standard. Applied Engineering's

• Ami-Back is not copy protected in any way.
HD (loppy does NOT work with some versions

of Kickstart 2.0 at this time.

Don't wait until it's too late... orderyour copy ofAmi-Back today!

For a limited time, send in your previous
backup program original disk and order

Ami-Back at the special price of $49.95.

suggested list price: S79.95

Moonlighter Software Development • 3208-C E. Colonial Drive, Suite 204, Orlando, Florida 32803 • Voice: 407-628-3005 « Fax: 407-282-3719

AMI-BACK is a registered trademark of Moonlighter Software Development

Amiga and AmigaDOS are trademarks of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Circle 199 on Reader Service card.



LOBOTOMIZE THE BANDITO?

Please do the Amiga community

a great favor and give the Bandito a

lobotomy. The Amiga image is

cheapened to have an columnist with

such a myopic view of computer

history!

The Bandito criticizes Atari's

announcement of a touchscreen -

based portable computer. At least

Atari's awake. When was the last

time we heard of innovation coming

from Apple, Commodore, or IBM?

The WIMP standard, Windows,

icons, menus, and pulldowns was

established in 1985 along with

multitasking and small floppies.

Where have we gone in six years?

Apple and IBM are just getting to that

point and Commodore has stood still!

We now have hard drives that

shouldn't be moved and CD ROM's.

The big computer companies are

dead in the water, afraid to move lest

they be drowned in their own wake.

It's no wonder the computer industry

is in a slump, their latest "wonders"

are increased storage and friendly

programs. Big deal! Innovations like

multitasking, affordable portables,

touch screens, multiple OS emulation,

and video signal manipulation have

all come from small firms. IBM

develops a PC that's more primitive

than those it copies, and Commodore

sells a PC emulation board that costs

as much as a whole PC. Why doesn't

Commodore build a computer that

will multitask Macintosh and PC

emulations out of the box. It would

sell like crazy but they're afraid

Apple and TBV! might get mad. Why

don't they sell a computer with a

telephone audio, tactile, sonar or mail

reading input? Or a seat or bed

manipulator output? They refuse to

take a chance on anything but

polished, proven, secondhand

products. That CD ROM technology

can be called revolutionary just

shows how retarded the market is. If

the computer companies stopped

looking at themselves as data

processing companies and practiced

real innovation, society would

embrace the result.

We should applaud Atari's

efforts to market a touchscreen laptop

computer; I just wish it had been an

Amiga.

Sincerely,

C. Robert Spencer

Johnstown, PA

ALIVE WITH THE AMIGA!

"What a great time to be alive

and have an Amiga!" was my initial

response to your latest issue. Great,

informative articles—it's specific

information about hardware require

ments, such as the information in the

"Firecracker 24" review that it does

not require a video slot, which makes

your product information such a

valued resource forme.

Speaking of reviews, I'd like to

add my two cents on the "ATonce"

review. 1 own one, plugged into an

A500 with 2MB (one chip meg,

thanks to ICD's AdRam 540, which I

chose after reading an Amazing

review of it).

The ATonce is an excellent piece

of equipment and I've been extremely

pleased with mine. Vortex has

proven very responsible on upgrades

and even answers its mail (which is

more than I can say for any U.S.-

based equipment manufacturer I've

ever dealt with, except Commodore).

Unfortunately, the reason I know

about its mail response is a pesky

problem that interferes with 100"'!. use

of ATonce for my hardware configu

ration. I have a Commodore 1020

5.25" df2:, daisy-chained to a Golden

Image Master 3A-1 3.5: dfl: and

internal dfO:. ATonce simply won't

reach the 5.25" drive (which has no

user-adjustable controls to confuse

the issue). It will treat the two 3.5"

drives as MS-DOS A and B, but using

dfl:=A: and df2:=B: drives.

Well, after trying every perver

sion of Mountlist and Startup-

Sequence changes I could force down

my trusty Amiga's throat (along with

several other approaches), I finally

tried Consultron's CrossDOS 4.02

(which works perfectly, so I don't

think my problem is a unique flaw in

my 1020). With CrossDOS operated

from CLI, I can transfer entire disk

contents from 5.25" format to 3.5"

format without reformatting disks by

using the AmigaDOS "copy all"

command (like using MS-DOS

"xcopy"). The resulting 3.5" MS-DOS

disks is not bootable until you run the

MS-DOS "sys" command on it, which

is easily enough done when you go

back to the MS-DOS environment.

Amiga—it's great!

Vince Zahnle

Martinez, C.A

F-29 RETALIATOR UPDATE

{Rob Hays has an addition to make

to his review in the August issue.—Edl

The Air Force has replaced the

the F-15 Eagle with the YF-22, one of

the planes modeled in the program.

The YF-22 is now being referred to as

the F-22 Lightning 2, after the famous

WWII P-38 Lightning.

If funding can be secured, the

Air Force plans to buy 650 F-22's by

the year 2014.

Thank you,

Rob Hays

AH letters are subject to editing.

Questions or comments should be sent to:

Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0S69

Attn: Feedback

Readers whose letters are published will

receivefive public domain disks free of

charge.
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OK THE AMIGA MIND

Put DesignWorks

To Work For You
If you've been looking for a fast,

easy-to-use, high quality structured

drawing program, look no further.

Now you can unleash the artist

within with DesignWorks, the

structured drawing program de

signed for the Amiga mind.

Creativity In The

Fast Lane
DesignWorks is built for speed.

No longer are slow and cumber

some programs needed to

achieve professional results.

DesignWorks is the ultimate

in simplicity, with a responsive

interface and design sei.

The Highest Form Of

Self-Expression Is Now

The Least Expensive
DesignWorks costs far less

than you would expect from a

structured drawing program with

this much speed and flexibility. With

a Bezier smoothing algorithm, un

limited numbers of drawing layers,

flexible text handling system and

user-definable multi-color patterns,

you don't need lo be a professional

engineer or CAD programmer lo

achieve quality results. And high

resolution printing means you get

near-PostScript quality output from

your dot matrix printer.

Stop by your local Amiga dealer

to see DesignWorks in action.

Draw Yoir Own Conch sions
Past and intuitive structured drawing

CicaiE lines, rectangles, ovals, polygons, and

freehand objects

Smoothed (Bezicf) curves

Optional arrows on lines

Duplicate, route, (lip. and scale objects

Text with multiple fonts, sues, styles, and colon

Import/export IFF pictures

Automatically align objects relative to each other

Automatic grid map

Group objects logclhrr

Variable line thickness

Customizable multi-color fill pattern*

Multiple drawing layers

AKF.XX poil

Macros, when used with AREXX

Magnified and reduced views

Drawing up lo 100 inches by 100 inches in sue

Up to 10 drawings open at the same time

Inch or centimeler rulers

Near-PostScnpl quality printing on dot-matrix

printers, full 4096 color printing

Complete primer control, including sideways

printing

Fully customizable

Full support (or Kickstart 2.0

Requires Kickslan I.I or later and 512K of memory

Suggested retail price SI25.00

I I

I I I lining NEW HORIZONS
206 Wild Basin Road. .Suite 109

Austin. Texas 78746 (5121 32K-665O

Circle 118 on Reader Service card-
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dom to exotic creatures like Gua-

nacos and Sloths, Animals in

Motion is an unsurpassed re

source ofanimated photographic

images. From artist to scholar,

historian tonaturalist, both young

and old, Animals in Motion is a

valuable encyclopedia of animal

reference and can be enjoyed like

a book, watched like a documen

tary, or used like a database.

Suggested retail price: unavailable,

Inquiry #214, On-Linc Entertain

ment Ltd., 642a Lea Bridge Rd., Lon

don, EW 6AP, UK.

THE HOUND OF THE

BASKERVILLE CDTV

Based on the story by Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle, match your pow

ers of detection against the great

Sherlock Holmes with the evi

dence now made available from

Dr. Watson's private papers,

notes, telegrams, maps, photo

graphs, newspaperclippings, and

real clues. With 600MB of multi

media entertainment, this inter

active CDTV disc can be played

like a game, viewed as a film, or

read like a book. Suggested retail

price: unavailable. Inquiry #215,On-

Line Entertainment Ltd., 642a Lea

Bridge Rd., London, EW6AP, UK.

TOWN WITH NO NAME

CDTV

Once upon a time, in the west, on

the edge of an arid desert stood

the "Town with no name." The

"Hole in the Head " gang had been

running pretty wild, shooting up

the place and terrorizing the

neighborhood.

When he took on the silent

stranger who rode in at sunrise,

the ring leader's kid brother bit

off more than he could chew.

The first of the notorious out

laws bit the dust. Now, Evil Ebe

and his gang, Massive Jake,

Wildcard McVee, and Bad Bad

Bart have it in for the "Town

with no name" and all the peace-

loving folk living there. Only the

Lone Stranger stands between

them. Suggested retail price: un

available. Inquiry #276, On-line

Entertainment Ltd., 642a Lea Bridge

Rd., London, EW6AP.UK.

UMS II: NATIONS AT

WAR

Similar to the original UMS

"wargame construction kit,"

UMS II allows the player to have

control of everything—includ

ing the level of control he wants.

The scope of USM II is global in

both time and space. It encom

passes complete worlds and en

tire war campaigns (127 nations,

525 provinces, 32,000 military

W
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units). Four levels of command

in the order of battle are inte

grated with four levels of visual

zoom and magnification. USM

II also includes the three sce

narios and the ability to simulate

naval campaigns in which the

game's programmable weather

systems can exert a major Influ-

ence. Suggested retailprice: $59.95,

Inquiry #217, MicroProse Soft-

ware. Inc., 180 Lakefronl Drive,

Hunt ValleyMD21030,(301)771-

I2S1.

SHOWMAKER

Whatever your message, bring it

to life with ShowMaker. It's easy

to combine graphics, animation,

video sound, and even animated

titles to make your own video

productions or live multimedia

presentations. ShowMaker fea

tures intelligent autoloading of

files, animation playback syn

chronized to music in frames-per-

beat, titling over Amiga anima

tion and graphics as well as video,

synchronized music and anima

tion to external clocks, complete

control of genlock Functions,

MIDI command and file support,

ARexx support, production

looping, volume fading,

storyboarding, cuesheet genera

tion, integration with

AmigaVision,and more. A driver

for the Sony Vbox interface will

be available in the future. 1MB of

memory and hard drive required.

Suggested retail price: $395.00, In

quiry #218, Gold Disk, Inc., P.O.

Box 789, Slreetsville, MissiBsauga,

Ontario, Canada, L5M 2C2, (416)

602-4000.

game. Suggested retail price: $34.95,

Inquiry #279, Oxxi, Inc., P.O. Box

90309, Long Beach, CA 90809-0309,

(213)427-1227.

FAST EDDIE'S POOL &

BILLIARDS

Crab your cue and get ready for

the most realistic simulalion of

pool and billiards for the Amiga.

You can choose from among 14

different games among four

tables. Whether you're a novice,

expert, or legend, you can select

your level of expertise. You can

play alone, with up to four play

ers, against thecomputer, or have

your Amiga simulate up to four

players. Fast Eddie's includes

real-world handling of scratch

and cue ball spins, high quality

digitized sounds, and an abun

dance of colorful remarks from

your opponents and the pool hail

manager. Also included is an ex

tensive manual describing the

background and rules for each

THE CARDINAL OF THE

KREMLIN

Capstone Software's The Cardi

nal of The Kremlin computer

simulation challenges you to de

velop America's laser anti-mis

sile defenses. Based on Tom

Clancy's best seller, this action-

packed strategy computer game

immerses you in complexities of

espionage, technology, and glo

bal politics. Packed in every box

is a free offer to receive a choice

from five ofTom Clancy's novels.

In the game, your goal is to suc

cessfully deploy America's mis

sile defense system before the So

viets' version. Project BrightStar,

is operational. Espionage and

misinformation, kidnapping of

scientists, satellite launches, and

laser technology testing all come

into play. You assemble a team of

programmers, scientists and en

gineers, run a spy network,

monitor peace negotiations, deal

with third world revolutionaries,

and more. The excitement and

intrigue of the quest to rule the

stratosphere, as told in Tom

Clancy'sspellbindingnovel,now

come tolife. The fate of America's

strategic defenses is in your

hands. Suggested retail price:

$49.95, Inquiry #220, Capstone

Software, 14202 SW 136th St., Mi

ami, FL 33186, (305) 252-9040.

MEDIAPHILE

Unleash the power to perform

automatic edits from players to a

recorder, torecordcomputerani

mations and titles, and to play

1(5 Amazisg Computixg



back multimedia presentations

from within Amiga programs

automatically. Mediaphile con

trollers give programmers com

plete Interactive control over

video decks, camcorders, and

compact disc players from BA

SIC and C language programs.

Complete SMFTE time code,

three-deck control systems are

now available. Newtek's Video

Toaster is also supported. Sug-

gested retail price: S470.00, Inquiry

#221, Interactive MicroSystems, 9

Red Roof Lane, Salem, NH 03079,

(603) 898-3545.

A24W HI-RES

GRAPHICS CARD

Developed in conjunction with

researchers at the University of

Lowell in Massachusetts, the

A2410, a hi-res graphics card for

the Amiga 3000UX, includes 1M B

of video memory and provides

high performance support for X

Windows and Open Lock appli

cations, a hi-res color display

under AT&T's UNIX System V

Release 4, eight color bit planes,

and graphics up to 1024 x 1024

pixels. The card will be available

as a bundled configuration in the

3000UX, as well as for current

users interested in upgrading

their existing configurations.

Commotion' Business Machines, Inc.,

Inquiry #223. 1200 Wilson Drive,

West Chester, PA 19380, (215) 431-

9100.

lutely no desk space. Prima re

places the A500's internal floppy

mechanism with a high perfor

mance Quantum hard drive.

ICD's Shuffleboard, included

with this package, reroutes DFO:

to the external floppy controller.

Prima's features include

autobooting from FastFileSystem

partitions, high speed caching,

auto-configuring, and A-Max II

support. It comes with complete

instructions and all hardware

necessary for a simple, clean, no-

solder installation. Suggested re

tail price: Prima 52i:$649.95, Prima

105i: $899.95, Inquiry #224, 1CD,

Inc., 1220 Rock St.,'Rockford, IL
61101,(815)968-2228.

VIDGEN2.0

VidGcn 2.0 is the greatly en

hanced new version of Microft

Software's background graphics

generator for the Amiga. Many

new design options are featured

including drop shadows, full

color, continuous scrolling, and

shaded background using in

cluded or custom symbols. Stan

dard and custom overscan reso

lutions are supported and it is

compatible with all popular mul

timedia and video packages. A

free demonstration disk and up

grade information is available by

contacting Microft Software.

Suggested retail price: $149.95, In

quiry #225, Microft Software, Ltd.,

P.O. Box 1072, Exton, PA 19341

(215)642-7638.

PRIMA 521 AND PRIMA

1051

These new hard drives from ICD

mountcompletelyinyourAmiga

500, allowing 52 or 105 MB of

high speed storage using abso-

AMIGA USER INTERFACE

STYLE GUIDE

This new book from Addison-

Wesley represents the first gen

eral compilation of interface

IFA PICWHEIS WORTHA THOUSAND WORDS,

and you enjoy reading about the most important computer of the 90's,

imagine the thrill of watching a television show dedicated entirely to the

Amiga.

Thai's right. Amiga lover. Once a monih. for an entire hour beginning aiSrvEDT on the first Tuesday of Ihe

month, the AMK!A VI DEO MAGAZINE unovh being broadcast iwovouihome, via satellite, onSaicomm—

Channel 1110 tner 5.5 million receiving dishes in North anil South Amenta. Bui you don't haveajaielliie dish

on\our roof,'No problem! Just order your own videotapes of the shmv! VHS tapes of the AMIGA VIDEO

MAGAZINE can be mailed to your home eachand every month, so that you can keep abreast of the latesland

most exciting developments in Ihe Amiga community.

WHATDOES THEAMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE COVER?

Software and Hardware Reviews. L'ser Profiles. Tutorials. Application Features. Came Reviews, AMIGA

News, the AVM Art Gallery and much more. From the latest 3-Drav-ir.icing anil animation packages lolhe

most powerful productivity programs to the fastest hard drives to the neatest games! The AMIGA VIDEO

MAGAZINE covets all the newest and most eiciiing AMIGA applications, in a moving video medium that

leu you see ho» these programs and peripherals really work!

Don't wait! Order your first Issue no*—

and gd a glimpse of the hottest television slum around!

Thtslstheon/y television show dedicated to the UVUGA computer!

AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE,'!!

Group discounts available to AMIGA USER GROUPS.

Dealer inquiries welcome. Call (212) 724-0288.

] One \lonih/$15

Name

Address

City

□ 6 Momhs/$75 □ 1 Year/$120

State ZIP

I Make check or money order payable to:

I CVF Productions

■ 200 W, 72nd Street, Suite 53

New York. NY 10023

| Amiga® is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amip. Inc.. and is used viith their permission.
; AVM t\ produced by Computer Linked Images and is not tonnccled uilh Commodore-Amiga. Inc.

Circle 109 on Hender Servica c«rO.
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standards by Commodore.Three

built-in interfaces—the graphic

user interface, the Shell, .ind

ARexx_are detailed with defini-

tions, descriptions and illustra

tions. An indispensable tool for

Amiga application designers.

Suggested retail price: $21.95, In

quiry #226, Addison-Wesley Pub

lishing Company, 1 Jacob Wai/.

Rending, MA 01867, (800) 447-

2226.

BATTLE COMMAND

Battle Command is .i Futuristic

armored tank simulation where

the North/South divide, bring

ing you into a lite threatening

issue—the Ultra War. As the lone

fighter, you are airlifted behind

enemy lines. You must succeed

where others have failed. Brains

and priceless military hardware

are your only protection. Com

plete all 16 missions. With a com

bination of thought, reflexes, kick,

and invincibility,you will bring.!

close to the Ultra War. Suggested

retail price: $34.95, Inquiry #227,

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr.,

San Matco, CA 94404, (800) 245-

4525.

BATTLESET#3, THE MED

CONFLICT

The Med Conflict, focusing on

the world hottest confrontational

geography in the winter of 1990,

is the latest data disk from Three-

Sixty for its renowned Harpoon

Simulation. The Med Conflict

provides a fascinating view of

the possible action behind the

current international news head

lines. It features 16 scenarios, 60

new platforms including hydro

foils, helicopter cruisers, German

type 20y submarines, and a vari

ety of small combatants. Attack

helicopters and other bombers.

Suggested retail price: S29.95 In

quiry #228, Electronic Arts, 1820

Gate-way Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404,

(800) 245-4525.

MAIL-O-DEX

PROFESSIONAL

A roiodex, mail-merge manager,

phone dialer, and label printer

utility is now available from

KarmaSoft. In addition to a num

ber of bug fixes, this new version

of Mail-O-Dex boasts many im

provements over previous ver

sions. Features include separate

options window tor easicraccess,

an iconify/zoom gadget, more

powerful filter functions, a record

count, multiple print styles, en:

velope printing, memory effi

ciency, and much more. Previous

owners of Mail-O-Dex can up

grade for 510.00 by sending the

original disk to KarmaSoft. Sug

gested retail price: $49.95, Inquiry

#229, KarmaSoft, P.O. Box 1034,

Golden, CO 80402-1034, (303) 490-

2939.

AMIGATEX

A professional typesetting sys

tem for the Amiga, new features

lor this revision include full Post

Script font and graphics support

on the screen and to any sup

ported printer, and AmigaDOS

2.0 compatibility. Users can now

choose from thousands of Post

Script Type 3 and hinted Type 1

fonts and Postscript graphics

from numerous sources. A free

demo disk is available from Radi

cal Eye. Suggested retail price:

$300.00, Inquiry #230, Radical Eye

Software, P.O. Box 2081, Stanford,

CA, 94309, (415) 322-6442.

SURFACE MASTER FOR

IMAGINE

Surface Master provides a large

number of predetermined sur

faces while instructing on

Imagine's surface capabilities.

Thesettings for the preset materi

als have been carefully chosen to

work in the widest array of cir

cumstances. By studying the

samplescreensand objects,you'll

gain the ability to create your own

surface settings with confidence.

Suggested retail price: $34.95, In

quiry #231, Computer Imagery, 49

Walnut Ave., Shelton, CT 06484.

MAP MASTER

Map Master is a three-diskcollec-

tion of Image Mapping capabili

ties which breaks new grounds

by offering beautiful and profes

sional results with no learning

curve. Through a menu-driven

program, arrays of objects dis

play all possible settings and give

positive visual feedback for the

chosen parameters or image. A

comprehensive manual is in

cluded and ail of the 3-D objects

and the scene or .imp files are

included for the user to recreate

the Map Master screens and ex

periment further. Suggested retail

price: Two versions are available.

Map Master for Lightwave 3-D,

$99.95, and Map Master for linag-

inc,$69.95, Inquiry #232,Computer

Imagery, 49 Walnut Ai'c.. Shelton,

CT 06484.

and reflection mapping for the

Amiga. Each edge of each image

matches against the edge oppo

site to it, producing virtually

seamless image mapping. The

package comes with a carrying

case which easily displays all 10

disks. Suggested retail price: S59.95,

Inquiry #235, Amazing Computer*

S.E. inc., 7441 E. Fletcher Ave.
#1450,Tampa,FL33612,(813)977-

6511.

HKI2IHE CINTIIIITIINS

KING'S BOUNTY

As a young and promising noble

in the service of King Maximus,

the adventurer has been assigned

the task of finding the King's sto

len SceptreofOrder.Manyardu-

ouschallenges loom ahead on the

way to a successful mission.

First, a large and fearsome army

of both monsters and men must

be raised. Piece together a map

and the Sceptre may be recov

ered from the unscrupulous mas

ter criminals. The quest will not

be easy.

Criminals hide themselves in

castles, forests, and fortresses.

Take seige to towering castles,

battle in open plains, or partake

in savage combat in primeval for

ests. Finish your task and receive

the King's Bounty, but if you fail

the land may erupt into turmoil

and chaos. Suggested retail price:

S49.95, inquiry #233, Electronic

Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo,

CA 94404, (800) 245-4525.

PRO-TEXTURES

Pro-Texruresarea 10-disk col lec

tion of high-quality 24-bit IFF

images for 3-D image wrapping

READY ROBOT CLUB

DISK MAGAZINE

This disk-based magazine is a

stand-alone educational fun

package for families with kids in

kindergarten to sixth grade, it

includes optional speech, folk

stories from around the world,

puzzles, riddles, multiple-level

thinking games, music, science

experiments, adventures with Dr.

Omoron and Ready Robot, a cal

endar of historical events, updates

on scientific activities in space, a

coloring book, projects for kids to

do, and more. Only one disk drive

and 512K is required. Subsciptkm:

$36.00for 6 issues orS65.00for 12

issues. Inquiry #236, Signs Etc. by

D. Kiwx, P.O. Box 628. Cannichael,

CA 95609, orders: (800) 634-2952,

information: (916) 944-4282.

AMILINK/CI

Just a few mouse clicks away and

you're editing with AmiLink/Cl

(Consumer/Industrial), the new

Amiga-based edit controller from

RGB. AmiLink multitasks with

your favorite desktop video ap

plications, controls most tradi

tional devices, and has a intui

tive, graphical software interface

18 Amazisg Computing



Knowledge is Power

Macro Disassembler

Resource is an intelligent interactive disassembler for the Amiga programmer. Full use is made of the Amiga windowing environment and over

700 (unctions to make disassembling code easier than its ever been. Resource will enable you to explore the Amiga. Find out how your

favorite program works. Fix bugs in executables. Examine your own compiled code.

Resource will load/save any file, read disk tracks, or disassemble directly from memory. Virtually all Amiga symbol bases are available at the

touch of a key. In addition, you may create your own symbol bases. Base-refative addressing is supported for disassembling C programs.

All Amiga hunk types are supported for code scan. Display is incredibly fast.

Resource now has a big brother. Like the original program, ReSource'030 will tear apart your code like no other program. And it will do so

even faster now, because ReSource'030 is written in native MC68030 code. ReSource'030 also understands 68030 instructions.

ReSource'030 supports the new M68000 Family assembly language syntax specified by Motorola to support the new addressing modes used

on the 68020/030 processors. ReSource'030 and Macro68 are among the few Amiga programs now available that provide this support.

Due to popular demand, we now offer ReSource'068. Functionally identical to ReSource'030, this program will run on a 68000 cpu.

ReSource'068 is included when you purchase ReSource'030.

"If you're serious about disassembling code, look no further!"

ReSource outputs old-syntax source, and will run on any 68K family cpu. ReSource'030 outputs new-syntax source, and requires a 68020/030 cpu.

ReSource'068 outputs new-syntax source, and will run on any 68K family cpu. Both versions of ReSource require at least 1 meg of ram.

Suggested retail prices: Original ReSource, USS95; ReSource'030, USS150

Macro Assembler

Macro68 is a powerful new assembler for the entire line of Amiga persona! computers.

Macro68 supports the entire Motorola M68000 Family including the MC68030 and MC68040 CPUs, MC68882 FPU and MC68851 MMU.

The Amiga Copper is supported also.

This fast, multi-pass assembler supports the new Motorola M68000 Family assembly language syntax, and comes with a utility to convert

oid-style syntax source code painlessly. The new syntax was developed by Motorola specifically to support the addressing capabilities of the

new generation of CPUs. Old-style syntax is also supported, at slightly reduced assembly speeds.

Most features of Macro68 are limited only by available memory. It also boasts macro power unparalleled in products of this class. There are

many new and innovative assembler directives. For instance, a special structure offset directive assures maximum compatibility with the Amiga's

interface conventions. Listing control including cross-referencing is included. A user-accessible file provides the ability to customize directives

and run-time messages from the assembler.

Macro68 is fully re-entrant, and may be made resident. An AREXX(tm) interface provides "real-time" communication with the editor of your choice.

A number of directives enable Macro68 to communicate with AmigaDos(tm). External programs may be invoked on either pass, and the results

interpreted. Possibly the most unique feature of Macro68 is the use of a shared-library, which allows resident preassembled include files for

incredibly fast assemblies.

Macro68 is compatible with the directives used by most popular assemblers. Output file formats include executable object, linkable object,
binary image, and Motorola S records. Macro68 requires at least 1 meg of memory.

Suggested retail price: US$150

The Puzzle Factory, Inc.

P.O. Box 986, Veneta, OR 97487

"Quality software tools for the Amiga"

For more information, call today! Dealer inquires invited.

Orders: (800) 828-9952
Customer Service: (503)935-3709

Circle 129 on Reader Service card.

Amiga and AmigaDOS are trademarks

of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

VISA/MasterCard

VISA

Check or money order accepted

no CODs.
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S other neat stuff

that is a pleasure to use. Features

include assemble editing, auto

assembly from a list, park and

perform or open-ended editing,

edil point trimming, complete

999-event decision list manage

ment, and multiple list saves to

disk. Suggested retailprice: $995.00,

Inquiry # 237, RGB Computer &

Video, 3944 Florida Bird-, Ste. 4,

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410,

(407) 844-3348.

THE BUDDY SYSTEM FOR

IMAGINE

The Buddy System tor Imagine is

a personal instructor that will

guide you through the intricacies

ofImpulse's powerful animation

rendering program. Imagine.

Enhance your productivity and

creativity by learning with a sys

tem that gives you instant access

to the information you want and

need to know. The Buddy System

has.m intuitive interface forquick

and random access to informa

tive lessons, clear and concise text

explanations of Imagine's fea

tures, real-time demonstrations

with the exclusive Animouse in

structor, and captioned speech

narration synchronized with

demonstrations. The Buddy Sys

tem runs interactively with

Imagine and requires 1.5MB of

memory. Suggested retail price:

$49.95,'Inquiry #238, HelpDisk,
Inc., 6671 West Indiantown Rd.,

Suite56360, Jupiter,FL33458,(407)

694-1756.

EA 900 HINT NUMBER
Electronic Arts' new SJOO service

will enhance the speed and qual

ity of customer service. A fee of

$.95 for the first minute (S.75 for

each additional minute) will

providecustomerswithhintsand

passwords on EA's most popular

software titles. Callers will track

directly into the easy-to-use sys

tem through a simple series of

push-button commands to get the

information they want. Electronic

Arts, (900) 288-HINT.

LEMMINGS CDTV

Lemmings, the popular game

from Psygnosis, is now available

in CDTV format. Gurdehordes of

tiny charachters through many

levels of obstacles and adven

tures. Get them on their way as

quickly as you can, or they start

to inundate you and happily

proceed to their own oblivion.

The CDTV version offers en

hanced music and a fractal en

gine demo. Challenge yourself to

100 mind-blowing levels. Sug

gested retail price: $49.99, Inquiry

#240, Psygnosis, 29 Saint Mary's

Court, Brookline, MA 02146, (617)

731-3553

TECHNICAL MAGIC

MOVES

All correspondence with Techni

cal Magic, a company famous for

MIDI retrofit kits, mustbesentto

the following address: Technical

Magic, 26090 - 62 Robertson Road,

Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H9R0.

telephone: (613) 596-9114 FAX:

(613) 596-3304.

VIRGIN GAMES, INC.

Virgin Mastertronic and Arcadia

Systems have merged to become

Virgin Games. For future refer

ence, contact: Virgin Garnet, Inc.,

18061 Fitch Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.

telephone: (714) 833-8710 FAX :

(714) 833-8717.

M.A.S.T. PRODUCTS

Centaur Software will now dis

tribute Memory and Storage

Technology (M.A.S.T.) , Inc.'s

products. The entire range of

hardware and peripherals for the

Amiga computers, including the

new Colorburst 24-bit graphics

display, the Minimegs series of

RAM expansion products,

Unidrive disk drives, and more

will be distributed through Cen

taur. For more information, con

tact: Centaur Software, P.O. Box

4400, Redondo Beach, CA 90278.

te!ephone:(213)542'2226FAX(213)
542-9998.

STYLUS, INC.

Taliesin, Inc., best known their

professional illustration software,

such as f'roVector for the Amiga,

has changed the name of their

company to Stylus, Inc. Stylus,

Inc., P.O. Box 1671, Ft. Collins, CO

80522.(303)484-7321.

AMIGA '91 BERLIN

29,1)01) dedicated computer users

and interested professionals

attended the special computer

exposition, Amiga '91 Berlin,held

April 25-28 at the AMK Exhibi

tions Center in Munic, Germany.

One highlight of the show in

cluded Commodore's presenta

tion of CDTV. The Delta Anima

tion Laser Lab was also intro

duced. The lab incorporates

computer-aided laser animations

and the Amiga readsand transfers

it into laser graphic images for

projection.

Inheritance, a brand new game

that features environmental con

cerns, was displayed as a demo

model. Look for An Amiga '92

Berlin next year! The next up

coming event is Amiga '91 Koln,

scheduled for October 31-No-

vember 3. For more information

on the show, contact: AMI Shows

Europe GmbH, jennette lienne!-

Holla.x, Zugspiotzstr. 2a, D-80U,

Vaterstetten b. Munchen.Germany,

(49) 8106-31093, FAX: (49) 8106-

34094.

AMIGA ZONE JOINS

PORTAL

Portal Communications Com

pany announced the addition of

the popular Amiga Zone SIG

(special interest group) to its ful-

service offerings on the Portal

Online Sysytem. Amiga enthusi

asts can log on to Portal 24 hours

a day to download over 500

Amiga programs, participate in

chat sessions, post questions and

comments.oradduploadsoftheir

own. Portal has reserved 1

gigabyte of disk space to

accomodate the Amiga Zone.

Amiga fans who subscribe to

Portal will have full access to

Portal's wide range of other fea

tures and services.

Rates arc S2.50 per hour for off-

peak usage (6:00pm-7:00am) and

weekends. The normal rate is

S5.5U-S10.00 per hour, depend

ing upon location. Portal can be

reached via theSpiritnet/Telenet

network. A flat monthly rate of

$13.95 with an initial S19.95

startup fee is also available. For

more information, contact: Portal

Communications Company, 10385

Cherry Tree Lane, Cupertino, CA

95014, (408) 973-9111 (voice.)

•AC*

Neu> Products and Other Neat Stuff

is compiled by Timothy Duarte.

Thousands of Amiga fans attended Amiga '91

Berlin. Another show is scheduled in Germany at

the end of October 1991.
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WE ARE AMIGA-

HEADQUARTERS!
SOFTWARE

PRODUCTIVITY

3D Pro

Amiga Vision

AMOS Creator

Art Department Pro

Audio Master III

BAD

Cygus Ed Pro

Lattice C

Page Stream 2.1 ....

Pro Fills

Project D 2.0

Pro Video Post

Quarterback Tools..

Quick Write

Superbase4

Turbo Silver/Terrain

TV Text Pro.

Vista

Vista Pro

*».

. 289.00

89.95

... 59.95

... 29.95

. 139.95

59.95

... 59.95

29.95

... 29.95

59.95

58.95

... 29.95

. 107 95

... 74.95

...59.95

195.00

. 193.00

. 179.00

53 95

17.95

...35.95

209 00

...94.95

...39.95

...48.95

44.95

... 29.95

47 95

59.95

297.00

... 58.95

..59.95

99.95

35.95

. 86 95

119.95

ENTERTAINMENT

668 Attack Sub 29.95

A-10Tank Killer 29.95

Awesome 34.95

Beast2 34.95

Brigade Comander 26.95

Chaos Strikes Back.... 23.95

Das Boot 29.95

Death Knight/Krynn .... 29.95

Dungeon Master 23.95

Eye of the Beholder.... 35.95

F-15Strike Eagle II 35.95

Falcon 29.95

Gretzky Hockey 29.95

Harpoon 35.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf 35.95

Katie's Farm 23.95

Killing Game Show 26.95

Lemmings 28.95

Life&Death 29.95

Loom 17.95

Me Gee 23.95

Obitus 35.95

Railroad Tycoon 35.95

Search for (he King 35.95

Secret/Silver Blade 29.95

Shadow of Beast 23.95

Sim City 29.95

Space Ace 35.95

Star Control 29.95

Their Finest Hour 17.95

Warlords 29.95

Where in Europe 29.95

Where in Time 29.95

Where in the USA 29.95

Where in the World 29.95

Wrath of the Demon ... 29.95
V ^

SONY DS/DD 100 PACK $59.00^

To Order Call

1-708-893-7464
New products arriving daily!

FD Software

P.O. Box 68

Bloomingdale, IL 60108

Hours M-Fll-7 Sat 10-6

HARDWARE

1X8 SIMM Modules 80ns 49.00

AE Heavy Duty Power Supply 86.95

AT-Once 269.00

Audio Engineer+ 214.95

Baseboard-4MB Board/Ok 99.00

BaudBandit2400w/software 110.00

Beetle Mouse 31.95

Data Flyer 500 149.00

DCTV 395.00

Digi View 4.0 119.95

Firecrackerw/2MB 899.00

Flicker Fixer 239.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner 265.00

Golden Image Mouse 31.95

Golden Image Optical Mouse 52.00

Golden Image RC-500 49.00

Imagine-A Guided Tour/Video 24.95

NewTek Video Toaster 1339.00

Master 3A-1 D Led Drive 85.00

Perfect Sound 66.00

Personal TBC 749.00

Roctech Slim Drive 80.00

Safeskin A500 12.00

SafeskinA2000 12.00

Safeskin A3000 12.00

Sharp JX-100 709.00

Sound Master 119.95

Supra 501 Clone 49.00

Super Gen 2000S 1319.00

Syquest44MB Removable Drive 399.00

Syquest44MB External Drive 515.00

Syquest44MB Cartriges 89.95

SERIES II A500 Drives

A500-HD8+0/42F CALL

A500-HD8+0/52Q CALL

A500-HD8+0/80M CALL

Scala 259.00

GVP SERIES II A2000 Drives

A2000-Ram8/2 205.00

HC/0-No Drive 155.00

HC/8-No Drive 195.00

52MB Quantum CALL

105MB/LPS Quantum CALL

200MBQuantum CALL

GVP ACCELERATORS

A3022 Series II-1MB/22MHZ 899.00

A3033 Series II-4MB/33MHZ 1649.00

A3050-4MB/50MHZ 2299.00

Shipping Info: Shipping $4.50 per order, ships via UPS Ground. COD Add

$4.00.Call for Express shipping ratBs. Alaska, Hawaii. Mail, Foreign shippingextra.
Oversize orders ship at current UPS Hates. Return & Refund Policy: Defective

products replaced within 30 days of purchase. 15% restocking charge on All

returned non-defective merchandise. Other Policies: VISA/MASTERCARD/

DISCOVER-NoSurcharge. IHinoisResidentsadd6.75%Sa!esTax. Walk-in Traffic
.Welcome . Store prices may vary. Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

Circle 189 on Reader Service card.



REVIEW

SOFTWOODS

SoftClips

by JeffJames

IF YOU'VE EVER PRODUCED a publication using your

trusty Amiga, you'll know that a good collection of clip

art can be a shrink-wrapped blessing. An attractive

piece of clip art in an appropriate spot can vivify your

newsletter, inviting your readers to continue reading.

When it comes to instantly communicating a theme or

idea, clip art can be invaluable—whoever quipped that

"a picture is worth a thousand words" must have been

an Amiga-using desktop publisher looking for clip art.

While a few collections of clip art

have been commercially available for

the Amiga for quite some time, there

hasn'tbeenmuchvarietyinwhafsbeen

offered. To make matters worse, Amiga

From the People Clip Art disk, owners have been forced to stand at a
a compilation of people in a ,. . , ,. ,, ,,.

variety of settings distance and sallvate over the multl'

tude of clip art offerings available for

the Macintosh and IBM-compatible

markets. For such an obviously capable

graphics machine as the Amiga, the

lack of a wide range of clip art, both in

cost and quality, has been an ironic

shortcoming.

Fortunately, SoftWood has sup

plied moreammunition to the creative

arsenals of Amiga users everywhere

with the release of SoftClips, a new line

of high-resolution bit-mapped clip art

for the Amiga. SoftWood explains in

the documentation included with

SoftClips that they licensed the clip art

for SoftClips from Dubl-Click software

of Chatsworth, California. Well known

for their extensive clip art offerings for

the Apple Macintosh, Dubl-Click of

fered a ready-made selection of profes

sionally created artwork for SoftWood

to introduce to the Amiga market.

SoftWood licensed a considerable

amount of clip art from Dubl-Click,

enough to fill nine volumes (each vol

ume consists of four disks.) Of the nine

volume set that SoftWood has prom

ised, only the first four volumes are

currently available.

The first four volumes are Classic

Clip Art, a pastiche of over 1000 varied

images; People Clip Art, a compilation

of people in a diversity of settings;

Collector's Clip Art, which is comprised

of images for use in documents, news

letters and reports; and Animal Clip

Art, which boasts over 300 pictures of

birds, fish, insects, mammals and other

critters.

I looked at the first two of these

four volumes—Classic Clip Art (Vol.1)

and People Clip Art (Vol.2). Each pack

age consists of four diskettes full of clip

art, an image-directory/instruction

manual, and a warranty/registration

card. The disks are not copy protected,

socopyingyour favorite images to your

hard disk is a facile undertaking.

Although the disks aren't copy

protected, finding the image you want

is extremely difficult without the help

of the included instruction manual/

image directory, which separately dis

plays each individual image and indi-
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cates the residing diskette and direc

tory of the image. If you have a dog

which relishes chewing on instruction

manuals, hide your SoftClips manual

well.

If you plan to use a great deal of

clip art on a regular basis, I'd

strongly recommend the

purchase of ImageFinder,

from Zardoz software.

Imagefinder allows you to

create tiny thumbnails of

all your IFF picture files, al

lowing you to see a tiny pre

view of a picture before

you load it. If you want a

more economical solution,

simply use a directory

utility (such as the public domain pro

gram SID, or DiskMaster, a commercial

program from Progressive Peripherals

& Software) to rename each piece of

clip art with a descriptive filename as

you copy it to your hard disk.

Classic Clip Art offers a potpourri

of images usable by just about every

one. Pictures of animals, food, western

items, tools, holiday symbols, people,

planes, trains, and other motorized ve

hicles comprise the more

than 1000 im-

a g e s

squeezed

onto four

diskettes. I

t h o u g h t

the images ■

of animals

were espe

cially well

done; most

of the insect images look realistic

enough to reside in an entomology

textbook. Fortunately, the whole col

lection is not limited to staid, realistic

pictures. There are plenty of humor

ous, less-realistic pieces than can lend a

folksy, good-natured air to any publi

cation.

The same can be said for the pic

tures included in the People Clip Art

package. Pictures of people in a variety

of occupations, ranging from as

tronomy to waitressing, are offered in a

cute, semi-cartoonish fashion. Several

more realistic images of people are also

included, including a truly excellent

image of a Japanese woman in tradi

tional Japanese raiment.

Just because I've mainly described

SoftClips in a desktop publishing

environ-

m e n t

doesn't

mean it's

restricted

to that

applica

tion in

any

way. In

fact, any

Amiga program able to load an IFF

brush can immediately take advantage

of what SoftClips has to offer. The cre

ative possibilities SoftCilps offers are

nearly endless. Team the dozens of

small animal pictures in the Classic

Clip Art collection with DeluxePaint,

and you could keep a small child occu

pied by coloring them in for hours.

Animators could easily use the myriad

of images in the People Clip Art pack

age as a "casting service" for their ani

mations, and video pro

ducers will find the im

ages of credit cards,

phones, and other

utilitarian images

to be in

valuable.

Unfortu

nately, If

you're

looking

for pic

tures of Amigas and Commodore

equipment to plug into your Amiga

User Group's newsletter, none of the

packages 1 looked at offer any pictures

of the Amiga. It's blatantly obvious

that the clip art originated from the

Macintosh in some cases, as almost

every image that deals with computing

displavsa Macintosh in the center of it

all. I hope that some of the forth

coming volumes will remedy this

unfortunate state of affairs.

Aside from the absence of

any Amiga images in the vol

umes I saw, there just wasn't

much to dislike about SoftClips. 1 think

the $79.95 retail price is a little high.

However, if you can catch them at the

$49.95 introductory price, it's a better

deal.

Now that SoftWood has fulfilled

the monochrome needs of clip art

starved Amiga users everywhere, I'd

like to plug for images delivered in a

file format other than the old

"bitmapped-IFF" standby. Support for

encapsulated postscript (EPS),

ProDraw and ProVector formats would

be a boon, and some color might be nice

too.

But enough of my wishful ram

bling. Simply put, if you need a good

supply of clip art for your next creative

project on the Amiga, look no further

than SoftClips. »AO

SoftClips

Volume 1: Classic Clip-Art

Volume 2: People Clip-Art

Price: $79.95 ($49.95) each

SoftWood Inc.

P.O. Box 50178

Phoenix, AZ 85076

(800) 247-8314

Inquiry #254

Please write to JeffJames

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869
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High
Resolution
Output
from your AMIGA1'
DTP & Graphic

Documents

You've created the perfect piece, now you're looking for a good service bureau for output. You want

quality, but it must be economical. Finally, and most important...you have to find a service bureau that

recognizes your AMIGA file formats. Your search is over. Give us a call!

We'll imageset your AMIGA graphic files to RC Laser Paper or Film at 2450 dpi (up to 154 Ipi) at a

extremely competitive cost. Also available at competitive cost are quality Dupont ChromaCheck™

color proofs of your color separations/films. We provide a variety of pre-press services for the desktop

publisher.

Who are we? We are a division of PiM Publications, the publisher ofAmazing Computingfor the

Commodore AMIGA, We have a staff that really knows the AMIGA as well as the rigid mechanical

requirements of printers/publishers. We're a perfect choice for AMIGA DTP imagesetting/pre-press

services.

We support nearly every AMIGA graphic & DTPformat as well as most Macintosh™ graphie/DTP

formats.

For specific format information, please call.

For more information call 1-800-345-3360

Just askfor the service bureau representative.



Framebuffer Face-off
BY FRANK M C. M A H O ,V

Painting for Video:

Hi-Color Paint

Systems Go

Head to Head

/^K [i essential part of any video

/ ^ft production is creating

i^^k videographics. Client de-

/ ^A mands for painting in

J- m^L.higher colors and reso

lutions have been met by four recently

released products: DCTV from Digital

Creations,Firecracker24from Impulse,

HAM-E from Black Beit Systems, and

the Video Toaster from NewTek. All of

these products include 24-bit support

to produce color displays in the mil

lions, instead of thousands as we're

accustomed to in standard Amiga paint

mode. This closely matches the color

resolutionsofthestandardNTSC video

signal.

With some verbal jousting going

on between companies, slick ad cam

paigns, magazine and bulletin board

discussionsofeverythingfrom"ifsnot

really 24 bit" to "how much color am I

seeing," trying to find the best hi-color

paint system is disorienting. In past

months, we've looked at all the current

Breakfast picture supplied with HAM-E software shows varying textures.

framebutfer boards that offer millions

of colors beyond the Amiga's standard

4096 and stated their strengths and

weaknesses. This time we'll go further

and stack them up against each other

on several considerations. Although

these boards have numerous hardware

and software features, we'll center pri

marily on painting and video use. Who

has the best paint features? Which al

lows the most colors on-screen? Can I

hook up DCTV along with HAM-E?

Can I swap files between the Video

Toaster and the Firecracker 24 board?

The answers and more follow.

The Video Toaster is certainly

charming the press into the best choice

for Amiga video users. The Toaster is

dazzling, but it may not be the best

choice for you. You may like the way

DeluxcPaintHI lets you create a picture

and then work the palette sliders to

alter the colors, trying out different

combinations. Moving up to a hi-color

system like the Video Toaster you

wouldn't have this feature that was

important to you since it is not available

in ToasterPaint. In fact, the only board

of the four that does this is HAM-E,

meaning that may be your
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best choice. This article will not tell you

what's the best hi-color paint system

for Amiga video users. I hope it will tell

the best choice for your persona! use.

Let's lift open some hoods...

BEST PICTURE QUALITY

Let's cut to the chase. Powerful

features mean nothing if the output is

weak and certainly anyone putting ef

fort into graphic creation would want

the best "look" they could afford. Let's

break it down into "creation" and

"sending to video." Creation of images

can take placeon a standard RGB screen

in all units except for DCTV. DCTV is a

composite-only device meaning that

all the painting operations and controls

are on a standard optional composite

monitor. If you are painting for video,

you can see exactly what your picture is

going to look like when transferred to

television.

Composing in RGB mode is not

accurate for later transfer to video.

Sharp reds and bright yellows in RGB

mode can bleed and wash out when

transferred to tape. The disadvantage

of composite composing is that you

lose the sharp display of RGB, making

detail work in non-magnify modes

somewhat difficult. An RGB converter

for DCTV is supposedly coming soon.

After inquiring to Digital Creations

several times in the pastseveral months,

the release date always seems to be just

"several weeks" away.Compositework

demands a quality monitor with a clean

picture. I also strongly recommend a

high quality video cable, such as a

"Monster" cable sold at better audio/

video stores. Replacing my beat-up

RCAcable with a RCA "Monster" cable

provided a much more highly detailed

brighter and cleaner signal.

Both the Firecracker 24 and HAM-

E loop the RGB input through the re

spective units, enabling a mixture of

software interfaces with direct hi-color

RGB output. The Firecracker board ac

tually appears to create a more solid

Amiga display and its interface screens

are as good as any RGB display with no

visible degradation of signal. It should

be noted that the Firecracker 24's

graphics display far outshines any of

the boards we're discussing. It's RGB

signal with 16 million on-screen colors

is simply beautiful to look at. HAM-F's

signal display is lower because the RGB

signal was slightly dimmed after run

ning through the unit. Otherwise, color

representation was very accurate, com

ing in a few notches below the Fire

crackerboard in thesharpness category.

ToasterPaint, part of the Video

Toaster package is controlled on the

standard Amiga RGB screen (in lo-res

HAM mode only) so the output is de

termined by the quality of your moni

tor.

could be a little better. Considering the

price, I would hardly expect it to be on

par with a board costing three to four

times as much. For professional use, a

Firecracker or Toaster will provide the

best video output. HAM-E's and

DCTV's signal is adequate for most

cable television, prosumer, and home

user needs.

DETAIL WORK

Although some programs will

strictly display images and cut and

paste, most will eventually get into

some serious detail work. When the

work gets exacting, so many variances

come into play. All four boards are

great for cut and paste, but what about

pixel by pixel chiseling? DCTV has a

stumbling block in this area. Its paint

ing algorithms are not precise due to

the natureof pain ting on a video screen.

I hope that this article will tell the

best choice for your personal needs.

Let's raise some hoods.

As forvideooutput, only the Video

Toaster and DCTV are set up for com

posite with no additional hardware.

This allowsdirect hook-up to any video

deck. HAM-E and Firecracker 24can be

encoded to video with a standard

genlock or RGB/composite encoder.

The later two units will provide great

output to video but it's entirely depen

dent on your genlock/encoder. The best

of the bunch has to be the Toaster. I've

seen all units hooked to video and the

Toaster consistently shows a bright,

clean and accurate signal. Next would

be the Firecracker 24board. I've hooked

it up with a SuperGen and dumped

several 24-bit images on to videotape.

The results were excellent but again,

the output will only be as good as the

encoding device. DCTV sends a good

signal out with nice color accuracy but

Small amountsof fringing occur in

some color combinations, but more

notably during single pixel line draw

ing. If you load a 24-bit IFF graphic, you

will notice areas with small, highly-

contrasting colors will suffer some

minimal fringing.

The peak of the problem hits when

you start working with text. Text ren

dering in small point sizes produces

almost unusable results. Drawing a

highly detailed image from scratch can

prove frustrating when color variations

occur in such a random way. HAM-E

suffers a similar but less severe prob

lem. Although it allows hi-res displays

of 262,000 colors, it is still based on the

HAM mode technology, where slight

fringing can occur. Detail work is most

accessible using HAM-E's "register

mode" paint program. This special
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UT
Credit Card Orders Only, Call Toll-Free 1-800-45-POWER (215) 922-0050 Fax: (215)922-0116

POWfRCOHPUTIfiG PRQDUCTS
POWER MOUSE S 38 00
PC880 POWER DRIVE S 99 00

BLITZ AMIGA ■ A5OO2O0O S 34 95

DUAL DRIVE S 199.00
POWER SCANNER S 259 00

A500 INTERNAL DRIVE S 79 95
A2000 INTERNAL DRIVE $ 79 95

512K RAM CLOCK CARD S 59 95

512K RAM WITHOUT CLOCK S 49 95
PRO SOUND AMIGA S 49 95

PC880B POWER DRIVE - NEW

HIGH SPEC B80K FLOPPY DRIVE

BLITZ HARDWARE COPIER BUILT-IN

(SWITCHABLE)

POWER COMPUTING ANIICLICK FEATURE

VIRUS BLOCKER BUILT-IN

(SWITCHABLE)

$149.00

1.5 MB EXPANSION BOARD

PLUGS EASILY INTO YOUR A500

KICKSTART 1 3 AND ABOVE

SIMPLE INTERNAL FITTING

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH FATTER

AGNUS AND

1 MB CHIP RAM

$139.00

ATonce
PC/AT EMULATOR

A500 $239.00

A2000 ADAPTOR $ 79.00

Supra

500 XP HARD DRIVE KITS

EXP to b MB

2DMB - w2 MB

52 MB - w 2 MB

105 MB - w,2 M3

SUPRA RAM 500

SUPRA RAM 500 G" 1 MB [(«= TO I]

SUPRA RAM 500 R< 2 MB ititf TO i)

S 560 DO
S 735 Of)

S 49 OC
S 129 Or

3 1890C'

SUPRA RAM 2000

OK $108 01

2 MB $ CALI
A MB S CALI

6 MB $ CALI
B MB S CALI

SUPRA MODEMS

2400 BAUD EXTERNAL $ 97 0C

2400 Zl INTERNAL (A2000) $11501

2400 MMP (2-5] S 1*5 00
2400 PLUS (MNP ■ V42 Bit! S 16500

2400 Zi PLUS (MNP • V« B.s) S 15&DC

9600 PLUS (V 32 MNP ■ V42Bii] S 5*0 01:
SUPRA WORD SYNC (A2000) $ 99 Of

SUPRA DRIVE - 3 5 EXTERNAL S 99 OC

UPGRADE/REPLACEMENT CHIPS

TfOClrvf won) VrtTIMl

TRUMP CARD 500 $179 00

TRUMP CARD 2000 S 109.00

TRUMP CARD 500 PRO S 228.00

TRUMP CARD 2000 PRO $ 169.00

GRAND SLAM 500 S 278 00

GRAND SLAM 2000 $225 00

META4 $129 00

PRINTERFACE AUXILIARY

PRINTER PORT S 78 0C

PROGR€jCHV€
P€RIPH6RF

KICKSTART 1 3 ROM

KICKSTART 2 0 ROM

8372A FATTER AGNLJS 1MB

8372B FATTER AGNLJS 2MB

3362 DENISE

8372 SUPER DENISE

8364 PAULA

5719 GARY

3520 CIA

1 MB x 4.80NS SC ZIP (A3000I

I x V80NS

:?56 x 4'aONS

:»56 x 1 SONS

1 x 8 60NS SIMM

4x8 SONS SIMM

FATTER AGNUS CHIP PULLER

S 27 00

S CALL
S 55 00
S CALL

S 26 00
S CALL

S 26 00
S 12 95

S 15 00
S 30.00

$ 5 50
S 5-50
S 2 00

S 45 00

$ 198 00
S 6 50

EXPANSION

BASEBOARD MEMORY EXPANSIONS FOR A500

OK

512K

1 MB

2 MB

3 MB

4 MB

S 95.00

$118.00
S 135.00
$ 174.00
S 220.00

S 240.00

DATA

A-500

A-2000

FLYER

$ 129.00

S 79 00

DKB Software
MEGACHIP 3000 $22900
GIT 2 MB O« CWPBAM tOB THE A20M « H !H( «000

MEGACHIP 2000 w 2 Ml Fetter Agnui S 325 00

Leu 55 00 FOB THE ) MB CHIP

MLPLTI STABT II $ 79 00

foe «oo tm swiick aitmen kickstact ; o ad 11 bow

StCUBEKEY S 109 00

A20CO 3000 SECJBItV CONTROL

KWIK START II S 89 00

INSIAU KICKSTART 20 AND 1 3 ROMS IN THE A<000

SWICHAflli WITH THE »E*TOMTO

BATT. DISK 5 229 00
A2000 3000

INSIDER II

HJK $21800 «mb$248 00 i5

FRAMEGRABBER $42900

FRAMEGRABBER 2Si $49900
MINIGEN SI89 00

BAUD BANDIT MNPS;2400 BD MODEM S13900

HARD DRIVES

SERIES II ACCELERATORS

with SCSI Controllers

GVP A-2000 COMBO'22 MHZ 2 MB S 879 Of.

GVP A-2000 COMBO'33 MH2J MB$1599 0(

IDE CONTROLLER

GVP 3050 50 MHZ'd MB S23d9 0(1

Quantum

52

105

210

MB -

MB

MB

IPS

LPS

- 5

cS? Seagate
ST 157N - 1 49MB-28MS

SI 277N 1 SQMB-28M5

SI 1090 N 80MB-2QM5

ST 296 N 80MB-2BMS

SyQuest

&& MB REMOVABLE

ii MB ^CARTRIDGE

CARTRIDGE

S23500

S355 00

S710G0

S225 00

S27S00

$325 DO

$285 00

$400 00

$475 00

$ 7500

ROCTEC

3 5" ULTRA SLIM 88011 fXlERNAL FLOPPY WIVE S 88 00

525' 360720 K EX1 DSIVE $15000

MODS! S 3)00

9iNlOCK AjOOiOOO SWOD

AE-DATA LINK 2000 [INTj $11500

AEDATA LINK 2000 WMNP5 ■ FAX (INT | $18900

AE-DATA LINK EXPRESS W MNP-5 ■ FAX <EXT | S21$C0

AE-KIGH DENSITY FLOPPY DRIVE S 1S9 00

CUMANA

3 5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

$99.00

ICD

GVP A-500 HD B ■ 040

GVP A-500 MD 8 ■ 0 52

GVP A-500 HD 8 ■ 0 105

$559 00

$599 00

$849 00

GVP 82 MEMORY EXPANSION FOR A-2000

2 MB $199 00

4 MB $ CALL

6 MB $ CALL

B MB $ CALL

GVP Series II - HC A-2000 $159 00

GVP Series H HC 8'0 A-2000 $19500

MICRO R&D
IPO'V <O' ASOO,

oiiobiei S 56.00

PRINTER BUFFER $12000

JOYSTICK'MOUSE SWITCH S 28.00

MW-738A5O0 POWER SUPPLY S 108 00
[I If Ell ME WARRANTYl

MOUSE (LIFETIME WAHBANTV] S 55 00

AMIGA EXTRAS

AMIBACK TRACKBALL $ M95

BODEGA BAY $ CALL

BODEGA 8AY WITH MAIIBU $ CALL
BE=TLE MOUSE S 4500

BOING OPTICAL MOUSE S 99 00

CUTTING EDGE MAC DRIVE 3 5" S 19900

CHROMAKEY $ 31900

DPS PERSONAL TBC 5 84900

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x12 $ 37900

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x16 $ 55900
FLICKER FIXER $ 23900

FUCKER FIXER DEB 2000 $ 9400
FIRECRACKER 2400 2MB $ CALL

ICD SHUFFLE BOARD $ CAR

MAGNI SYSTEMS $ CALL

MIGRAPH HAND SCANNER $ 299 00
PANASONIC 16MM LENS WITH IRIS S 6900

PANASONIC 16MM LENS WO IRIS $ 2900
PANASONIC WV1410 CAMERA WITH CAB1E $ 209 00

REJUVEMATOR 1000 WITH AGNUS S CALI
SHARP COLOR SCANNERS $ CALI

SCANLOCK $ 84900

VIDEO MASTER $ 107900

an
MEGAMIDGET RACER

25 MHZ [A5O0-2OOO] S 599 0C

33 MHZ (A5O0-2OOO] $679 00

MEGAMIDGET ECONOMY

25 MH2 (ASOO 2000] $499 00

33 MHZ (A500-2000) $599 00

MATH COPROCESSOR 25MHZ-33MHZ $ CALL

MEGA MIDGET RACER MEMORY $ CALL

NewTek
VIDEO TOASTER

$1399.00

*3 SCSI 2000 $129 00

Aa SCSI 2080 $169 00

*C SCSI 2050 2 MB $24900

*o SCSI 2080 4 W8 $36900

*0 $ai 2O8OS WB $16900

« SCSI 2080 8 MB SS6900

Ad RAM 540 5 104 00

Ad RAM 540 1 MB S 142 00

AQ RAM 540 2 MB $180 00

Ad RAM 540 i MB S 21B00

Ad RAM 540 4 MB $256 00

Ad RAM 560 D $175 00

AO RAM 2080 $117 00

Ad RAM 20BO 2 MB S 189 00

Ad RAM 2080 4 MB $261 00

Ad RAM 2080 6 MB S 333 00

Ad RAM 20B0 8 MB $405 00

A<3 SPEED $210 00

FLICKER FREE VIDEO S 299 00

NOV1A 20i [A5O0] $479 00

NOVIA dOi [A5O0] S 649 00

NOVIA 60i (A500) S 879 00

PRIMA 52i [A50G] $459 00

PRIMA 105i (A5C0] S 639 00

AD IDE 40 (3 5HDKH] S109 0C

AD IDE -44 [2 5HDKit] $119 00

DIGITAL
C R EATIOHS
DCTV S 389 00

SUPERGEN 2000S GENLOCK $1349 00

SUPERGEN GENLOCK $ 599 00

FAST TRACK A500 1000

FAST IRACK O52 A500 1000

FAST IRAK Q105 A500 1000

FAST RAM.SA5A500 1000

FAST RAM.SA1O A5001000

FAST RAM 2MB A500 1000

FAST RAM d MB A500 1000

FAST CARD PLUS A2000

FAST CARD PLUS Q52 A2000

FAST CARD PLUS Q105 A2000

MINI FAST CARD - A2000

CD-ROM-650E-EXTERNA1

S 220 00

S CALL

S CALL

S 75 00

S 85.00

S CALL

S CALL

S 145 00

S CALI

S CALL

S 75 00

S 659 00

goldenIMAGE"
GOLDEN IMAGE A500 1000 2000 MOUSE S 36

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE $ 49

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER S 239

MASTER 3-A1 - 500 10002000 S 79

MA5TER3-A1D - 500 1000 2000 S 95

ORDERING INFORMATION POWER COMPUTING USA 21 South 5th Street Suite 900 Philadelphia, PA 19106
We pay all ffeigh! charges within ihe continental U S U P S Ground Service For last delivery send cashier s cneck or money oide' Persona!
and Company checks allow 14 business days to clear CO D charges are 4 00 Instance add 2°» to lotal amount PA residents e'ease add
6°o sales lax

AK. HI FPO. APO Puerto Rico and Canadian orders please add 8°= shipping Mmmum SB.00 All other foreign orders add !5°o shipping

Minimum Si 5 00 All orders Shipped outside the continental USA are shipped hrsl class insured An Mail If foreign charges eiceed the minimum
amounl you will be charged Ihe additional amount All goods are new and include factory warraniy We do not guarantee compatibility and
version numbers - due to our low prices ail sales are final.

An defective relu-ns must have return authorization number To Obtain an R A » Call 215-922-0050 Defective relurns nol accepted wilhout
R A # PRICES AND AVAILABILITY are subject to change without nol.ee Shipping handling and insurance charges are not relunrJaDle Not
responsible for typographic errors AN trademarks acknowledged

NO

CREDIT CARD

SURCHARGE

VISA - MC

AMEX

DiNERS CLUB

FREE
DELIVERY

U.P.S. Ground

Service - USA

only

WE SPECIAL

ORDER
Any Hardware and Sctl■

mare Products FOR

AMIGA COMPUTERS

Circle 119 on Reader Service card.



Top: Outperforming standard HAM mode, Toaster Paint allows much more

realistic shading.

Bottom: Bright gradient fills and sharp digitized rendition in this Light24 painting by

the author

mode allows 256 colors out of a palette

of 16 million. 1 didn't see any fringing

and detail work seemed perfectly accu

rate.

ToasterPaint uses an RGB HAM

screen then sends the output (via a

clicked icon) to the composite screen.

Detail work is possible but not as exact

due to working on a HAM screen (even

though the 24-bit information is calcu

lated internally). NewTek's software

does include drivers that eliminate

fringing during screen refreshes. The

Firecracker 24 board is probably the

best choice for detail work with HAM-

28 Amazing Computing

E's paint program a close second. The

trade-off is that HAM-E is packed with

paint features but only allows 256 on

screen colors. Light24, the Firecracker

paint program, allows 16million.colors

on-screen but has limited paint and

drawing tools.

Magnify mode is essential to detail

work. The Firecracker 24 board and

DCTV both do not allow viewing of the

original image in addition to the mag

nify screen. I find this a serious draw

back since constantly turning the mag

nify mode on and off to look at the

result is too tedious for advanced pixel

work. ToasterPaint is essentially always

in magnify mode (1/4 screen) with an

additional zoomless magnify. How

ever, you always see your full image on

the composite screen. HAM-E splits it

downthemiddle (thebestmethod) like

DeluxePaint III, with your original on

the left and the magnified image on the

right. For this reason, HAM-E is the

best at magnify, followed by

ToasterPaint. DCTV has a three-posi

tion zoom and the Light24 program has

a multi-level zoom. Of the two, Light24

is much faster at screen refreshes in

zoom mode.

COLORS

How many and what can you do

with them? ToasterPaint and DCTV

allow all the colors of NTSC video out

of a pailette of 16 million, HAM-E

provides 256 out of 16 million (or

262,000 in HAM mode), and the Fire

cracker 24 board allows all 16 million

colors on-screen at once. These are all

paintingmodes,encoding them to video

will display only 2 to 4 million colors.

Color selection is problematic in

ToasterPaint because the palette screen

does not allow seeing all 16 million

colors. You can only see a base palette

of 4096. HAM-E and DCTV both pro

vide excellent color selecting with nu

merousshadingandspreadcommands.

Both allow you to peruse the entire 16

million color spectrum. Firecracker's

Light24 allows seeing 16 million on the

palette but only one at a time and only

by typing in numerical data or picking

an existing color off the screen.

All provide color picking off the

screen in one form or another but to

whip up a starter palette is probably

easiest in HAM-E and DCTV. Both of

these programs take colors very seri

ously, the key to a powerful paint sys

tem. HAM-E as stated earlier allows

changing an existing color that was

already drawn on-screen. Even though

the palette is on a separate screen, this

feature is very flexible and allows much

more color experimentation on an ex-

<continued on p. 45)



REVIEW

Hyperbook

by David Spitler

AT FIRST GLANCE, it might seem that Gold Disk has

launched its new program, Hyperbook, into an already

crowded field. If Hyperbook had turned out to be another

"me too" authoring system, it would be difficult to justify

the expense and trouble involved in bringing it to market.

Fortunately, it is a unique product which can stand on its

own and should do very well considering its very tough

competition. Hyperbook stands out because it is very

different from the competition both in concept and in

execution.

From the beginning, you wonder what

the authors intended when they developed

Hyperbook. Is it meant to be an "authoring sys

tem" like CanDo and Amiga Vision? Is it sup

posed to be a presentation package like The

Director or Scala? Or is it meant to be something

else entirely?

DRflHDfl WITH HERD GROWTH

QRflNDfl WITHOUT HEAD GROWTH

The manual refers to Hyperbook

as a presentation package and "free

form personal information manager."

Everything about Hyperbook seems

designed to reassure the new user that

this program is small, uncomplicated,

and simple to use. The packaging is

low-key, the manuals consist of two

small paperback books, and the pro

gram itself is seductively simple in ap

pearance.

What you first notice about

Hyperbook is that everything happens

quickly. Most of the "authoring sys

tem" and "presentation" programs in

existence force (he user to wade through

a complicated series of screens in order

to get anything done. Most of the ac

tivities in Hyperbook are performed

right on the current screen, or "page," if

you adhere to the book analogy. When

something has to be done requiring

extra tools, a special "power panel"

appears on the screen. The draggable

and well-behaved panels arrive and

depart quickly when clicked upon.

Everything in Hyperbook is quick

and easy. The manual'sclaim that most

users will become Hyperbook experts

in about fifteen minutes is a bit optimis

tic, but everythingin the program seems

to fall into place quickly. The manual is

the essence of simplicity. Owners of

other Gold Disk products will feel right

at home here as the format and organi

zation have the look and feel of other

Gold Disk programs.

The main Hyperbook screen will

seem very familiar to users of the Gold

Disk word processor, TransWrite. The

requesters are identical, the screen it

self is spare and simple in appearance,

and all of the screen functions are ei ther

obvious from the first moment of use or

can be quickly figured out. Hyperbook

is so simple to operate that the manual

points out sections which should be

read by "jump-start" type users who

want to get everything possible out of

the program.
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Programs

which are both easy

to learn and power

ful enough to be re

ally useful have al

ways been rare. The

front end is so

uncomplicated that

startup time is virtu

ally zero, and yet

Hyperbook can be

used to create pro

grams which are

both powerful and

sophisticated. The

secret to this is that

Hvperbook is actu

allytwoprogramsin

one. Unsophisti

cated programs may

be created and ed

ited quickly with the tools which

Hyperbook provides on the main

screen. Much more complex programs

are possible using Hyperbook's built in

ARexx interface. ARexx may be used

both to add complexity to a program

and to tap into other programs when

required. This is one clue to

Hyperbook's speed. Since it relies on

ARexx for its more complex functions,

all of this is scripted, not graphic. The

entire program can

run leaner and faster.

The downside to

this, ofcourse, is that

Hvperbook does not

function to full ca

pacity it ARexx is not

present or if the user

is unfamiliar with

ARexx.

Unlike some

other programs

which have offered

an ARexx interface,

Hyperbook consid

ers the problem of

users who are not fa-

The bin is used for cut and paste activities in

Hyperbook.

In a crowded

field, Hyperbook

stands out as a

vyinner

Its easy to read text files in Hyperbook.

OIHRT:HVPERBOOK/Books/GOLDFISH/TEXT/SETTING_UP (line 1 of 27, OZ)
SETTING UP YOUR TflNK

The thing that you need to create is a stable tank which is, in fact,

already a functioning ecosysten before any fish are introduced. The first
thing that you need to do is to clean everything thoroughly. DO NOT USE

SOflP OR CHEHICai CLERNERS as trace elenents of these cleaners which are not

rinsed away can poison your fish, fl strong salt solution Hill generally

do a good job of cleaning the tank and everything which is intended to go

into it. Fill the tank with water, add approxinately 6 tablespoons of salt

per gallon. Let everything soak for at least an hour, then ervty out the
and rinse everything thoroughly with fresh water,

When everything has been cleaned, the tank should be placed where it is

going to stay. The undergravel filter should be installed, followed by the

gravel and any accessories such as rocks or driftwood (nake sure that acces

sories are nade for aquarium), fit this point, the tank nay be filled with

fresh water. The water should be conditioned with aquariua salt and chen-

icals to remve chlorine and annonia. The power filter should be installed

miliar with ARexx

programming. One of

the best Hyperbook

examples is a program

which explains and

demonstrates the use

of ARexx commands.

This "hyperbook" is a

truly useful ARexx

Cheatsheet which can

be kept available for

quick on-line reference

during ARexx pro

gramming sessions.

Hyperbook's sim

plicity is enhanced by

a number of really nice

features which should

be packaged in more

Amiga programs, in

place of the close gadget which nor

mally appears in the upper left-hand

corner of the screen, Hyperbook offers

a"TinyWindow"gadgetwhichshrinks

Hyperbook to a tiny window on the

workbench screen. Hyperbook can be

reactivated at any time with a simple

mouse click. The power panel is

draggable and stays where you put it,

even if you load another program. A

left mouse click on the title bar instantly

offers a memory update divided into

chip and fast RAM.

The power panel can

be dispatched to the

menu bar via its own

"tiny window" gad

get, but it functions

even when shrunk.

The jump from

"read" mode to

"edit" mode and

back is never more

than a mousedick

away. This means

that a Hyperbook

program may be de

signed to be changed

30 Amaziso Computing



"FHNTRIL"

on the fly. During use, the pointer con

stantly changes to remind the user of

what is happening. When the program

is being used in Edit Mode, all of the

objects on screen activate whenever the

mouse pointer passes over them.

There are at least four different

ways to move around in a Hyperbook

program, each one of which offers its

own advantages. The most obvious way

to move is to click on little buttons or

pictures which the author of the pro

gram has embedded in the program

(visible or invisible) to go where the

user intends. In addition, the power

panel has arrows whichmay be used to

jump around in the program. The ar

rows are duplicated in the keyboard

arrow keys and even work on pro

grams set up to hide the menu bar and

the power panel. The power panel con

tains a "table of con

tents" feature which

displays a list all of

the pages in the

book, with or with

out a listing of each

page's contents. This

display is a special

"list"; clicking on an

entry will take the

user to that entry im

mediately. Imagine

being able to jump to

any screen in a large

presentation with

just two or three

mouseclicks!

Hyperbook

opts for the "stack"

form of organization in which a series

of "pages" are created with hot links

which enable the user to jump from

page to page in the "book." Thesejumps

are performed by means of objects on

the screen which can take the form of

graphics or text boxes or directional

buttons.

Hyperbook's

simplicity

is enhanced

by a number of

features which

should be

packaged

in more

Amiga

programs.

color but may be as wildly varied as the

author desires. In addition to offering

text, notes may also be used as "hit

boxes" which jump the user to another

"page" of the program. Lists are more

like multiple notes than anything else.

A list is a scrollable collection of text

objects, each of which can be used to

jump toanother page of the Hyperbook.

Used this way, a list may serve as a

front end to a free-form data base, or as

an index or table of contents. Large

amountsof text may becreated through

a word processor and accessed through

an internal file reader. This is done

simply by creating a button or note on

the screen and telling it to access a text

file. This text file may be edited from

within Hyperbook, if necessary.

BODY TYPES"
Shubunkins"

Equipment"

FflNTHIL"

COHET"
Celestial"
GOLDFISH"

Click on an

entry in the

table of

contents to

move around in

Hyperbook.

Hyperbook seems to be more tex

tual in intent than some of its competi

tors. Text in Hyperbook applications

comes in three varieties: notes, text

boxes, or lists. Notes are simple boxes

(either visible or invisible) which con

tain a few words. Text in a single note is

not limited to a single style, font or

Hyperbook possesses basic draw

ing tools which can be used to create

on-screen graphics, and it also handles

IFF graphic files well. An IFF graphic

file may be used asa screen background.

It may be invoked through a button or

note (much as a text box is called), or

pieces of a picture may be pasted on-
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FOR

NEW

AMIGA

T^v^ USERS
? Ages4to7

Learn the Alphabet and Have Fun

Animation, Pictures, Letters, and Song

$30.00

Check or COD

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

PARTH GALEN
BOX 482 COLD SPRING, MINN 56320

(612) 68&S871

Circle 115 on Reader Service card.

screen. These picture boxes may be

moved, resized and manipulated in a

number of ways. They can also be used

like buttons and notes to jump the user

forward to another page of the pro

gram. One way the manual suggests to

use this feature is present a page full of

downsized pictures and allow the user

to bring up the full picture by clicking

on its miniature.

"Cut and Paste" activities are re

placed in Hyperbook by use of the

"Bin." The Bin is activated by clicking

on its icon on the main power panel.

Any object which can be used in a

Hyperbook program may be copied or

picked up and moved by use of the bin:

one click picks it up, one click puts it

down. The bin may be used to copy or

move objects singly or in "groups" ei

ther from one page to another or into an

entirely different program. Unlike the

clipboard which carries information

during routine cut and paste opera

tions, the bin can contain a large num

ber of different files, each one repre

sented by its own icon.

Hyperbook is not perfect. It

multitasks perfectly,but not with itself.

There seems to be no way to run mul

tiple copies of Hyperbook at the same

time. Nor does there seem to be any

way to run more than one Hyperbook

application at once. No doubt, the ad

vanced user can use ARexx to work

around this, but the new user must

save one program and load another in

order to use or refer to it. Also, it would

be nice to have more keyboard equiva

lents. The manual documents some re

ally interesting and useful keyboard

stokes, but a few more of the old stan

dards such as right Amiga-S (save) or

right Amiga-Q (quit) would be nice. As

was the case with the multitasking

problem above, special keystrokes can

be created in profusion with ARexx

macros, but the new user will just have

to go on using the mouse. Both of these

complaints are pretty insignificant in

light of all of the things which

Hyperbook does well.

As the graphic authoring system

field begins to fill, the notion that one

system would eventually triumph over

the others is being replaced by the real

ization that there may well be room for

a number of really good programs

which do things differently and are

powerful in different ways. As was the

Hardcore

graphics.
Whether you're a cyberpunk, electric art

connoisseur, key animator, video pro

ducer. 3D sculplor, or rocket scientist, a

small powerful map of the Amiga graphics

engine wouldn't hurt. All sons of infor

mation on color, light, pixels, IFF, fonts.

halftones, video modes, animation and the

mysicries of DPaint, at your fingertips.

The Amiga Graphics Reference Curd.

Available at fine Amiga dealers, bookstores,

and newsstands. $2.95

FOR FAMILIES WITH KIDS 5 TO 12
Monthly fun educational disk magazine. Any Amiga.

512K, 1-drive. All original programming. Lots of

quality graphics. Global speech toggle. Point & click

menus. Thinking games/tests. Science experiments.

Music. Things to do. Stories. Space/astronomy. Club

advenlures. Historical trivia. Coloring book. Puzzles.

Jokes. Parent/Teacher corner. 1.4 MB of data. Since

July 1990. More programs available to members.
Easy backup. Hard disk OK. Not available in stores.

TRY A CURRENT SINGLE ISSUE FOR $10
Schools write on letterhead for site license info.cost.

INFO:916-944-4282 ORDERS:800-634-2952

FAMILY COST INCLUDES AIR SHIPMENT

U.S. 6mo/$36 12mo.'S65 Canada 6mo/$40 12mo/S73

Other 6mo/S44 12mo/$81 Name, Address, Phone.

VISA/MC by phone. U.S.A. checks OK. No COD.
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case with word processors and paint

programs, only a few true champions

were able to survive out of a field full of

eager contenders. The competition for

the authoring system honors continues

to heat up, and it is increasingly diffi

cult for new offerings to get noticed.

But even in a crowded field, Hyperbook

stands out as a winner. .^q.

HyperBook

Inquiry #234

Price: $99.95

Gold Disk, Inc.

5155 Spectrum Way, Unit5

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

L4W5A1

(416)602-4000

Please write to:

David Spitler

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

l:or direct nriiiTv add 75 tents per top> for shipping VidbuP.O,

Bin L1 HIT. Manhattan Beach. CA WG66 (213)379-7139 ©mi

Circle 110 on Reader Service card.
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REVIEW

OXXI-AEGIS1

Aegis SpectraColor
by JeffJames

AS AN ARTIST'S MACHINE, the Amiga possibly has noequal.

Dozens of programs for animation, painting, image-processing,

and other artsy applications exist for our favorite multitasking

marvel, offering Amiga users a wide selection of packages to

choose from. One of the most popular paint programs for the

Amiga is undoubtedly DeluxePaint. which for more than five

years has held the enviable pole position in the Amiga graphics

race. The latest incarnation, DeluxePaint III. allows Amiga users

to paint and animate in up to 64 colors.

But as many Amiga-using artists can attest, there is indeed

life (and art) after the 64-hue limit. The Amiga's special Hold and

Modify (HAM) graphics mode allows up to 4096 colors on screen

simultaneously, a mode which has attracted the attention of a

number of software developers. The competition for this market

became so fierce, it was dubbed the "HAM wars" by the Amiga

press.

Artwork from

the

SpectraColor

Art disk.

While it may conjure images of

portly deli-owners hurling pork chops

at one another, the so-calied "HAM

wars" have produced a powerful set of

HAM-capable graphic tools for Amiga

artists. While these programs allow

users to create and modify their HAM

artwork, they ail lack what has helped

make DeluxePaint III popular with

Amiga artists: animation.

Although Photon Paint 2 serves

up basic page-flipping MAM anima

tion, and Digi-Mate3 (Mindware Inter

national) allows owners of the popular

Digi-Paint 3 to animate their pixeis,

nothing in the HAM arena offered the

same cohesive union of ease-of-use,

feature-laden muscle and animation

sizzle that the non-HAM champion

DehixePaint 111 does. Oxxi-Aegis seeks

to rectify that unfortunatesituation with

the release ofSpectraColor, a new HAM

paint program with fully-integrated

animation support, including

animbrushes.

The SpectraColor package consists

of two non-protected diskettes (pro

gram and art disks), a warranty-regis

tration card, a quick reference sheet

and a hefty spiral-bound manual.

Patricia Cummings is credited with

SpectraColor's weighty, spiral-bound

documentation. Boasting more than 300

pages, over two dozen tutorial lessons,

a meaty reference section, an ample

beginner's guide, and an extensive in

dex and table of contents,

SpectraColor's manual is one of the

best I've seen for a piece of Amiga

software. Technical types who want to

read the nitty-gritty on why HAM

works will find a technical section tai

lored just for that purpose, as well as an

informativediscussionofthelFF-ANIM

format by its creator, Gary Bonham of

Sparta, Inc. Although 1 did run across a

few spelling errors and unusable hard

disk installation instructions,

SpectraColor's manual is a nicepiece of

work.
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Before I installed SpectraColor

on my hard disk, I gave it a thorough

round of compatibility testing on an

assortment of Amiga hardware.

While it operated fine on a bare-

bones A500,1 experienced no prob

lems whatsoever putting

SpectraColor through its paces on a

wide variety of Amiga hardware,

including an Amiga 3000 running

AmigaDOS 2.0. After I saw that

SpectraColor behaved itself through

the compatibility tests, I proceeded

to install the program on my hard

disk.

Installing SpectraColor on my

hard disk was as easy as dragging

the program icon from the SpectraColor

disk to where I wanted it. Here's one

word of advice: if you're installing

SpectraColor on your hard disk, ignore

the instructions in the manual. The

manual mentions an icon-driven hard

disk installation program which was

conspicuous by its absence from the

disks I received. According to the tech

nical support staff at Oxxi, there simply

wasn't enough room on disk after the

program and all of its attendant files

were squeezed on. Simply dragging

the program icon from the SpectraColor

diskette to the desired location on your

hard disk is all it takes.

After I installed SpectraColor, I

booted the program and promptly re

ceived a dose of deja vu. Created by the

same programming team which

brought forth Photon Paint and its suc

cessor, SpectraColor is essentially Pho

ton Paint 3. If you've used Photon Paint

before, you'll find SpectraColor pleas

antly familiar, but packed with a num

ber of powerful new features wrapped

in a slick push-button interface. (A note

on the boot-up process: in its default

setting, SpectraColor finds and loads a

picture file entitled "sc.ip" in the same

directory as the SpectraColor program.

Simply deleting the "sc.ip" file will

speed up your loading time by forcing

SpectraColor not to load the picture.)

Turning on

SpectraColor's

brush luminosity

allows you to

simulate a light

source on your

brush wraps

Most important of these new fea

tures are SpectraColor's expanded ani

mation abilities. Using those new ani

mation features is facilitated by

SpectraColor's new VCR-style anima

tion controls. Accessed by clicking on a

toggle icon on the Fast Menu Toolkit,

the Anim Toolkit is where most of

SpectraColor's new animation features

can be accessed. The AnitnToolkit,like

SpectraColor's other painting toolkits,

has been given a cosmetic facelift with

the introduction of shaded 3-D icons

which seemingly sink into the screen

when selected for that WorkBench 2.0

look.

While SpectraColor's progenitor

(Photon Paint 2) offered basic page-

flipping HAM animation,

SpectraColor offers such goodies as

support for HAM-animbrushes,

"tweening" between animation

frames and freehand animation.

First pioneered by DeluxePainl III,

the animbrush is a useful and easy-

to-use variation of a standard brush.

An animation all by itself, an

animbrush can be stamped down

on the screen just likearegularbrush,

but changes every time it is applied

to the screen. Since SpectraColor

supports the same animbrush for

mat as DeluxePaint III, loading in

non-HAM animbrushes created in

DeluxePaint III is simple. SpectraColor

converts them to HAM as they are

loaded. I loaded a variety of

animbrushes into SpectraColor that I'd

created in DeluxePaint III, and they all

loaded smoothly. Although

SpectraColor doesn't quite handle

animbrushesas adroitly as DeluxePaint

3, animbrush support is a very wel

come addition to a HAM artist's

toolbox.

Some of the most spectacular ani

mation effects can be achieved by

teaming SpectraColor's animation

ability with its powerful brush wrap-

\a \4 ► ►? ►! DO LLI'l TOOLS

un rip

I ■■■■! I I I I I I I
■ I I I I I I I I I

PIA $^ do LLh snim

All three toolkits can be on-screen at once. From top to bottom: Anim, Fast

Menu, and Fast Menu with color manager.
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Most important

of these new

features are

SpectraColor's

expanded

animation

abilities

ping tools. I created a simple HAM

animation of the Amazing Computing

logo being pushed through a pool of

colored liquid (see sidebar) in just a few

minutes plus rendering time using

SpectraColor's "wrap on contour"

brush option, and then animating the

results. This method utilizes what ani

mators term "tweening," which is short

for "in-betweening." In the example

discussed in the sidebar, I gave

SpectraColor the starting position and

the ending position of my animation,

then told it to render the frames in

between. SpectraColor promptly did

all the dirty work of "filling in the

blanks" between the first and last

frames.

If you want to sim

ply move something

across the screen, such

as having a title move

from left to right,

SpectraColor's path

animation toolscomein

handy. Simply cut out

your brush (your text),

press the first frame

icon on the Anim

Toolkit, stamp down

the brush at your start

ing point, then move to

your ending point and

stamp the brush down

again. Click on the

record button, select

"render," and you're seconds away

from moving headlines. Using the free

hand path tool, you could draw a

squiggly freehand path then have

SpectraColor render the results. The

number of frames in your animation is

limited by available RAM, so users with

less than 1MB of RAM will be severely

limited in the size and complexity of

their animations.

The artistic possibilities created by

combining SpectraColor's animation

and brush-wrapping tools are nearly

endless. Since SpectraColor allows you

to use ils brush-wrapping tools in con

junction with animbrushes, some very

complex effects can be created. I cre

ated an animbrush consisting of a fly-

FITCH ROLL t

From the

tutorial,

here's

the

contour

map

before

forward

rotation.

MOVING?

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS?

Please don't forget to let us

know. If you are having a

problem with your subscription

or if you are planning to move,

please write to:

Amazing Computing Subscription

Questions

PiM Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

Please allow (our to six weeks for processing

ing bird, then gave ita horizontal, flap

ping path across the screen. I flipped

the original bird animbrush (with all of

itsattendant frames) upsidedown, then

drew a parallel animation path a few

inches below the original path, moving

in the same direction. During thecourse

of laying the path for this animation, I

wrapped the animbrush using

SpectraColor's "wrap on contour"

menu selection, using a wavy set of

colored lines (drawn previously) as my

contour map. The completed anima

tion looked like a bird flying horizon

tally across the screen, with its reflec

tion wavering on what appears to be

rippling waves of water. SpectraColor,

like any other good piece of Amiga

creativity software, invites experimen

tation.

While the animation features are

obviously the highlight ofSpectraColor,

Bazbosoft has thrown in other useful

features, too. The powerful brush

wrapping tools which were present in

Photon Paint are present here as well,

making it quick and easy to wrap

brushes around a wide variety of 3-D

objects, including spheres, cones,cubes,

even freehand and contour shapes.

Turning on SpectraColor's brush lumi

nosity allows you to simulate a light

source on your brush wraps, giving a

pseudo ray-traced look to your artwork.
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SpectraColor Animation Tutorial

To get a feel for what SpectraColor was capable

of, I decided to create an animation using a com

bination of SpectraColor's brush wrapping tools and

it's new animation features. I'd mentally decided

that the animation would consist of the Amazing

Computing logo being pushed upwards through a

pool of colored liquid, with the pool tilting forward to

face the viewer as the final frames of the animation

were rendered. With mental snapshot in hand, I

booted SpectraColor in 320 x 200 HAM resolution and

went to work.

1. Once SpectraCoior had loaded with it's default

palette and o black screen, I moved the pointer to

the text button in the Toolkit and clicked the right

mouse button, bringing up a requestor displaying the

fonts currently in my SYS;fonts directory. Selecting a

large serif typeface for the Amazing Computing

logo, I was ready to enter the text.

2. After selecting the font, I selected white as the

text color from the Toolkit. Since I would be using the

"wrap on contour" feature for the text, having a light

color was essential: SpectraCoior would interpret the

white text as being "higher" than the surrounding

area, giving it an extruded effect when rendered. I

then mentally divided the 320 X 200 screen into three

horizontal strips of equal size. The top third would be

for the text, the bottom third would be for the wrapped

brush color, and the third areo, in the middle, would

be left empty. I pressed F10 to remove the Fastmenu

Toolkit from the top of the screen, placed the text

entry cursor in the upper left corner of the screen,

and typed in AC'S logo, with each word on a

separate line,

3. Once the text was on screen, I hit F10 to bring

backtheToolkit.selected a bright color,then clicked

on the filled rectangle tool in the Toolkit. 1 then filled

the bottom third of the screen with the color I would

render the completed animation in.

4. Satisfied with the rectangle of pigment placed

on the bottom of the screen, I selected the "clip

brush" tool on the Toolkit, then created a brush from

the colored rectangle I'd just credted.

5. With a brush now attached to the pointer, I

was ready to animate. Clicking on the anim toggle

on the rightmost end of the Toolkit brought up the

Anim Toolkit.

6. Clicking on the first frame button to place the

starting point for the animation, the pointer now

had a small red square with the letter "F" (for first

frame) attached to it. Using the right mouse button,

I selected the "wrap on contour" option from the

brush menu. The word "map" was now attached to

the pointer, indicating that SpectraColor needed

me to define the area I wanted to derive the initial

contour for the brush wrap from. Since I wanted the

first frame of the animation to look like a flat pool of

IPN - International Peripherals Network
We've removed the overhead and lowered your price

We carry products from all major

Amiga hardware manufacturers.

IPN is proud to announce that we

now carry Sega Genesis, Gameboy

and NES units and eartridges.

Don't have a modem?

Gel the Baud Bandit 2400 baud modem w/Buud

Bandit terminal software and cables for $115

Snui u chrck or iiiihw\ ontcr for $115 + $5s&hto:

II'N. I«O Box -128, Kiibftm n. PA 19530

IPN is a BBS based Amiga hardware outlet,

backed by the best technical support/sales

people and dedicated to providing you the best

possible prices on new. name-brand equipment.

You'll find that our online catalog has the

lowest pricing you've ever seen on quality

Amiga hardware. You get truly incredible

pricing because of our low overhead and high

volume. Just remember to use your modem; no

voice calls! (If you don't have a modem, «et

one I Check out our special modem package.)

Look at these Specials!

•^Courier HST $559

^NewTek Video Toaster $1349

Call us today (or tonight when the phone

rates are lower), browse our online catalog,

examine our shipping charges and policies,

and you'll find you can save a bundle by

ordering through IPN.

ORDER BY CALLING 1-215-683-7251 (300-9600baud+HST)

Orders can be placed online. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Rush services are available.

Circle 102 on Reader Service Card.
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liquid, I used the center third of the screen (remem

bering that the text was in the upper third and the

brush color was in the bottom third) as the contour

map. Since this area was a solid black color, with no

bright areas, SpectraColor would interpret it as a

perfectly flat contour of equal elevation.

7. The word "cont", for contour, now was at

tached to the pointer, indicating that SpectraColor

wanted me to now place the starting point of the

brush wrap. Placing the pointer in the middle of the

screen, I clicked and held the left mouse button,

which invoked a 3-D wire-frame representation of

the first frame of the contour wrap. By sliding the

mouse around to orient the picture, I arranged the

grid until the status line of the title bar displayed the

coordinates "-72 0 0 PITCH ROLL." Satisfied with the

orientation of the grid, I hit the space bar to accept

the changes.

8. The letter inside the small red square attached

to the pointer now changed to "L" (for last frame),

and the word "map" again attached itself to the

pointer, I now used the Amazing Computing logo as

the contour wrap, (by surrounding it with the rect

angular "rubber band") and SpectraColor again

attached the word "cont" next to the pointer to

prompt me to orient the position of the logo. I clicked

and held the mouse button, and an on-screen grid of

the extruded iogo appeared. Using the + and - keys

to adjust the height of the letters, I rotated the

contour map until the status line of the title bar

displayed the coordinates "0 0 0 PITCH ROLL." i

then hit the space bar to accept the changes.

9. Now that the animation was ready to ren

der, I selected luminosity from the brush menu to

throw some light on the animation, to give the

animation some subtle shading to enhance the

extrusion of the text. Entering the luminosity re

questor, I turned on the luminosity and set the

values for intensity, contrast and dither at their

middle settings. I placed the origin of the light

source above and to the right of the animation,

with the value to the left of the black direction box

set to -90, and the value below the box set to 90.

1 then selected OK to confirm the changes.

10. Ready to render, I cleared the screen by

clicking the "CLR" button on the toolkit. Once the

screen was clear, I clicked on the record button.

In the record requester, I selected preview to see

a wire-frame representation of the animation.

Satisfied with what I saw, I clicked on render to

begin creating the animation.

Voila! While nothing too fancy, this animation

was quick and easy to create, and it does a good

job of demonstrating the flexibility and versatility

that SpectraColor's animation tools offer.—JJ

Of special interest to Amiga users

who do video work, SpectraColor fully

supports tlu'colorfont standard. 1 tested

thisby loading in several different styles

of Kara Fonts, which SpectraColor

loaded without any problems.

-72 e

In the color selection area,

Bazbosoft has thrown in a nifty color

selection tool they call the color man

ager. If you've ever tried to select one

color out of 4096 by using your mouse,

you'll agree that shaky nerves or a per-

PITCH ROLL "K

=•••

Step 7 of the tutorial

snickety pointing device can make that

task an ordeal. Enter the color man

ager.

Selecting a color in SpectraColor

involves using four small square areas

of the color manager menu. The three

rightmost squares are filled with all of

the currently available 4096 colors,

while a rectangle to the left of those

boxes, called the color zoom box, dis

plays a magnified section from one of

the boxes at right. Instead of trying to

click your mouse on a pixel-sized spot

of color, the color zoom box magnifies

the colors to a visible size, making se

lecting colors easy-

SpectraColor features dozens of

other features and options which I

haven't the space to discuss in depth,

such as the intelligent picture loader

which also loads anims, the feature-

laden magnify option, or the more than
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twenty color modes, the pantograph

and stencil features, or the pixelize

menu tool.

While SpectraColor may be

chock full of features, putting all

those features to impressive use de

mands more RAM, storage space

and CPU speed than many Amiga

owners with limited setups might

have at their disposal. While

SpectraColor will run on a stripped

A500, don't expect much. You have

to have at least 1MB of RAM to use

any of SpectraColor's advanced fea

tures, such as animation and inter

lace mode work. SpectraColor's

manual highly recommends 2 or

more MB of RAM for animation

work; I'd recommend 3MB or more.

Even if you have the extra RAM,

you might want to buy a faster machine

to accelerate SpectraColor's sluggish

rendering times. Some of the neatest

effects, such as wrapping animbriishes

around 3-D objects, takes a great deal of

time to render. I generated the anima

tion seen in the sidebar on a 16-MHz

Amiga 3000 with 4 MB of RAM, and it

still took over 15 minutes to complete.

If you plan to really get creative with

SpectraColor, you'd better plan to have

some serious hardware.

Now that I've wandered into the

complaint department, I'll start nit

picking. While the push-button anim

controls are welcome, I wish

SpectraColor offered an extensive ani

mation control option akin to the move

requester in DeluxePaint III. While

SpectraColor offers more animation

flexibility in some cases, I miss being

able to simply type in a slew of num

bers to rotate a logo on three axes while

it simultaneously spins off into the ho

rizon. Sure, SpectraColor's nifty 3-D

VCR buttons make houncing balls and

zooming logos a snap. I just wish there

were an advanced animation option

where I could enter some numbers and

see some results.

On a note of lesser magnitude, the

animation samples included with

SpectraColor wereunimpressive. While

the static HAM artwork from the three

Packed with powerful

animation features,

dozens of tools, and

wrapped in a new

push-button interface,

SpectraColor is an

impressive piece of

work

featured artists is good, and there were

plentyofpicturesforthetutorialsinthe

manual, where are all the keen pictures

shown in those recent SpectraColor

magazine ads? I'm definitely picking a

nit here, but I was intrigued by the

MAM artwork shown in Oxxi's ads.

After all, Amiga owners almost always

want neat pictures to show off as eye

candy. I just wish Oxxi-Aegis had in

cluded a few awe-inspiring HAM ani

mations and animbrushes so I could

impress my Mac-loving neighbors.

But these are minor quibbles which

detract only slightly from a clearly su

perlative product. Packed with power

ful animation features, dozens of tools,

and wrapped in a new push-button

interface, SpectraColor is an impres

sive piece of work. While

SpectraColor isn't quite as fast or

slickly presented as Digi-Paint 3,

Spectracolor'sanimation ability and

impressive features list put it in good

stead with its competition. At a sug

gested list price of only $99.95,

SpectraColor is arguably the best

value a HAM-painter can find.

One last note: if you're a Photon

Paint owner, Oxxi-Aegis offers an

upgrade program to SpectraColor.

Mail your original Photon Paint dis

kettes along with $49.95 plus s/h to

Oxxi-Aegis and they'll send the

complete SpectraColor package in

return. «AO

SpectraColor

$99.95

Inquiry #242

Developed by BazboSoft

Distributed by:

Oxxi-Aegis, Inc.

P.O. Box 90309

Long Beach, CA 90809-0309

(213)-427-1227

FAX (213)-427-0971

Requires 512K RAM.

Hard drive and additional RAM

recommended.

Please write to

JeffJames

c/o Amazing Computing, P.O. Box 869,

Fall River, MA 02722-0S69

"GreatHeads' by Paul Gurcuies (included on SpectraColor Art disk)
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1TM

Amiga

by Dave Spitler

For reasons which are not clear to me, a lot of people

seem to be intimidated by AmigaVision. AmigaVision is

one of the few programs in its class which you can "jump

start." By that, I mean that you can start creating with it

right away without reading the manual or going through

the tutorials. There are lots of people who think that the

best way to check out a new word processor or paint

program is by playing around first and reading the book

later. The same thing can be done with AmigaVision.

AnigaVision Authoring Susten (English)

Call C Goto Goto Loop E Loop IfThen IfEIse

Order and sequence with AmigaVisions loop requester.

Unlock

the power

and unique

multimedia

capabilities

OF THE

Amiga

In fact, AmigaVision's simplestory

board screen seems to invite experi

mentation. The icon menus at the bot

tom of the screen are easy to access and

so well done that each icon's use is

immediately apparent. Dragging an

icon to the screen, placing it on the grid

and double clicking it will produce an

identification requester which is used

to tell AmigaVision what to do with

that icon when running the program,

bu t the requester a Iso yields up a wealth

of information about the icon and its

uses.

The simple point and click but

tons, switches, and sliders often allow

the user to set the icon up without ever

touching the keyboard. Each one is
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constructed so that its AtligaVision

use should be as intui

tive as possible. If con

fusion persists, mere is

a "Help" button right

there on the requester.

Clicking on the help

button takes the new

user into the right

section of a complex

and useful on-line

manual.

AmigaVision will

not let the new user

make any obvious

mistakes without say

ing something. The

frustration of writing

a program and then Organize and identify your presentations with AmigaVision's screen requester.

having it refuse to run for no apparent

mended minimum

Amiga for serious

creativity has a hard

drive and at least

3MB of RAM. There

is no harm in play

ing around with a

machine which of

fers less than this,

but expect low

memory warnings,

lockups and crashes.

Infact,3MBofRAM

and a hard drive de

fine the minimum

Amiga for a lot of

programs these

days, not just for

AmigaVision.

Another desirable

AnicraVision AiitlilHlMusic

reason is something the authors of

AmigaVision tried to avoid by includ

ing clear warning requesters which pop

up every time the user tries to shoot

himself in the foot. If the reason for the

warning may not always be immedi

ately apparent, the wording is at least

more understandable than cryptic

AmigaDos warnings like "Error open

ing IconX: 205." By contrast, these

warnings come up and tell you, "You

can't do that; here is what you can do,"

or "If you do that, your program will

probably not work the way you had

intended." What could

be fairer than that?

Warning: the one

ugly frustration which

is not immediately ap

parent when running

the program for the

first time is the one

which occurs when

bumping up against

memory and storage

problems. If you skip

the manual, you will

miss the warnings

which tell you that,

while you can run

other people's pro-

gTams, such as the tu

torials, on almost any

Amiga, the recom-

It is not merely

enough to have

must have the

ideas as well.

feature is that something happens

when an attempt is made to crank a

program which will not fly. Unlike

programs which simply break with

out offering any real clues as to why,

AmigaVision comes to a sudden halt

tOOIS YOIJ anc* returns to tne story board screen
at the exact point where the break

occurred. This is a great help in

troubleshooting. Since the same thing

happens if the user intentionally

breaks a ruliningprogram witha right

mouse button click, this feature is

also helpful in fine tuning a nearly

finished application

as well.

The first and most

obvious thing to do

is to create a slide

show. Once the

screen icon is found

in the audio-visual

menu, this is pretty

easy to do. Simply

line up a string of

the icons on the

screen. Then double

click the first one

and, when the re

quester pops up,

click on the "Direc

tory" button. The

requester which this

mouseclick brings

up will go into any

Include music by accessing AmigaVision's add_music requester.
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mounted drive and set up the path and

name for a picture to display. Now it is

as simple as selecting a picture and

clicking on the "OK" button.

When the OK button has been

clicked, AmigaVision looks at the pic

ture and sets up the buttons on the

requestertoreflectsomefactsaboutthe

picture. Looking at these gadgets, the

user can quickly see the amount of

resolution, number of colors, and the

status of interlacing. Other buttons de

cide whether or not the pointer will be

on screen, allow changes to the palette

and placement of the picture on screen,

and select special transitions. When all

of the selections have been made, a

click on the preview button brings the

picture up on the screen. When the

picture has been viewed, a right

mousebutton click reverts to the

AmigaVision screen with the requester

still in place. Changes may be made

and the picture viewed again before

clicking on the "OK" button. Typing a

name in the "Icon Name" field before

AmigaVision

is one

of the few

programs

in its class

which you can

"jump start."

clicking on OK will give the icon a

distinctive ID tag, which is really help

ful.

Once the first picture has been set

up, it is a simple matter to go through

and set up the remaining screen icons.

When all of them have been defined,

hold down the right mouse button and

select "Present" from the "Project"

Menu. The program will run.

Once a slide show has been cre

ated, it can be refined in a number of

ways. Inserting "wait" icons in between

thepictures,forexample,will allow the

program to wait for a keystroke or

mouseclick, or both, before going on to

the next picture or will simply proceed

after a specified amount of time has

elapsed. Setting up a loop icon at the

top ot the string of picture icons and

moving the picture icons one square to

the right on the story board, so that they

become "children" of the loop, will al

low the slide show to loop. A robot

commentary may be added with well

placed "Speak" icons or music may be

added with a music or sound file icon

and the beginning of the show. To top

everything off, you may easily move

the various elements of the presenta

tion around on the screen until every

thing is just right.

Of course, the manual will tell you

how to do this, and ingreater detail,but

this program was designed to accom

modate people who would prefer to

just dive in and mess around first.

AC GUIDEAmiga
CORRECTIONS

Thefollowing products and companies were

listed incorrectly or omitted from the Summer

'91 edition of'AC's GUIDE to the Commodore

Amiga:

35mm Color Slide and Imaging

Services

ActionGraphicsprovidesqualityslidesand
photographsot any Amiga IFF/HAM/EHB

image file. They have also been one of the

only services to support any Amiga 24-bit

IFF/RGB file format (i.e. Toaster, Imagine,

TurboSilver, Sculpt, etc.). They will also

transfer AutoCAD/GIF/ TGA/MAC files

and videotape to slides and photographs.

Action Graphics, 4725 Dorsey Hall Drive, Suite

A4O2, Ellicott City, MD 21043, (301) 992-

0749.

Amiga Wiz

The telephone number for TriMedia Inc.

was omitted from this listing. If you wishto

order this product, please call the company

at (708) 520-0730. TriMedia Inc., 60Enst Hintz

Road, Wheeling, TL 60090. $249.00

Macro68

MacrobK supports the entire Motorola fam

ily including the MC68040, MC68882 FI'U,

and MC68851 MMU. Additional capability

includes the Amiga copper. The new

Motorola syntax for 030 CPUs is supported,

and MacrooS includes a utility to convert
old-style syntax painlessly. Old syntax is

also supported. Most features of Macro68

are limited only by available memory. Di

rectives include Structure Offset for'com-
patibility with the Amiga's interface con

ventions, and Frame Offset for easy stack

frames. Full listing control as well as cross-

referencing is included. A user-accessible

file provides the ability to customize direc

tives and run-time messages. Macro68 is

fully re-entrant, and may be made resident.

An ARexx interface provides real-time com

munication with the editor of yourchoice. A

number of directives enable Macro68 to

communicate with AmigaDOS. External

programs may be invoked on either pass,

and the results interpreted. A unique fea

ture of Macro68 is the use of preassembled,

resident include files for incredibly fast as

semblies. These may be standard Amiga

files, or any header files may be used. Addi

tionally, a configuration file may be defined

that will setup a particular environment, or

insert specific code in all assemblies.

Macro68 is compatible with the directives

used by most popular assemblers. Output

file formats include executable object,

1 inkable object, binary image, pre-assenibled
symbol tables, and Motorola S records. Sys

tem requires 1MB RAM, VI.2 OS or later.

The Puzzle Factory. P.O. Box 986, Venetti, OR

97487,(503)935-3709. S150.00

Image Review System—Tele-Digitizer,

Tele-Radiology

The following product listing should have
appeared in the Scientific/Business/Engi

neering section of Graphic Arts: The IRS

line of Tele-Radiology Systems are custom,
turn-key digitizing and image processing

stations. They allow a hospital, clinic, or

doctor to digitize medical films and send the
patient images over telephone lines or

through an ethernet cable to a receiving
system. It comes complete with computer,

monitor, digitizer, and software. National

Diagnostic Imaging, P.O. Box 5501, Vienna,

WV 2(ilO5,(3O4)295-8922.
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It would be a serious mistake to

skip the manual altogether, however.

The AmigaVision manual may be the

best software manual ever shipped. It

is clear and concise and extremely well

written. It covers the necessary ground

in plain language logically and consis

tently.

The AmigaVision tutorials are well

conceived and easy to follow, and they

providemanyexamples ofappropriate

code for newcomers who are stumped.

Since the AmigaVision screen may

contain more than one program at one

time, it is a simple thing to bring up one

of the tutorials and either copy the

needed code over to the new program

or use it as an example to create a

difficult section of a new program.

At this point, most budding

AmigaVision programmers discover

the saddest truth of all about program

ming. It is not merely enough to have

the tools. You have to have ideas as

well. Most new AmigaVision pro

grammers complain that after they have

AmigaVision's

simple

story board

seems

to invite

experimentation.

executed a couple ofsimple slide shows,

they cannot think of anything else to

do. That is a limitation of the program

mer rather than of the program, of

course. As is the case with paint pro

grams, delving further into the features

of the program itself begins to suggest

ideas, but this takes time. The best ad

vice is to just play around with the

program, learning everything possible

about it, and hope that ideas start to

pop up all over the landscape.

Try to get into the database before

it is needed. The database is probably

the toughest part of the program to

master and the learning curve is even

steeper if you are trying to get a pro

gram to work and using the database

for the first time as well. The program

which you create for this docs not have

to be subtle or elegant. It just has to

work. The point is to set up a database,

access it from an AmigaVision pro

gram, and change it through the pro

gram.

In fact, a really good piece of ad

vice for people just getting into

AmigaVision might be to dig into all of

the menus, not just the AV menu. The

AVmenu has all the glitz and flash, but

theother menus often contain the power

to get things done.

The last important thing to re

member about AmigaVision is that it

really is not much good by itself. Re

sources are needed. To make a slide

show, you must have pictures. To make

Insider ir
1.5 Meg in the A1000

From the maker of the first internal Ram

board for the Amiga 1000, the original

Insider™ by DKB Software. Allows

A1000 owners to add uptol.SMegof

Fast Ram internally. User expandable in
512K increments using 256K x 4 Drams.
Includes battery backed dock

calendar. Comes with software for the clock and
testing ram. Simple installation, no soldering
required. The Insider II™ is compatible with the
KwikStan™ Rom board. Also compatible with most
processor accelerators.

Retail Price S 249.95 w/0K

m* KwikStart II

V1.3andV2.0

Allows

A1000

owners to

nstallVI.3

and V2.0

•Cickstart™

ioms and

switch

>etween them. Upgrade to the latest

operating system and still be

compatible with software that requires
KJckstart™ V1.3.

Retail Price S 99.95 w/o Roms

Dealer Inquiries
Welcome

MuMStartH™

A500 & A2000
Allows A500

and A2000

owners to

install Kickstart
V2.0andV1.3
Roms and

switch between
them with the
keyboard. Can

also install a third Rom. Lets you
stay compatible with your

software. N'o external wires or
switches required.

Retail Price S 99.95 w/o Roms

All Products come with a
Full One Year Warranty.

\!ctACh.? ICO0. BuDuk. bodcr n, KwikSun ::

DKB Softwtre Ami£iu i rrgmered CTidnr.jL-
Wattiatcb and Kicimrt kjc mttonctt of

c MulnSisi i: be Man

ot Canrmdoic Ami«L.li
Comador-Arm**. Itk

MegAChip 2000 ™

2 Meg ofChip Ramfor the A2000
If you use your Amiga • for Desktop Video, 3D
Rendering & Animation, Multimedia or Desktop

Publishing - Then you need the MegAChip 2000 ™.

Doubles the amount of memory acccssable to the

custom chips. Uses the 2 Megabyte Agnus that's in

the Amiga * A3000. Greatly enhances Graphics
capabilities. Fully compatible with Workbench2.0,

and the ECS Denise chip. Lets you stay current

with the latest technology. Fully compatible with
the Video Toaster and other genlocks and framebuffers

Fully compatible with GVP's and Commodore's 68030

accelerators. Why upgrade to IMeg ofChip Ram when

you can have 2Meg ofChip Ram like the A3000?

Retail Price S 299.95

w/Memory w/o 2Meg Agnus

Coming Soonfor the

Amiga ' A500.

TM

DKB Software
50240 W. Pontiac Tr.
Wixom, MI 48393
Sales (313) 96&-87S0

Fax (313) 960-8752

. SecureKey
Access Control System

For The A2000 & A3000
Do you need to keep your system safe from unauthorized use? Want to make sure that
no one can delete files from your harddrive or steal your work? Then you need the

SecureKey ™, a hardware security device that installs in any A2000 or A3000. The
SecureKey ™ allows you to have one access code for your Amiga ®. The SecureKey™
will not allow access to your Amiga • without the right security code, period. You can't

x»t off of a floppy or bypass it in any manner. This means that if your system has files

such as animations, documents, presentations, C-code, or any type of confidential

information, you can be assured that the files on your harddrive are

safe. Keep your Amiga • safe from those that may otherwise
unknowingly destroy your information. Requires Kickstart™ V1.3 or

^above. The SecureKey™ is fully compatible with Kickstart™ V2.0.

Contact your local dealer or

call for more information.
Retail Price S 124.95

Circle 194 on Reader Service card.
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Memory

Management, Inc.

Amiga Service

Specialists
Over four years experience!

Commodore authorized full

service center. Low flat rate plus

parts. Complete in-shop inventory,

Memory Management, Inc.

396 Washington Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617)237 6846

Circle 186 on Reader Service card.

a text box, you will need a word proces

sor. To add music, you will need a

compatible music program or a sound

digitizing program. As you get better

at programming, you will also want to

have scanned pictures, video images,

and animations as well. All of these

require special software and/or hard

ware. Part of being good with

AmigaVision is being good with all of

these other products too.

As far as possible, it is a good idea

to have all of the other materials ready

before actually beginning program

ming. It may or may not be necessary to

have the program outlined, but it is a

good idea toat least know enough about

what the program is going to be like to

be able to create some of the screens

and animations in advance. It is also

convenient to have someplace to park

all of the materials so that they are

sitting ready for use and you know

exactly where they are. To this end, I

normally create a directory for any new

AmigaVision program I am beginning.

Inside of this directory, I create several

new directories with names like Pics,

Brushes, Anims, Text and 8SVX (or

SMUS if I plan to have music). As the

work progresses, I can add new files to

the appropriate directories, whether I

have created them in advance or am

multitasking out of AmigaVision and

creating them on the fly. At the end, I

don't have to go searching around on a

hard drive for all of the resource files:

they are all in the same directory as the

program itself. If the program is aban

doned, it is a simple matter to delete the

directory for that program, thereby

getting rid of all of the related files at

one time.

It is also important not to be too

fancy, especially at first. My first opus

included some really impressive fonts

which are not found in most fonts di

rectories. It looked a lot more impres

sive at home than it looked on other

machines which, lacking my special

fonts,substituted plain and uninspiring

10 point Topaz. My next masterpiece

was created on an available Amiga 2500.

In it, I combined super high resolution

graphics with robotic commentary from

the Amiga speech synthesizer. I was

shocked when I took my work home

and discovered it would not play on

my Amiga 2000/HD. High resolution

graphics and speech do not play to

gether well on a machine with a 68000

processor, it seems.

There are two lessons here. The

first is that while it may be fun to create

AmigaVision files which pull out all of

the stops, it is better to spend learning

time doing things which are short on

Amiga 500
Detachable Keyboard?

The Freedom 500 detachable
keyboard is here; just $169.95!

* Easy to install - no solderins
* Faceplate copy holder incluaed
*MadcintheU.S.A!

To find a store near you call:
(313) 769-8727 any time 24 hours.

Orders & Info call:
Bolt Computers

S^5

The Amiga

Digest Series

Tape 1 - Mastering Workbench & CLI

Tape 2 - DeskTop Publishing with PageStream

Tape 3 - The Power of AmigaVision

Tape 4 - Advanced DTP with PageStream 2.0

Tape 5 - The Workbench 2.0 Video Guide

S29.95 Each (Plus S2.75/Tape Shipping & Handling)

MasterCard, VISA, Check. C.O.D. all OK!

Call For Our Product Guide

Orders: 1-800-234-0678
Honzon Video Productions, Inc
Inquiries: (703] 971-0001

6076-A Franco nia Road

Alexandria. VA 22310

Circle 165 on Reader Service card.

flash and long on programming expe

rience. Also, it is a good idea to use a

minimum machine with few bells and

whistles to create any AmigaVision

program which you intend to distrib

ute to friends, use on a variety of com

puters, or upload to a bulletin board.

Make sure that your program runs on a

minimum machine before you attempt

to distribute it.

But, hey! Why are you sitting here

reading articles about AmigaVision

instead of learning the program? Why

aren't you sitting at your computer

learning about AmigaVision right now?

Isn't it time to quit thinking about it and

get started? ,AC,

AmigaVision

Price: $149.95

Commodore Business Machines

1200 Wilson Drive

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)431-9100

Inquiry #222

Please write to Dave Spitler

c/o Amazing Computing, P.O. Box 869

Fail River, MA 02722-0869

Circle 166 on Reader Service card.
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—FRAMEBUFFER (continued from p. 28)

isting image. Like .1 painter, DCTV al

lows watercolor mixing on a white pal

ette "board." This is an excellent feature

and makes DCTV king in creating new

hues.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Don't underestimate the impor

tance of customer support. Too often a

great product conies out only to be

stuck in neutral by lack of updates.

Phone support is available by all four

product manufacturers and not once

was I grilled by any company asking

for information such as serial numbers

before I was helped. Digital Creations

(DCTV)offersa friendly help line where

questions get an affirmative answer.

They are also open to suggestions and

willing to listen.

Impulse (Firecracker 24) has a

phone line where you usually can talk

to the owner of the company and get

ren/detailed questions answered. Help

is brief but fact filled.

At first, NewTek (Video Toaster)

had the most generic support. Because

ofa high volume oftoasters beingsold,

NewTek has had to increase the size of

their technical support team. They now

offer a toll free number to Video Toaster

owners and a call back service if your

question can not be answered right

away. Also, instead of having ques

tions answered right out of the manual,

you are now able to talk to licensed

technicians.

Black-Belt (HAM-E) wins hands

down in this category. Although the

phone support is direct and "let's get to

the point," the person usually steers

you to Black-Belt's Bulletin Board sys

tem. A wealth of customer support is

available including constant (almost

weekly) software updates, plenty of

HT24/HAM-E pictures, public domain

accessories, and pages and pages of

message boards with other HAM-E us

ers and answered questions from the

company. There are no access rules so

anyone can sign on, with unlimited

downloads. Sign-on time per user is

usually generous, around four hours

per day. There are no costs except for

the long distance calls (to Montana).

I've logged on several times and there

is a feeling that is sort of like "visiting

the company" to see what's new. This

kind of on-line support should be used

by more software companies.

HAM-E gets numerous software

updates through the year, but what

about the others? Well it's safe to say

that ToasterPaint is being worked on,

but ,1 gun-shy NewTek isn't saying

when it will appear or what improve

ments it will contain. DCTV's version

1.1 has been promised since the unit

started shipping. As I found out on my

last call, version 1.1 wasn't near ship

ping. Light24 for the Firecracker board

is being upgraded to a final version

with a ton of features and an extensive

manual, but no word on when it will

E, and the Firecracker 24 board all loop

through the RGB signal. The one thing

I've learned is that DCTV will work

with every one of these boards. DCTV

can be hooked up while these other

units arealsohookedupwithoneslight

exception. After running the Video

Toaster 1 would then exit the program

and load up DCTV. Sometimes during

a paint session strange signals would

appear on my DCTV interface screen.

The work-around is to power down

after running the Toaster and thenboot

up and run DCTV. Perfect. DCTV also

ran before as well as after running

HAM-E and the Firecracker with no

problems. Likewise, HAM-E and the

Firecracker gotalonggreat with DCTV,

but not with each other. Since both

units have an RGB loop-through, you

would essentially have to loop the RGB

output through one, out to the other,

All the boards are professional and

certainly worth the price. Whatever

you choose, you won't be

disappointed.

actually ship. If you want great phone

support with a helpful knowledgeable

staff, then Digital Creations (DCTV)

and Impulse (Firecracker 24) are hard

to beat. If you want a manual read to

you over the phone, NewTek

(ToasterPaint) is the place to call. But

for best on-line support as well as con

stant software refinements, Black-Belt

(HAM-E) is the champ.

INTERFACING

Working with other hardware and

software is a key issue that needs to be

discussed. Lot's start with the obvious:

Can these boards work with each other?

Some of the more adventurous Amiga

users will want to purchase more than

one if not all of the boards discussed.

Well after numerous tests the answer

is: Some do, some don't. DCTV, HAM-

out of that one, and into the monitor. 1

tried having HAM-E first in the chain

followed by the Firecracker and vice

versa. Both created severe incompat

ible RGB timing problems when looped

to each other. Hooking a separate RGB

monitor to the Firecracker's dedicated

RGB port (which shows just the graph

ics screen, the interface would appear

on the Amiga monitor) and looping the

Amiga RGBsignal through HAM-E and

to the main monitor should work fine.

I didn't have two RGB monitors readily

available so I was unable to confirm

this method.

The best plan of action is to contact

the respective companies before mix

ing any of these boards. Upcoming

boards like M.A.S.T.'s ColorBurst and

GVP's PVA board could pose more

potential problems with existing

framebuffers. As far as interfacing on a
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software basis, all these programs al

low loading of Commodore's standard

24-bit IFF files (containing hi-res 16

million color data), so hi-color files can

be exchanged between any of the four

paint programs. HAM-E has the most

options for loading outside files (too

numerous to list here) including being

able to load Impulse's KGbN (Turbo

Silver/Imagine files) and New Tek's

21-bit format. DCTV's current version

also allows loading of RGBS files. All

will load any format IFF from two-

color lo-res up to full 4096 color HAM

mode, allowing you to use all your

current graphics. No need to get rid of

DeluxePaint IV just yet! You can still

create logos, graphics, and title screens

in DeluxePaint and load the graphic

into any of the.se fxamebuffera for gor

geous 24-bit hi-res coloring and shading.

and HAM-E formats. DCTV offers lim

ited batch processing for handling large

amounts of frames. HAM-E's ARexx

support counter attacks with much

more options. Both programs handle

displaying hi-color graphics and ani

mations outside of their programs

flawlessly with one exception. Al

though DCTV's control information is

usually invisible, HAM-E's control in

formation is more easily seen in non-

overscan modes. This gives DCTV a

slight advantage in displaying frames

outside the program. Having to use

overscan to hide HAM-E's control pix

els can lead to unnecessary memory

usage. By the way, if you plan on doing

any hi-color animation, a hard drive is

strongly urged and since frames are hi

res, a fast processor will certainly help

out.

Go to your local Amiga dealer and

try these framebuffers for yourself.

ANIMATION

Video work almost always in

cludes animation in one form or an

other and only HAM-E and DCTV sup

port hi-color animation using standard

Amiga RAM. Both programs can create

frames that can be loaded into any

Amiga program capable of displaying

a typical hi-res graphic. Examples

would include DeluxePaint III/1V and

Amiga Vision. Control information on

the upper part of the frame activates

the framebuffer and displays the

graphic screens in hi-res with millions

of colors. The resulting animations are

dazzlingand far outshine .standard 32/

16color Amiga animations. Slideshows

can be arranged but the real advantage

is creating 3-D animations with pro

grams such as Imagine, LightWave3D

(Video Toaster), or 3D Professional.

These programs save 24-bit files which

can be easilv converted to the DCTV

PROCESSING

Aside from straight painting, pic

ture processing as well as manipula

tion are helpful in creating graphics for

video applications. ToasterPaint and

Light 24 both have minimal processing

available. DCTVhas numerous options

including the ability to adjust the

brightness, color, sharpness, tint, as well

as being able to convert to standard

Amiga resolutions and color amounts.

HAM-E's extensive processing is

handled in a separate program called

"Image Professional." I just down

loaded the latest version and it is packed

with features. It will be weeks before I

get to them all. Sharpen, decontour,

colorize, line art, motion blur, antique

tint, blueprint, shadowed elevations,

random tile, wave distort, caricature,

realign color guns (for 3-D work), and

much more are available. If you are into

altering an existing graphic, HAM-E's

special effects pack a lot of power.

PAINTING

It is beyond the scope of this article

to go head to head, feature for feature

on the four paint programs. We've dis

cussed the various features of each in

past issues. Light 24 for the Firecracker

board is the simplest of all the included

programs. It offers the very basic of

tools and shading effects. Dithering is

limited to a range of 2 colors, which is

not very effective. Autocut, a neat fea

ture, doesn't pick up the background

color of a brush as long as the color is

surrounded on all sides. IFF brushes

are supported and the interface is easy

to use. This is a very fast paint program.

You won'tspend time waiting for screen

refreshes.

Another advantage is that in addi

tion to offering the most on-screen col

ors, this board also allows the highest

resolution of all the framebuffers cur

rently out (a dazzling 1024 x 482 pix

els). Source code allows this board to be

treated as an Amiga device. So pro

grams like Imagine, Art Department

Professional, and Vista Pro can render

directly to it. I use the paint program

quite often for detail work and when I

want to see what a 24-bit picture "re

ally" looks like in true hi-color mode.

For painting and color the Firecracker

offersa sparkling clean display and the

most colors (16 million on-screen at

once). Without a doubt it looks the best,

producing the only true 24-bit RGB of

the bunch.

Painting with HAM-E's program

is memory intensive and clunky. The

interface is very unattractive and

sometimes finicky. Some operations

occur without a sleeping cursor so it's

hard to tell if a certain command is

about to take place. Although not as

clear as the Firecracker board, HAM-

E's RGB outputis adequate and the hi

res model (HAM-E Plus) gives added

sharpness. The sharpness appears

minimal and might not be worth the

added price increase for the higher

model. Color control is great and al

though it's no DeluxePaint, at least it

has lots of features.
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The included Image Professional soft

ware has more limited paint features

but allows you to work in 24-bit mode

and manipulate many morecolorsthan

the standard 256—color register mode.

It takes a little getting used to, but

eventually it becomescomfortable.The

main disadvantage is that HAM-E of

fers the lowest color amount of a II the

boards. Even in its highest resolution

mode, there are still gradations where

youcanseethecolorchanges, although

it sure beats out 16 colors.

ToasterPaint is perfect for touch-

out and is natural to get around in and

use. One drawback is that there is no

undo command, but I usually make

use of the fast load/fast save to RAM

command. Saving to RAM often al

lows me to rc-load the picture if I

make a mistake. The next version is

supposedly going to offer a true undo

command. Color control, as men

tioned earlier, is excellent with many

dithering and shading effects. I also

find that DCTV is the most fun. It has

the best and easiest manual of the

bunch and you won't spend hours

fighting the interface. Its output is not

DCTV picture showing the smooth color gradients and sharp images

ing up an existing picture but that's

about it. To start from scratch is too

difficult due to the auto-scrolling. After

a month or so, I got used to the auto-

scrolling but it's distracting when try

ing to create. Positioning brushes and

lining up text is hit-or-miss. Its shading

effects are excellent, probably better

than the other paint programs. One of

the most powerful features is the re

peat option. This allows you to change

various parameters and repeat the

drawing action. One can't ignore the

fact that when you purchase this board

you get a paint program and a great

deal of other special software.

DCTV has a very professional lay-

network quality, but it offers a lot of

professional features for its modest

price.

Finally, a few suggestions. Go to

your local Amiga deafer and try these

framebuffers for yourself. Make a list of

the features you need for your video

productions and see which one has what

you are looking for. I also recommend

trying to get more than one board. There

doesn't seem to be a standard emerg

ing, and since each system has varying

features, having two will certainly give

you a definite creative edge. All boards

are professional and certainly worth

their asking price, so whatever hi-color

paint system you choose for your video

painting, one thing is for sure: You

won't be disappointed.
*Au*

Product

Information

HAM-E

Low Resolution Unit

(Max Res 384 x 480): $299.95

High Resolution Unit

(Max Res 768 x 480): $429.95

Black Belt Systems

RR1 Box 4272

398 Johnson Road

Glasgow, Montana 59230

(800) 852-6442

Inquiry #243

DCTV (Digital Composite Video)

Price: $495.

Digital Creations

2865 Sunrise Boulevard Ste. 103

Rancho Cordova, CA 95742

(916)344-4825

Inquiry #244

The Video Toaster

Price: $1595.

NewTek

215 E. 8th St.

Topeka, KS 66603

(913)345-1146

Inquiry #245

Firecracker 24

Price: $1000. (2MB)

Impulse, Inc.

6870 Shingle Creek Pkwy., #112

Minneapolis, MN 55430

(612)566-0221

Inquiry #246

Please write to Frank McMahon

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869
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REVIEW enterprises, and in each area there are

new ways to perform old tricks.

HOLOSOFT'S

Graphics Workshop vl.l

by R. Shawm* Mortier

THERE SEEMSTOBE an undocumented contest going

on amongst Amiga developers, especially those involved

with graphics and animation software. The simple to

understand rules can be intuited by any Amiga user who

is exposed to the new packages that are flowing rapidly

into the marketplace. Basically, they could be written as

something like this:

1. Pack as much as possible on a disk.

2. Make it hard for the user (and especially the

reviewer) to categorize whether the software

is graphics or animation prioritized.

Certainly "Graphics Workshop" is a

prime contestant in this race, because it offers

Amiga artists and animators tools for both

<if *Hork-.h

Figure 1:

GWs

palette

colors can

be mixed to

produce

dithered

options.

PAINTING TOOLS

All the standard stuff is repre

sented here, dot-draw, freehand, tree

fills—but there are also tools not seen in

other Amiga paint programs, in addi

tion to the standard polygon filled/

unfilled optionaretwo other polygonal

tools. The first allows you to auto

matically generate and rotate "regular"

(symmetrical) polygons, and the second

does the same for "irregular"

(unsymmetrical) polygons. On each you

can predetermine the number of sides

from three to 22. Brushes can be cut

with either a freehand or rectangular

approach. The airbrush also offers two

options, "air brush" and "cumulative

airbrush." The second choice follows

the palette range set for a color, so that

if the range is set to a diminishing in

tensity of colors, the central part of the

airbrush will be more dominant than

the sides, and it will blend into the

background better. The last tool that

distinguishes this software from other

Amiga drawing packages is the "Ray"

tool, allowing you to draw concentric

rays.

UNHAMMING...

GW is not a HAM paint program,

but neither is it limited to the standard

number of colors that the Amiga ad

dresses in normal resolutions. There

are two ways that it stretches this limit.

GW's palette colors can be mixed

in real rime to produce dithered op

tions between any two colors. This is

accomplished easily. First, you left-click

on one color, then right-click on the

other. The foreground color box shows

the result. What this means is that in

addition to the 16 colors of hi-res, for

instance, any of the 16 can be mixed

with any of the other 16. That results in

16 plus 16 x 16 colors, or 272 possibili

ties. Figure 1 shows some of these pal

ette-dithered extensions.
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The second way to add more col

ors is to utilize the reserved "color sec

tions" of the screen. This is a method

unique to GW in that you are allowed

up to 20 separate horizontal bands

wherein color palettes can be com

pletely different! Needless to say, there

arc more color possibilities here than in

standard Amiga paint programs, with

out resorting to either HAM or 24-bit

usage. Each screen section can also color

cycle. One use for this feature is that a

ColorFont could be displayed on a cen

tral screenarea without interfering with

other graphics in different palettes

above and below.

BRUSH MANIPULATION

Up to ten brushes can be saved in

an accessible library at any one time,

making multiple brush selection easy

and fast to accomplish as there is not as

much disk access going on. There are

also ways that brushes can be trans

formed that are, again, unique to this

program. In addition to the normal siz-

ingand rotation functions,brushes may

be rolled, rippled, and stuffed. Each of

these operations produces novel results.

"OBJECTS"

Graphic Workshop's "Objects" are

handled differently than are "Brushes,"

and Objects play an important role in

cell animation. Like brushes, objects

are taken from a picture. When the

cursor is placed over a selected object

area, it changes from an "X" to a plus.

This tells you that an area of a picture

has been selected as an object. Objects

can be modified and moved for place

ment without damaging the underly

ing picture area. There is a complete

tutorial on object creation and manipu

lation in a new accompanying manual.

Still, I found the subject confusing.

Though the tutorial walks you care

fully through the object process, itdoes

not give enough information as to ex

actly what the purpose of objects ver

sus brushes is, at least not in so many

clear words. Since objects play an im-

portantroleincellanimation,thisleaves THE FILL REQUESTER

you less prepared for easy access into

cell animation. A clearer set of defini

tions would be appreciated prior to

working the tutorial.

I wonder whether the developers

of GW spent long nights studying

DeluxePaint HI and integrating all of

the functions that so many DeluxePaint

GfxMorkshop : 32/32 : 9 : 329/288 : 2758898 |r-|~D Figure 2:
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LETTERING

GW sports asnappy font requester

withalternatefontaccessand attributes

for bold, italic, and underlining. There

is an "Autoshow" feature (the default)

thatautomatically displays font choices.

In addition, GW comes with font sets

not normally found on other Amiga

paint software: Barn, Helvetica,

Camelot (like "Sapphire"), and Out

line.

GW sports

a snappy font

requester with

alternate font

access and

attributes for bold,

italic and

underlining.

Ill owners havedesired over these long

months. It sure seems so, and this re

quester is a good case in point. For one,

it can be brought to the screen without

disabling the drawing/painting func

tions. The user can experiment and still

have access to the undo function as

well. What a great idea! There is the

option to paint with solid color, wraps,

or brushes, and a toggle for the direc

tion—from top, bottom, left, or right—

as well as the intensity of dithering.

With a click of the mouse button, you

can access any of 10 stored brushes to

paint with. The program also offers

stenciling,background fixing,and per

spective options. The latter is not so

well developed as the same feature in

DeluxePaint 111 because it doesn't offer

perspective adjustment as the brush is

moved in real time. Other brush op

tions include "Tinge," "Stain," and

"Shadow."

There is a "Grab" feature in GW

that isalso unique to it. Grabs are screen-

freezes that allow you to capture entire

screens, menusand all, as IFF files. This

is useful for many applications, and
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most notably for folks like me who

spend a whole lot of time writing and

illustratingAmigaarticlesandreviews.

This grab is special, because instead of

waiting a specific amount of time be

fore ittriggers—during which moments

you pray you can access the right

screen—it is set off by the Return key.

This allows GW to grab its own screens

as well as others, pull-down menus,

toolbox, and all.

AND NOW, ANIMATION

FEATURES

As I said in the beginning, this

program gives a lot for what you pay,

and is out to win the "We can pack

more on a disk then you can" award.

Not only does it give you a fat bucket of

page-flipping features, but addresses

its own proprietary "Cell" (not "Cel")

animating as well. The initial GW

manual contains no tutorials on this

procedure, but an accompanying

manual dedicated to tutorials has been

added, and must be worked through.

Page animation is far more intui

tive than GW Cell animation because it

is a familiar format to Amiga anima

tors. The Page Animator requester is

somewhat like an expanded version of

DPaint's Move requester (See Figure

2). There is a bunch of new gadgets and

input areas, but nothing that can't be

intuited after a few hours of use. You

can access the 10 stored brushes and set

them in motion one by one on the same

screen. They can be faded and/or eased

in and out and recorded in reverse, in

place, or forward. You can generate a

plot of the ease ratio and a range of the

fade colors. All in all, DeluxePaint III

users will have no trouble finding their

way through this requester, and non-

DeluxePaint III users will be able to do

so with a minimum of preparation.

Cell animation is a new and pro

prietary concept, which means that cell

animations can be played back only in

Graphics Workshop. They can, how

ever, be transformed intostandard page

animations, in which case they can be

played back and tweaked in any num

ber of Amiga products. Each cell of a

cell animation uses from one to ten

animation events, and every event has

a set of animation frames. The frames

can be sequenced and set to a path and

timed. Cell animation is useful because

it can interactively set up animation

paths for a number of brushes and ob

jects at the same time. In the cell effects

requester, the assigned manipulations

for each object/brush can be experi

mented with and viewed frame by

frame, so that exact manipulations can

be set as desired before actual anima

tion. You can also stop at any observed

With a click

of a

mouse button,

you can access

any often

stored brushes

to paint

with.

frame and reset the manipulation con

trols so that that frame can itself be

animated anew. This is a very useful

editing function, especially when ani

mating more then one brush or object.

Essentially, what is being addressed

here is the creation of several anima

tion brushes at one time. When these

are set on selected "paths," the com

bined result can be a very complex

production.

THE HAM-E GRAPHICS

WORKSHOP!

All of the above features, includ

ing animation, have been implemented

for use on the HAM-E device from

BlackBelt Systems. The software is

called HAM-E Workshop, and it is be

ing offered to HAM-E users by

BlackBelt. Having used it with my

HAM-E device, I can attest to the fact

that it allows the HAM-E user to ma

nipulate extended color screens in ways

not addressed by the original HAM-E

software. A rigorous and more detailed

review of this specific product will fol

low in the future, but needless to say

that those individuals who have some

experience with Graphics Workshop

before they purchase the HAM-E de

vice will have a wealth of experience to

make image and animation generation

easier.

CONCLUSION

This software could become a seri

ous threat to DeluxePaint Ill's hold on

the mountaintop, and Electronic Arts

should study it before the release of

DeluxePaint IV. It has almost every

thing that DeluxePaint III has, and

sports new features as well as address

ing the HAM-E device. Like

DeluxePaint III, it is very memory sen

sitive, and lack of available RAM, which

it devours by the second, can cause a

crash. Don't bother running it on an

Amiga 1000. There's just not enough

RAM to do much good, unless you've

added it with one of the A1000 rescue

boards. The addition of tutorial infor

mation in separate manuals is a much-

needed plus, but there is still room for

more information regarding the cell

animation features. ,^q.

Graphics Workshop vl.l

Price: $100.00

Holosoft Technologies

1637 E. Valley Parkway, Suite 172

Escondido, CA 92027

(619)747-0663

Inquiry #253

Please write to

R. Shatttms Morticrc/o

Amazing Computing,

P.O. Box 869,

Fa!! River, MA 02722-0869.
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RO OWERS
by The Bandito

[The statements and projections presented

in "Roomers" tire rumors in the purest

sense. The bits ofinformation are gathered

from a third-party source from whispers

inside the industry. At press time, they

remain unconfirmed and are printed for

entertainment valueonly. Accordingly, the

staff and associates of Amazing Comput

ing cannot be held responsible for the re

ports made in this column.}

AS ATARI SLOWLY SINKS...

MostEuropeanentertainment software

developers are now abandoning the

Atari ST as a target platform, at least for

initial development. The number one

machine for games is the Amiga, and

the number two target is now IBM,

particularly for the American market,

although it's getting tougher to find

American publishers or distributors for

European Amiga product because of

the active gray market in European

Amiga games. But it's impossible to get

American publishers to do ST product;

it's no longer even worth the cost of a

different sticker on the package to do

an ST port. And perhaps related to that

fact, Atari's sales for the second quarter

ofthisyear are downconsiderably from

last year. Atari attributes this to poor

performance in Europe, which ofcourse

is their last stronghold for the ST.

On the bright side, Atari's Lynx

handheld has been selling very well

since Atari cut the price to $99; sales for

February, one month after the price

cuts, were higher than for the entire

Christmas season. Of course, Atari is

still getting rid of their old Lynx in

ventory, and they won't actually have

the redesigned Lynx (it's smaller, with

fewer chips, much cheaper to make) in

the stores until the fall.

Otherwise, Atari is struggling to

create successful product, any product

at all. Atari's 16-bit videogame console,

code-named the Panther, is dead, or at

least on serious life support. Appar

ently, Atari is rethinking the wisdom of

introducing yet another incompatible

videogame system to the world. Good

plan, says the Bandito. Their little

Portfolio handheld computer is doing

OK, but Hewlett-Packard's introduc

tion of a handheld computer with Lo

tus 1-2-3 built-in may cause problems

for Portfolio sales. Of course, you still

hear about those wondrous Atari TT

machines that are due to be introduced

"real soon now." You know, the ones

that will take over the UNIX worksta

tion market? Yeah, about the same time

that the Amiga 3000UX outsells Sun

workstations. What is it about the UNIX

market that fascinates these companies?

The Bandito just doesn't get it. Have

you ever tried to use a UNIX applica

tion? Yuck. Leave UNIX to the propel

ler-heads, OK?

THE SUN MAY SHINE ON

COMMODORE

OK, the Bandito's heard the same gos

sip you have about Sony looking to buy

Commodore, and it's a fact that the two

companies have had discussions (on

other topics, that is). But the Bandito

just doesn't see a Sony buy-out hap

pening. Sony might pick up the rights

to sell CDTV's, but why would they

want the Amiga? The Japanese think in

the long term, and right now the Amiga

looks a bit long in the tooth to these

guys. Now if Commodore can get their

act together, spend on R & D as they

should,and start leadingPC technology

again instead of following, the story

might be different.

What, you ask, does the all-know

ing Bandito suggest? Well, a next-gen

eration Amiga at this point needs to

lead the pack in terms of standard,

built-in graphics, animation, and sound,

as well as expendability. Oh, yes, and

cost, too. A new generation of Amigas

with built-in 16- or 24-bit color (ex-
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pandable to 32 bit, with a defined 8-bit

alpha channel like NeXT),a high quality

DSP chip to provide CD-quality audio,

a new blitter that can make moving

these massive images seem speedy, a

fast 68030 or a RISC chip CPU, and at

least 4MB of RAM standard. And how

about a price tag under 54,000? Make it

available by the end of 1992, OK? Get

busy.

Speaking of stocks, Commodore's

has turned back from the High Coun

try of 20+ and went south for the

summer heading for 10 as the short

sellers try to make a killing. Seems like

CDTV hasn't caught on as fast as the

analysts had expected (what, they

thought it would be an overnight suc

cess?) and Amiga sales haven't been

setting the world on fire, either.

The Bandito hears reports floating

around that the Video Toaster is re

sponsible for more than halfof all A2000

series sales these days, a figure which is

expected to increase if you count all of

the Toaster boxes just introduced as

A2000's, which they really are.

Commodore has released their

C64-based videogame in Europe, but

there are no plans to bring it over here.

The Amiga-based videogame is still in

limbo,but the Bandito expects that we'll

never see it come out. Commodore is

trying to hang its hat on CDTV instead,

but we'll have to wait a while to see

how that works out. The Bandito ex

pects theCD-ROM market to be awfully

crowded in a year or two; there will be

a halt-dozen major formats vying for

market share. 1992 is really the make or

break year for CDTV; we'll know before

the end of the year whether it has a

future or not.

While we're talking about the fu

ture of theCD-ROM market, the Bandito

hears that Apple's CDTV clone is dead.

Apple's well-publicized cutbacks are

the culprit; Apple-just didn't feel up to

the estimated S250 million dollar de

velopment cost of the system. Ofcourse,

if you believe the Sony-to-buy-Com

modore rumor, you might be thinking

that there's darker implications, since

Sony supplies Apple with its CD-ROM

drives (each year, Apple buys about SI

billion worth of stuff from Sony). But

then you'd be a real rumor-monger,

unlike anybody the Bandito knows.

AULD LANG SYNE

You may remember that before Dionne,

before Copperman, Max Toy was head

ofCommodore US. What's the Toyman

doing now? The Bandito hears that Max

Toy is now a VP at Ashton-Tate. Seems

likeol' Max has gone from onechallenge

to another, as he tries to revive the sales

the of the flagging database giant.

What's next? Is he going to work for an

S&L?

CDTV? YES, I CDTV

Commodore is working hard to boost

the sales of CDTV, which lias (not sur

prisingly) been off to a slow start. The

Bandito has collected some of the latest

facts for you to chew on. The biggest

news is that, while negotiations still

aren't complete, Commodore is plan

ning to build a version of DCTV into

every CDTV unit starting this fall, with

an upgrade planned for old units. This

will give every CDTV the ability to

display millions of colors in trueNTSC

resolution for TV-quality pictures. And

you can have full motion video (with

audio) in a one-third screen size win

dow at about 15 frames per second or

so. Commodore was showing off one

of their old Amiga commercials on a

CDTV/ DCTV unit atCES,and itlooked

very nice. The hardware all fit neatly

into the machine, too. Of course, you

can show full-screen images at DCTV

resolution, too. You won't get the

digitizing capabilities of DCTV, but

that's not that important (you don't

have a disk drive built in to store im

ages on, anyway). Best of all, Commo

dore intends to include this without

raising the price at all.

Commodore also announced

CDXL, their software drivers that lets

developers display motion video. This

is limited to images covering about one

third of the screen because of the

amount of data that must be transferred.

Commodore is pushing CDXL as an

interim solution until the Motion Pic

ture Expert Group (MPEG) standard is

completed sometime later this year.

CDXL can display about 12 frames per

second, which is pretty good but not

great. On the other hand, some devel

opers have come up with their own

routines that seem to be more efficient,

and perhaps Commodore will incor

porate those routines in the future.

Then Commodore announced

CDTV-PIP, an add-in card that allows a

standard video image from a TV or

VCR to be displayed simultaneously

with a running CDTV application. Yes,

the infamous toy of video addicts will

be available on CDTV. You'll have to

replace your current CDTV video card,

but no software upgrade is required.

Commodore expects it to be available

early next year.

Oh yes, CDTV is now capable of

showing Kodak's new Photo-CD stan

dard. This is a technology that Kodak is

promoting fora June 1992 introduction,

whereby you'll be able to take 35 mm

pictures and "develop" up to 100 of

them onto a writable CD, which you

can then pop into your CDTV player at

home to view (and decide whether you

wantprints or not). Philips was annoyed

at the CES show when Commodore

showed Photo-CD compatibility, be

cause it was one of the things Philips

was touting for CD-I as an "exclusive"

feature. So Commodore removed their

sign that said Photo-CD, but showed

thesame pictures on the moni tor. "Very

clever," sneered the CD-I man as he

went back to his booth. Some people

get so annoyed when their technology-

is trumped.

CDTV is rolling out nationwide by

October, and it's now available in

France, Germany, and Italy. CDTV was

launched In five U.S. cities and in the

United Kingdom and Canada in May.

The first wave of CDTV software

maybenothing to shoutabout, though

the Bandito thinks some of it's pretty

good. But it's like any new hardware

platform, where it takes years to really

get the best performance out of it. Be

cause CDTV is based on the Amiga, it
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should take less time for developers to

get the best from it, but don't expect to

see really killer software for CDTV for

another year or so.

Meanwhile, the competition is

rearing its ugly head. Philips' CD-I

format is finally set to debut this fall

after years of delays, or so they were

telling folks at CES. The price of the

unit is $1400 to start with, but they say

(with a nod and a wink) that the street

price should be about a thousand doi-

lars. How's it look? Not so great, ac

cording to the Bandito. If you want full

motion video, the best you can do is 10

frames per second in a 1 /6 screen size

window, and that's with a limited

palette. Philips is promising full screen,

full motion video a year or more away,

price unknown. Of course, that would

be an entirely new machine, too. The

software they were showing off was

remarkably poor, considering they've

had six years or more to work on it.

While many companies have licensed

the technology, no other company has

yet announced that they're introducing

a player. The Bandito hears that staffers

from many companies like Apple and

Commodore wandered through the

exhibit to check it out. Here's one of the

problems with CD-I that's less obvious:

the development systems cost S20,000

or so if you don't want audio or video;

if you do, try 575,000 to $100,000. Not

a lot of small developers will do prod

uct at those prices. In fact, not a lot of

developers period will do product if it

costs that much to invest in an uncertain

market. The Bandito expects CD-I to be

a big flop, in the proud history of other

Philips technology. Sure, Philips in

vented the compact disc, but have they

made the lion's share of the money

from it? It is to laugh. CDTV, even

though it is still young, looks light-

years better than CD-I.

To add to the CD-ROM confusion

at CES, Sony announced a CD-ROM

deal with Nintendo at the same time

that Philips announced a CD-ROM deal

with Nintendo. There was much em

barrassment and contradictory press

releases, but here's the way the Bandito

sorts it out: Sony will be marketing a

device called the PlayStation that will

contain a CD-ROM drive of advanced

design (fast access, fast data transfer)

along with a Super NES machine (the

SFX or Super Famicom) built-in, for

about S600. It will also accept Super

NES cartridges. Philips, on the other

hand, will be providing an add-on CD-

ROM drive for the Super NES, and this

add-on drive will be upgradable to CD-

I compatibility. Confused? Yeah, so is

everybody else.

THE GRAB BAG

AVideo Toaster forCDTV?The Band i to

hears that it might be possible. Of

course, the price would have to be lower

to attract the CDTV buyer, and you'd

have to have some easy way to edit

videotape thrown in. And you probably

wouldn't need the LightWave package

for the casual home user. Wouldn't it

be fun to "Toasterify" your guests in

your living room? Sure it would. But if

NewTek still hasn't even done an

A3000-compatible Toaster, how long

would it take for a CDTV-compatible

Toaster? Maybe in time for Workbench

2.0 in ROM....

SpeakingofNewTek, why haven't

they come ou t wi th a time base corrector

(TBC) card? Why have they left this

obvious portion of the market to other

vendors? It's no mystery to them that a

TBC is a vital part of most Toaster set

ups. The Bandito suspects that they

havea very good answer up their sleeve.

Perhaps some new gizmo that they're

unwilling to mention until they're ready

to go, after all the flack they took over

the Toaster taking so long to ship. The

question that's troubling the makers of

the TBC cards designed to work with

the Toaster is, will these guys at

NewTekcome out with their own model

and take away some of our market? Or,

worse, will they find some other way

around the problem? The Bandito's

advice is, don't wait up. If you need a

TBC right now, get one. It'll always be

useful when you're doing video. And if

you're a manufacturer of TBC's won

dering wliat to do, the answer's simple.

Make money now, while you can, and

invest in R & D so you're not blind-

sided when something new comes

along. Good luck.

Is Electronic Arts really working

their own hardware system for CD-

ROM games that would he able to read

a variety of CD-ROM type formats?

The Bandito doesn't believe it for an

instant. On the other hand, they are

quite probably working on software

drivers to make it easy to port a title

from one CD-ROM format to another,

or even put two different formats on

the same disc. Their recent acquisition

of Distinctive Software, one of the

largest entertainment software devel

opers out there (77 people), makes it

clear that EA intends to revitalize their

moribund product development. The

CD-ROM revolution that Trip predicted

years ago is finally looking more real,

and the DS1 deal gives EA a lot more

ability to create product for the future.

Unfortunately, analysts are still unde

cided about the company's future; the

stock price has bounced between 8 and

23 in the last year, and is now around

17.

The Bandito wants to see a visual

editing system for the Amiga. You

know, one where you see the contents

of your videotape as little pictures on

the screen, then you move them into

the order you want, adjust the length,

place transitions in-between, then press

a button and the computer goes off and

constructs the videotape for you—un

like the current method where you have

to keep track of screen after screen of

numbers for cut-in and cut-out points.

The Bandito knows that there are such

things on the Macintosh, but they cost

tens of thousands of dollars. Let's see

one for the Amiga for a few hundred,

shall we? C'mon, developers, there's

multi-million dollar market waiting for

you. Humph, and the Bandito just gave

you the design for free. Now you know

the Bandito is a few bits short of a byte.

•AC*
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REVIEW

ANIMATION 101

Animating with Video for the Video

Producer

by Frank McMahon

Although there are other animation video tapes,

Animation 101 centers more on methods of animating in

association with video. Mixing video and graphics rep

resent most of the demonstrations included on this tape.

The tape is hosted by D.L. Richardson, our "teacher." An

older, seasoned Amiga user, his deadpan delivery could

possibly sink a video project, but there are so many

elements of humor (including

D.L. himself acting in several

Amiga/video "skits") that he

comes off as quite charming. By

the end of the tape, you 'II feel as

if you've made a new friend.

Presenters are the key to an ef

fective presentation, and D.L.'s

country hospitality make him

very watchable. So the host is

good...what's on the tape?

Thetapeisactuallydivided

into two sections. The first half

is labeled as an introduction to

the Amiga. In the introduction,

D.L. converses with a cartoon

character on the Amiga moni

tor. The full-faced screen gets

into the act by doing impres

sions of Mae West and jimmy

Stewart. The banter between the host

and computer is cute and like most of

the skits on this tape, the production

crew knows exactly when to move on.

This tape has many great ideas which

whisk past you. Discussions of several

Amiga applications include voice

sampling, playing musical instruments

on your keyboard, and the use of the

mouse. Then it's on to how to paint,

demonstrating box and line creation as

well as gradient fills. Painting with

foreground and background colors,

using the symmetrical tool, animating

logos, perspective, and color control

and other DeluxePaint techniques are

shown. D.L. creates an amazing series

of animated gears by using a simple

graphic with color cycling.

Next, D.L. creates some fog and

clouds over a lake in HAM mode. A

monster is even added to the lake for

special effect. Digitizing pictures with

Digi-View is touched on, as is digitiz

ing cartoon line drawings. Cartoon

character animation is shown along

with using a SuperGen to mix video

and graphics. D.L. presents an excel

lent example which shows depth of

field. With DeluxePaint, the "camera"

pans and objects in the background

move slowly while foreground objects

quickly move by. A mock newscast

follows with D.L. playing various char

acters.

Effects presented include nicely-

crafted news graphics, the creation of

pyramids mixed with live video, the

animation of Mount Rushmore, a very

interesting weather map, and a unique

video of an animated King Kong de

molishing a real life building. Last, a

"Close Encounters" spoofshows a color

cycling spaceship mixed with live video

and "beaming up" effects like those

used on "Star Trek." The one question

novice and even some advanced users

will ask after Part 1 is,"How did he do

all that stuff?"

After the fun of Part 1, Part 2 gets

serious and settles down to advanced

techniques that all Amiga users could

learn a thing or two from. Some of the

tutorials explain how the various ef

fects in Part 1 were created. It's safe to

say that most of theeffects were created

using only DeluxePaint, a genlock, a

camera, and a video deck. Most were

also created in real time with no edit

ing. The second part of the tape starts

off with how to do the "beaming up"

effect and then digresses into a brief

explanation of editing. Discussions of

videotape, editing, laying down a

control track, dubbing soundtracks, and

the difference between insert and as

sembly editing are shown. Back to ani

mation, the tape presents a tutorial on

its own logo, showing how to make

chalk appear to be written on a chalk
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D.L. Richardson, the host of Animation 101.

board. The tape discusses HAM limita

tions and suggests creating HAM back

grounds and genlockingover standard

16/32 coloranimations to save memory.

The presentation spends much

time on movement during animating,

which is essential to any animation. It

highlights such features as moving a

ball while keeping track of velocity and

a way to create manual onion skins in

DeluxePaintHI—DeluxePaint4hasthis

feature built in. Next D,L. analyzes a

cartoon character walking frame by

frameandlooks at foot movement,body

bounce, arm swings, and presents neat

shortcuts for animating using

DekixePaint's stencil mode. Next is a

tutorial on creating a moving floor that

scrolls, on background scrolling with

DeluxePaint, and on DeluxePaint's

move requester. Although he recom

mends hi-res, D.L. againshows the great

"moving through the countryside" lo

res animation from earlier in the tape.

Several useful techniques are shown,

including panning past a garden that

was created with DeluxePaint's per

spective mode. Rounding out the tape

is a detailed account on creating lip-

synced voice with an on-screen cartoon

character. Utilizing different facial fea

tures to represent different letters, as

well as an exposure sheet to track the

sounds, the method is straightforward

but time-consuming.

This tape is aimed primarily at the

beginner but has enough tricks in it to

get the imagination of an experienced

Amiga user rolling. More attention is

given to mixing video with graphics, so

it isalso best suited for those with proper

equipment. Judging by the 3/4 inch

equipment in the studio, I presume it

was produced with this format. D.L.

Richardson is a great teacher who

doesn't talk down to the viewing stu

dent, has an easy-going manner about

him, and best of all, doesn't bore. This

tape doesn't promise to teach you ev

erything on animating on the Amiga,

but it definitely gets beginners headed

in the right direction. .^q.

Animation 101

Price: $35.00

Inquiry #241

Myriad Visual Adventures

1219 NW 79th St.

Oklahoma City, OK 73114

Please zorite:

Frank McMahon

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

USEANYPC/AT-TYPE

KEYBOARD WITH ANY AfrffGt

NOW AVAILABLE, THE

VERY EASY-TO-USE, VERY FLEXIBLE,

VERY AFFORDABLE,

=KB-Talker=
FOR THE A1000, A2000, & A3000

&the =KB-TALKER= 500
FOR THE A500.

THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE KEYBOARD

INTERFACE ADAPTER FOR THE AMIGA,

THIS BULLET-PROOF KEYBOARD TRANSLATOR,

COMES COMPLETE WITH A KEYBOARD

EXTENSION CABLE, KEYCAP LABLES, AND A

1 YEAR WARRANTY.

GUARANTEED TO ALLOW ANY AT-

COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD TO TALK TO ANY

AMIGA OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!

=KB-Talker= Only $69.95

Co-Tronics Engineering, p.o. Box 5145,
Glendale, AZ 85312-5146. (314)429-2644.8a-6p(CT)

Circle 162 on Reader Service card.

Coming soon..,
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REVIEW

Blue Ribbon SoundWorks'

Bars&Pipes

Professional

by Phil Sounders

COMPETITION IS A WONDERFUL THING. The makers

of the two best Amiga sequencers have recently released

new versions of their products. Bars&Pipes Professional

and Keyboard Controlled Sequencer 3.5 each offer a variety

of powerful new features. This month I'll take a look at

Bars&Pipes Professional; next month I'll examine the new

version of KCS with a chart comparing the features of the

two programs.

Most MIDI sequencers are based

on multi-track tape recorders, with "tracks"

holding channels of MIDI data and tape

recorder-stylebuttons controlling playback

and recording. Bars&Pipes Professional

uses these conventions, but adds another

metaphor: music flows through "pipes"

Bars&Pipes

Professional is

the first Amiga

sequencer to

offer true

notation

editing.

BarsiPipes Professional 1.8c B 1991 The Blue Ribbon SoundHorks, Ltd. [r|g|

Vocal

and can be routed and altered by vari

ous tools. Bars&Pipes Professional

works a little differently than most se

quencers, but the differences are due to

its additional and unique features. It is

definitely an Amiga program and

makes full use of windows, menus,

color, and multitasking. It even sup

ports interlace mode! Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional also features Workbench 2.0

style icons that work properly under

AmigaDOS 1.3 and 2.0. It took me a

while to get used to the user interface,

but once I became comfortable with the

program, I could perform most func

tions quickly. The user interface is con

sistent, but you definitely need to read

the manual to use the program fully.

Bars&Pipes Professional offers a

variety of ways to view your music, but

the tracks window is the most impor

tant. It shows information about each

track in your composition. From left to

right, the program displays the track

name, record status, input channel,

input pipeline and tools, a graphic

display of what is recorded in the se

quencer, merge/output status, output

pipeline and tools, and output channel.

The program refers to this left-to-right

display as a "pipeline" and allows you

to route data from one track to another

via "pipes." Recording, playing, and

general editingarcperformed from the

tracks window, while individual tracks

can be edited by double clicking on the

graphic representation in the pipeline.

The pipeline concept is the heart of

Bars&Pipes Professional. Tools in a

pipeline modify all MIDI notes that

pass through. Bars&Pipes Professional

includes tools to modify MIDI data in

various ways, such as quantizing,

echoing, and altering velocity. Tools

can be placed in the pipeline either

before or after the sequencer. This

means that tools can modify MIDI in

put before it is recorded or can modify

MIDI output without affecting the re

corded track. This approach is tremen

dously flexible. If you place the quan

tize tool at the front of the pipeline,

notes are quantized as they are played

and are recorded in quantized form. If

.:>(? Amazing Computing



you place thequantize tool at the end of

the pipeline, notes are recorded as you

played them and quantization is added

on playback. This approach allows

changing quantitization settings in real

time without permanently altering the

recorded MIDI notes. Other

sequencers offer varying

quantitization in real time,

but I haven't seen any that

allow real-time options like

echoing and harmony gen

eration.

The tools in

Bars&Pipes Professional

often have a variety of set

tings and options. The

Quantize tool, for example,

allows variable correction

of timing, selection ofwhich

notes are corrected, and dif

fering resolutions of the ref

erence beat. It cannot

quantize to a reference sequence, an

option found in KCS. Many tools re

spond intelligently to key, scale, and

tempo master settings. These options

are well thought out and allow tools to

generate variations and counter-points

in key with the input sequence. Echo

and Quantize settings are measured in

terms of the tempo, making it easy to

find "musical" settings. This kind of

attention to detail makes a number

ofthetoolsexceptionally useful. One

drawback is that you must use tools

to perform some common editing

functions. To quantize a recorded

track, for example, you apply the

quantize too! to the track. This isn't

hard to do, but runs counter to the

way other sequencers quantize.

Bars&Pipes Professional comes

with a number of standard tools, but

also has a "Crcate-A-Tool" feature

that allows you to combine the stan

dard tools to form your own custom

tools. This is a fantastic feature that

lets you create custom harmonies

and quantizations. I was able to quickly

create a custom tool which split the

single-channel MIDI output from my

DX-7 into two overlapping zones, each

of which played on a different channel.

I haven't seen any sequencer for any

computer which offers this kind of flex-

ibility. My one complaint is that

Bars&Pipes Professional does not in-

cludecnough basic buildingblock tools

to allow you to program all the custom

The tracks window contains the pipeline and

displays for each track.

Bai>sSPipes Professional l.flc @ 1991 The Blue Ribbon SouncUJorks, Ltd,

tools you might want. Tools that split

notes based on their velocity, for in

stance, would allow users to change

MIDI instruments based on a note's

velocity. The modular concept of

Bars&Pipes makes it easy to add tools

at a later date, however, and Blue Rib

bon Soundworks has already published

a number of add-on tools available for

Bars&Pipes

Professional offers

a variety of ways

to view your

music, but the

tracks window is

the most

important,

an additional charge. In addition, their

"Rules for Tools" module contains the

documentation required to write your

own tools in C.

One interesting aspect of

Bars&Pipes Professional is the way it

uses song parameters. Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional allows you to input the key,

mode, rhythm, lyrics, dynamics, time

signature, and tempo map for each se

quence. By themselves, pa

rameters do not affect MIDI

playback, except for time

signature and tempo map

settings. Parameters can be

used to ensure that MIDI

notes generated or altered

by Bars&Pipes Professional

tools fit the overall key and

tempo of the song. Some

tools will even generate

harmonies and background

accompaniments based on

the master parameters! It is

possible to use different

parameter settings for each

sequence, and all parameter

settings can be viewed while

editing a sequence.

Editing is at the heart of any se

quencer, and Bars&Pipes Professional

offers a variety of options. Simple cut-

and-paste edits can be performed from

the track window, while more detailed

editing is done in the sequence editing

window. The Sequence Editor can dis

play a sequence in a variety of formats,

including standard notation, hybrid

staff, piano roll, and MIDI event list.

Most editing commands are avail

able in all modes. Commands are

represented by icons, which include

the magnifying glass (displays in

formation about each MIDI event),

the pencil (enters new notes), the

magic wand (alters note length and

velocity), the hand (moves notes),

the eraser, the toolpad (processes

notes with selected tools), and the

bounding box (which selects notes

for cut-and-paste and editing op

erations). Bars&Pipes Professional

uses a "default note" which defines

note length, modifiers such as trip

lets and dotted notes, articulation,

and volume for use in step entry.

The default note settings can be easily

changed using the mouse. Flat and

Sharp modifiers are notavailable; notes

can be "flattened" only by using the
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magnifying glass icon

and typing in a new

value. One drawback is

that you cannot edit a

sequence while it is play

ing. Bars&Pipes Profes

sional does allow graphic

editing of pitch bend and

other controller data. It

would be convenient to

have some kind of

algorhythmicselectionof

notes (such as "select the

first and third note in

each measure"), but

Bars&Pipes Professional

editing features are rea

sonably complete.

Standard notation

editing is the most exciting, new fea

ture of Bars&Pipes Professional. Music

notation is the most natural way of

displaying and editing MIDI data, and

for the most part Bars&Pipes Profes

sional fulfills its promise tobring music

notation editing to the Amiga. While

the notation display isworkable, I found

it to be somewhat ugly. The space be

tween staff lines is too wide, giving

notes an unnatural appearance, al

though proportions were normal when

using interlace mode. Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional does use ties and has a reason

ably good auto-beam capability, but

beams connecting eighth notes are

straight, not slanted. It

was frustrating to wait

for the screen to redraw

every time I added a note

to the notation display,

and the setting of the

auto-redraw feature ap-

peared to make no dif

ference. According to

Blue Ribbon

Soundworks, the pro

gram must redraw the

screen in order to make

sure thenotation display

and the underlying

MIDI sequence match.

A special setting to pre

vent the redraw when

you are entering a new

sequence and none of

the previous notes are

Bars«Pipes Professional 1.8c g 1991 The Blue Ribbon SouncWorks,

IoolBox

Bars&Pipes

Professional lets you

create custom tools.

The pipeline

concept

is the heart

of

Bars&Pipes

Professional.

Bars&Pipes Professional 1.0c 8 1991 The Blue Ribbon SoundHorks, Ltd. |r|q|

changing would fix

this problem.

There is no easy way

to add accidentals

(sharps and flats)

when using the no

tation or hybrid staff

options, which

makes it difficult to

enter chromatic

notes. I also found

several bugs in the

display of

accidentals and note

timings. The nota

tion display does use the key and key

signature information from the master

parameters, eliminating unnecessary

accidentals. It is also possible to set the

resolution of the display to minimize

display of spurious short notes caused

by sloppy timing. Bars&Pipes Profes

sional can display triplets, but is some

what erratic in notating them properly.

On the whole, Bars&Pipes Professional

does a decent job in the difficult task of

notating MIDI data. It also offers a lim

ited notation printing capability, and

can print parts in either concert key or

transposed. While Bars&Pipes Profes

sional is not a full-fledged scoring pro

gram, its printouts

can certainly be used

for editing and proof

reading purposes.

Synchronization

features are what

separate professional

sequencers from

hobbyist programs.

Bars&Pipes Profes

sional has a full suite

of synchronization

options including

MIDI clock (with

Song Position

MixMaestro allows

automated mixing of

MIDI volume and

pan controls for all

tracks.
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Pointer), MIDITime Code, and SMPTE.

It supports all four common SMPTE

frame rates and has a variety of fea

tures to make it easy to use SMPTE

times in your compositions. Bars&Pipes

Professional supports direct SMPTE

input via Dr. T's Phantom SMPTE in

terface. They deserve kudos for pro

viding support for another

manufacturer's hardware: you can use

the Phantom interface for SMPTE syn

chronization on both Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional and KCS without recabling.

Bars&Pipes Professional offers a spe

cial Tempo Map window to allow

tempo editing. In addition to normal,

instantaneous tempo changes,

Bars&Pipes Professional allows linear,

logarithmic, and exponential changes

that take place over a user-definable

period of time. I haven't seen a better

way to handle tempo changes in any

MIDI sequencer. In addition,

Bars&Pipes Professional has time-line

scoring that lets you tie songs to spe

cific SMPTE start times for use in scor

ing film or video. It even includes an

option to adjust the tempo of the song

to make it fit specific SMPTE start and

end points. I should mention one addi

tional feature: It is possible to tie a

sequence's notes to specific SMPTE

times, independent of the master tempo.

While this has applications for video

work, when music and effects need to

play on specific SMPTE frames, I was

able to use it to have sequences playing

simultaneously at different tempi. This

is a neat feature for experimental mu

sic.

Bars&Pipes Professional offers a

number of other interesting features.

The Song Editor can assemble songs in

ABA style, and allows changes made

in one A section to be automatically

transferred to another section.

MixMaestro allows automated control

of mixing and panning. It provides a

volume and pan control for each track

as well as an output meter and muting/

soloing controls. Bars&Pipes Profes

sional can receive, transmit, and edit

system-exclusive data, both in the main

program and by using the Big Sys ac

cessory. Big Sys allows saving and

loading of System Exclusive data, but

will not receive the multi-part system

exclusive dumps that have become

common with new synthesizers. (Blue

Ribbon Soundworks is aware of the

problem and plans to upgrade Big Sys

to handle multi-part system exclusive

dumps). Multi-part dumps can be re

corded by Bars&Pipes Professional in

normal mode, however. Note that you

must enable system exclusive data at

both the input and output of the pipe

line before recording. Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional can use the Muffy accessory

to read and write Standard MIDI files.

An accessory that reads and writes

SMUS format files is available sepa

rately as part of the Multi-Media Kit.

There are a few other details to

mention. The manual is good, although

the page numbers in the index were off

slightly and the screen-dump illustra

tions were sometimes hard to read. The

program is not copy-protected and in-

Echo and Quantize

are measured in

terms of the

tempo, making it

easy to find

"musical"

settings.

stalls easily on a hard disk. Bars&Pipes

Professional requires a minimum of

1MB of RAM, but 2MB are suggested

for optimum performance. Bars&Pipes

Professional allows disabling of some

features to enable it to run better in low

memory situations. Bars&Pipes Pro

fessional still has a few rough edges,

particularly in the standard notation

editing. Blue Ribbon Soundworks

seems to be committed to exterminat

ing the bugs; the version 1 tested is 1.0c

and a new update is promised soon. I

should also mention that Blue Ribbon

maintains an active presence in

CompuServe's Amiga Arts forum and

responds to questions quickly. You can

contact them via CompuServe

#76304,3222 or check the Music and

MIDI section of the Amiga Arts forum.

Future plans for Bars&Pipes Profes

sional include support for hard disk

recording of digital audio using addi

tional audio hardware. Speaking of

expansion, I feel that some of the tools

in the Blue Ribbon expansion kits re

ally belong in the main program. The

stock version of Bars&Pipes Profes

sional has no support for the Amiga's

internal sounds, for example. The

AmigaPhone Internal Sounds Kit adds

Amiga sound capability (along with a

generous collection of samples) at a list

price of $59. Several expansion kits are

already available, and others will be

released soon.

Bars&Pipes Professional is an in

novative, full-featured, professional

MIDI sequencer. It offers an number of

interesting extensions (tools, SMPTE

controls, pipeline) that make it ideal for

use in experimental music. It is also

well suited for pop music and scoring

applications. On the down side, the

flexibility inherent in the design some

times makes simple tasks more com

plex than on other sequencers. The pro

gram has a definite learning curve, par

ticularly sinceit differs from "standard"

sequencers. Most of the bugs I found

are more annoying than dangerous.

The expandable design of Bars&Pipes

Professional is a definite plus, as is the

ability to create your own tools.

Bars&Pipes Professional is also theonly

Amiga sequencer to offer true notation

editing. Is Bars&Pipes Professional the

best Amiga sequencer? Next month

we'll look at Keyboard Controlled Se

quencer 3.5 and have a feature-by-fea

ture comparison chart to help you de

cide for yourself. »AC*

Bars & Pipes Professional

Price: $379.00

Blue Ribbon SoundWorks, Ltd.

1293 Briar Dell Lane NE

Atlanta, GA 30306

(404)377-1514

Inquiry #247

Please write to

Phil Stninders c/o

Amazing Computing,

P.O. Box 869,

Fnl! River, MA 02722-0869
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The latest in tips,

workarounds and upgrades

This month's column contains

mostly reader mail. Thanks to

all of you who have taken the

time to write.

Before 1 cast stones on other

people's bugs, I must correct a

couple of bugs of my own.

Recently I received a letter from

Asha DeVelder otGuerneville,

CA. In a recent column, Asha

contributed a fix for a problem

she found with a program

called Treasure Trap. In my

column, 1 mistakenly referred to

her as Mr. DeVelder. I offer my

sincere apologies. I deserve a

thousand lashes with an Amiga

mouse cable.

product: ST1096N 80 plus MB

hard drive

re: Manufacturer

In the April 1991 issue, I

mentioned an ST10961M 80 plus

MB SCSI hard drive. Jane

Werner of Temple City, CA,

writes to ask the name of the

drive's manufacturer. I had

inadvertently left it out. That

drive is manufactured by

Seagate.

product: Commodore A2091

re: multiple device support-

source: Electronic mail/

CompuServe

Electronic mail from

CompuServe sent by Timothy

Shaw lists bugs in Amiga

hardware. He writes that the

Commodore A2091 hard disk

controller with ROM revision

6.1 will not support multiple

devices. He continues, "1 have a

40 MB Quantum ProDrive

mounted internally and a

105MB Quantum Prodrive

attached externally. If each

physical drive is used sepa

rately, everything works fine. If

you try to copy from one drive

to the other or format one

physical drive while using the

other, the A2091 locks up.

Sometimes after the lock up,

errors appear on one of the

drives. I contacted Commodore

and they claim that it will be

fixed with ROM revision 6.6. As

of this writing, ROM revision

6.6 is not available to the

public."

I checked with Bruce Peterson,

the service manager at the local

Amiga dealership. Bruce

confirmed the report from Mr.

Shaw and said that some of his

customers are also waiting for

the upgrade.

Mr. Shaw also reports that The

Commodore A2320 video

display enhancer card has a

resistor problem. "If you choose

gray scale level 777 (RGB) and

gray scale level 888 (RGB) with

preferences, you will find that

the two colors are nearly

indistinguishable. Commodore

is aware of the problem and

will fix the card free of charge if

it is under warrant)'. If it is not

under warranty, the cost is

$45.00."

Bruce, the local service

manager, was not aware of this

problem when I talked with

him. He did comment that

individual sen-ice centers

determine their own out-of-

warranty labor rates, not

Commodore, so the $45.00

charge could vary depending

upon the individual dealer's

service rates.
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Tlie Commodore A2286 AT

bridgeboard is not compatible

with Windows 3.0 standard

mode. Mr. Shaw writes, "When

using Windows 3.0 standard

mode, any keyboard activity

causes keystrokes to be lost, the

speaker (if installed) to beep,

and random toggling of the

CAPS lock. This is caused by a

hardware flaw in the A2286.

Commodore is aware of the

problem, but it is unclear

whether they plan to fix it." I

have had a couple of other

reports that Windows 3.0 did

not work properly on the 2286

Bridgeboard as well. As Mr.

Shaw went on to say, "Win

dows 3.0 is an important DOS

extension, and if this problem is

not addressed, the utility of the

2286 Bridgeboard will be

seriously compromised."

the program flags false errors

and has a habit of occasionally

saying there are unpaired

quotation marks, when that is

not the case. The more

complicated the sentence, the

more likely it will flag a false

run-on sentence or an incom

plete sentence. He writes, "The

interface is beautiful. Every

thing works perfectly except the

grammar algorithm needs

work." I have recently

purchased the program for use

with my own writing (these

columns should be much better

written from now on), and I

have discovered the same error

in counting quotation marks. 1

have also on rare occasion had

it fail to identify an incomplete

adaptor. Mario Vachon of

Montreal, Quebec, reported that

after the upgrade release, the

VGA and EGA emulations

brought out some new

problems. He writes,

"...WordPerfect 5.1 does

recognize the VGA emulation,

but only to give you very poor

screens...in fact, it is simply

unreadable.

"Then, the upgrade didn't

solve what I call the "keyboard

problem." This problem occurs

only when I use WordPerfect

5.0 or higher. Whenever 1 type

in a character, it usually

appears twice on the screen. I

have tried various settings of

the keyboard delay and repeat.

I also tried to change the typing

product: Proper Grammar

re: grammar algorithm

source: Electronic Mail/

PeopleLink

Kevin Davidson, a frequent

contributor to Bug Bytes, has

been experimenting with

Softwood's new grammar

checker. Proper Grammar. His

bug report arrived by way of

Electronic Mail from

PeopleLink. Kevin commented

that Proper Grammar is

packaged with a picture of the

preamble to the U. S. constitu

tion on the box and on the cover

of its manual. If you try this

sentence in the grammar

checker, it generates an error

message saying the sentence is

too long and that "tranquility"

is misspelled. While the

preferred spelling is "tranquil

lity" either spelling is accept

able. Kevin also comments that

If you have solutions to any

of these problems, pass them

along

sentence. On the whole,

however, these errors appear (o

detract only slightly from the

usefulness of this program.

product: Vortex ATonce

re: vl.27 upgrade, compat

ibility problems

source: Reader mail

This month 1 also received

several letters from readers

regarding the Vortex ATonce

hoard. Most of the letters

reiterated the solution reported

in an earlier column about the

version 1.27 upgrade, and

proper use of the Gary module

speed in WordPerfect but it was

useless. The only way I can

make it viable is by typing very

slowly."

Also, in order to get a

normal speed of the screen

refresh when he uses Lotus 1-2-

3, he has to use the EGA board

in the installation of Lotus 1-2-3

and use MDA emulation from

the ATonce board. If you have

any solutions to any of these

problems, pass them along;

they will be published in a

future column.

Andrew Zawadzki of St.

Catharines, Ontario, writes with

further information on the

ATonce board. He tried the

ATonce with ICD's A540 RAM

expansion for the A500 and had

no problems unless the board

was fully populated to 4MB. If

you add more than 2MB to the

A540, the system crashes when

using the ATonce board. Mr.

Zawadzki writes, "You can

work around this by simply not

issuing the AdRam command

which adds to the system the

extra 2MB of memory which is

not auto-configuring on the

board.

"From this, I would say that nm/

non-autoconfiguring memory

expansion board for the 500 is

incompatible with the ATonce

(simply because upon bootup,

the MMU with the ATonce sets

up the memory configuration

for the PC side, and then later

in the bootup procedure more

memory is added to the system

which confuses the PC side.

"On boards like ICD's

A540, which have 2MB

autoconftguring and 2MB non-

autoconfiguring, this problem

can be avoided by not issuing

the command to add the extra

memory to the system if the PC

side is going to be used."

Jo Ann Kun/inger of

Milwaukee writes to pass along

that the ATonce will not install

on a GVP drive. She quotes the

information from the Safe

Harbor BBS. She also wanted to

know if anyone has been able to

make an Amiga 1020 drive (the

5.25" floppy unit) operate

properly with the ATonce. Her

system is an A500 with 1MB Fat

Agnus, Meta 4 card with 2MB

of memory, Trumpcard 500

controller with a Quantum 105

meg hard disk, and an AMAX

cartridge which remains

connected to a Master 3A

(Macintosh) drive. If you have

any experience with the 1020

and ATonce, pass it along; I'll

reprint it here.
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product: AiRT

re: purchasing copy

source: Reader mail

Carl Nagy of Orange, CA,

writes to request more

information about the program

called AiRT. He is interested in

purchasing a copy, ft seems that

the company which developed

the program, PD] Software, is

apparently out of business. Mr.

Nagy is interested in locating

someone who might have a

copy available for sale. His

interest in this program lies in

the iconic nature of the code

one generates when writing in

AiRT. If you have any informa

tion about AiRT or PDJ

Software and would like to

contact Mr. Nagy, write to me

and I'll pass the information

along.

product: GENP

re: available upgrade

source: Reader mall

Peter Evans, of Cheltenham,

Victoria, Australia, writes to

announce that an upgrade is

available for GENP, a genea

logical tracking program. His

upgrade notice, which

announces version 1.5, has

easy-to-use data entry screens

and a powerful new search

algorithm. New features

include Similarity Search and

Regular Expression Search.

GENP can now run ARexx

programs and can support

multimedia. The program is

multilingual and supports non-

English language screens,

system messages, help screens,

and a data dictionary. It also

uses foreign keymaps and

keyboards. To receive your free

upgrade, send your disks and

the bottom-most upgrade sheet

from the manual to them. There

is also a price reduction on the

latest version, which now sells

for $99.00 in U.S. funds.

GENP

37 Charles Street

Cheltenham, Victoria, 3192

Australia

(03) 5S4 2765

product: AmigaZone

re: moving

Recently,) received a telephone

call from Harv Laser, chairman

of the AmigaZone. He told me

that PeopleLink, a Chicago-

based information service has

gone out of business. Harv told

me that the AmigaZone would

be moving to a service called

Portal, though the name

AmigaZone would probably be

changed. He said that Portal

could be contacted at (408) 973-

9111. Harv then asked me to

help spread the word to those

who might be wondering what

happened to the group. If I can

obtain more details on the new

Amiga service, I will try to have

them available next month.

That's all for this month. If you

have any workarounds or bugs

to report, or if you know of any

upgrades to commercial

software, you may notify me by

writing to:

John Steiner

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

...or leave EMaii to

73075,1735 on CompuServe

•AC-

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP, INC.

COMPARE OUR PRICES

Fatier Agnus (B372A) See be'ow

8352 Demse Half Bright 26.50

8373 New Super Denise - 54.50

8364 Paula chip 26.50

5719 Gary chip 12.95

852QA CIA cfiip 15.50

?.3ROMKickslart 24.95

2.0 ROM Kickstarl Call

A500 Keyboard 109.50

A2000 Keyboard 114.95

Rockwell Agnus chip puller 3.95

DKB PRODUCTS

Kwikstart (A10001.3 ROM) 58.00

Kwikstad 11(1.3 or 2.Q).

Swdchable in your A1000 78.00

AMIGA POWER SUPPLIES

A500 45 watt (heavy duly) 67.50

A1000 Replacement PS 127.00

A2000 Replacement P/S 210,00

DIAGNOSTICS

Amiga Diagnostician: Book/

Software'Schematic 14.95

Service Manuals Call

SAMS Computerfacts Call

Dr. Ami (software) 29.35

AMI Alignmenl System 28.50

Low cost/remanu. pnntheads Call

'OUR 12lh YEAR1

MIMORY EXPANSION

Rejuvenator AIO00—Upgrade board witn

everything, including diagnostic

software package ($30 value) 479.00

512K(A501|RAMMod 49.50

1x4.'8Q SC Zip for A3000 32.50

ixtHOONS 6.50

256x4/120 all ICD, GVP, etc 5.50

1>8 80 SIMM 47.95

HP Laser Memory Board

1 Meg 97.50

2 Megs 145.95

4 Megs 205.05

A500 Products

AdRAM 540 OK 96.85

Each additional Meg oi RAM 36.00

AdRAM 560D 178.00

A2000 Products

AdRAM 2080 OK 114.50

Each additional 1 Meg ot HAM 35.00

AdSCS!2000 127.50

AdSCS! 20S0 OK 166.50

Each additional Meg of RAM 47,95

AdSpeed 204.00

Flicker Free Video 279.50

FlickerFixer 229.95

Printer Port Adapter (runs any

CBM Drinter to PC) 34.95

Video Interlace Prof, (converts Amiga

RGB to composite ouiput, etc) 99.95

HOT AMIGA UPGRADES

* ENHANCED CHIP SET*

Super Denise 8373 Upgrade

Now utilitze productivity and scan mode, etc. Super hi-res

mode (1280 x 200 pixels). An absolute must with 2.0.

$54.50 (tentative price)

Fatter Agnus (B372A) 1 MB with FREE Rockwell ctvp puller

(a necessity] and complete instructions , S84.95

Multtslarl IJ-KEW ROM switch for 3 ROMs lot A500/2000

Keyboard Controlled 77.95

Switch Activated Version $37.95

Diagnostic Trouble-shooting Software (STU). a terrific diagnostic

package & absolute must (all Amigas) by Custom Services. Inc $29.95

150 Walt "Big Foot" A500 Universal Power Supply with fan. An

absolute must for those adding on more memory $85.50

Energency Amiga Startup Kit—Sold to government PXs and now

available to al. Kit has mapr chips, parts, schematic, instructions and

diagnostic software programs, etc (everything needed to get it started) $99.50

Insider II—CK Board for A1000 $199.95

Insider II—1.5MB for A10QO $278.00

MegAChip 2000™ —Upgrade your A2000 to 2MB of chip RAM.

Includes A30CO 2MB Agnus chip 5332.00

less substantial rebate. MegAChip 2000 now available for your A500.

FREE Rockwell chip puller with either.

'EXCLUSIVE*
Amiga 500 Printed Circuit Boards [rsvA & up) are now available at a phenominal price. Buy them

populated or unpopulated. Dont miss out on this one!

CALL FOR PRICES

SEND FOR OUR FREE 36 PAGE CATALOG

3 Chestnut Street - Suffem, NT

Add UPS charges to above.

Customer Service (914.) 357-2424 Fax (914) 357-6243

Order line only 1-800-292-7445

r lo change Hours: 9-5 I-ST. M-K

Circle 147 on Reader Service card.
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GAMES REVIEWED:

The Secret ofMonkey Island

Gunboat

Megatraveller 1

Team Yankee

Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure

The Secret of

Monkey Island

In/ Miguel Mulct

Yo, ho, yo, ho! Ahoy there, mates!

A pirate's life is like no other. We sail

the ocean blue, in search of buried trea

sure and other misadventures. The

drink of us pirate folk is pure ale, of

which only a true pirate can drink.

Lately, though, we've been a band of

old landlubbers, scared off the high

seas by that dang ghost pirate. Perhaps

you'd like to join our band of merry

men, and discover the "Secret of Mon

key Island"!

If you thought "Loom" was good,

you should take a look at LucasFilm's

latest entry, The Secret of Monkey Is

land. You assume the role of a young

lad named Guybrush Threepwood,

bent on becoming a pirate. To join the

local group of pirates, you must per

form feats worthy of a veteran pirate.

Once accepted into the clan, you go on

to explore the islands, and hopefully

discover The Secret. _^_

Jalk to

As young pirate Guybrush

Threepwood,try to find

the Secret of Monkey

Island.

Open Walk to Use

Close Pick up Look at

Push Talk to Turn on

Pull Giye Turn oft

2 pieces of eight

minutes
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Presenting 31 reasons why AC's TECH is the most

informative technicaljournalfor Amiga users—

VI. 1 includes:

Magic Macros with ReSource

Create Image data and more with The

Puzzle Factory's advanced

interactive disassembler for the Amiga.

AmigaDOS, EDIT and Recursive

Programming Tecliniques

Develop a hard disk backup utility with

AmigaDOS commands,

EDIT and the magic of recursion.

Building the VidCell 256 Grayscale

Digitizer

Build an 8-bit video digitizer for under

S80, including PCS and

software.

An Introduction to Interprocess

Communication with

ARexx

Understand ARexx's powerful ability to

communicate with other

programs running simultaneously.

Adapting Mattel's Power Glove to the

Amiga

Construct the required cable and write

software to interface

Mattel's inexpensive natural Input device

to the Amiga!

An Introduction to the ilbm.library

Speed software development with the

ill mi. library's low- and

mid-level IFF and high-level II.BM calls.

Creating a Database in C, Using dBC -

111

Examine dBC 111 beyond its conventional

database applications.

Using Intuit ion's Proportional Gadgets

from FORTRAN 77

See how to take advantage of most of the

ROM Kernel without

writing extra C or assembly language

code.

FastBoot: A Super BootBlock

Quickly load an entire disk into memory,

create a RAM disk, and

boot from that RAM disk.

AmigaDOS for Programmers

See how to delete files, check files sizes

and attributes, create and

read directories, and even run processes

from inside your

program!

SUent Binary Rhapsodies

Understand a bit about what makes

Amiga users "tick" in this

brief digression tor programmers of all

skiil levels.

VI.2 includes:

CAD Application Design: Part I—

World and View Transforms

Learn the mathematics and programming

techniques used in CAD

system design, and construct the building

blocks of a 2-D CAD

program.

Interfacing Assembly Language

Applications to ARexx

See how to add ARexx implementation to

a program.

Adding Help to Applications Easily

Implement a context-sensitive "on-line"

help facility in your

applications using a powerful yet easy-to-

use arsenal of

functions.

Programming the Amiga's GUI in C—

Part I

Stan programming in C with the first

programming concept in the

Intuition environment: the opening of

libraries.

Intuition and Graphics in ARexx

Scripts

Use the ARexx function library

rx_intui.library to add several

dozen commands to an ARexx script to

enable use of Intuition

and Graphics library routines.

UNK and the Amiga

Gain an introduction to UNIX for the

Amiga programmer.

A Meg and a Half on a Budget

Add 512K RAM to your 1MB A500—for

about S30!

Accessing Amiga Intuition Gadgets

from a FORTRAN

Program: Part II—Using Boolean

Gadgets

Use a direct interface to the ROM Kernel

to access Intuition

Boolean gadgets, then create a Jupiter's

Moons Simulator.

TooiBox Part I: An Introduction to 3-D

Programming

Study 3-0 programming concepts in this

first in a series of

articles dedicated to solving common

programming problems

V1.3 includes:

CAD Application Design Part II

Develop an event-driven program which

will lcjt you move,

resize, and rotate objects, or pan and

zoom your model world

using just the mouse.

C Macros for ARexx?

Accessing the full power of ARexx from

C, using glue routines and

pragmas.

VBRMon: Assembly Language Monitor

Explore your Amiga with this unique and

interesting assembly

language monitor.

The Development OfAn Amiga DOS

2.0 Command line

Utility

Using the new features and structures of

AmigaDOS 2.0. develop

the TO" command-line utility—a way to

automatically change tile

current directory, based on a wildcard

name.

Programming the Amiga's GUI in C

—Part D

Start realty programming the Amiga in C

by creating your first window.

Programming For HAM-E

An introduction to libraries and

techniques required to program

HAM-E.

Using RawDoFmt In Assembly

If you want to delete files, find out file

sizes, attributes or the

amount of disk space, create or read

directories and even run

processes from inside your program, read

on!

AC's TECH is available at many fine AMIGA dealers and is also available to you by mail at

unbeatable Charter subscription rates.



ACSTE ZAMIGA

PREMIERE ISSUE

TECH/AMIGA

The VidCdl:

Build ■ 23*-l.Myi«l* 11iRIIWr
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#1 as in 'first'...

#1 as in 'best'!
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Developing an AmigaDOS 2.0

Command Line Utility

Plus:

• CAD Application Design-Par! II
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■ Hash Tables tor the Masses
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..and much more!
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The game interface is very similar

to the interface used in most of

LucasFilm's adventure games. The

character is moved along by pointing

the cursor where you want to go, and

clicking the left mou.se button. Examin

ing you environs, or interacting with

other characters, is as easy as pointing

at a command at the lower left portion

of the screen and clicking. Conversa

tions with other characters is carried

out by selecting your responses from

the choices the computer gives you.

This type of interface involves no typ

ing, and allows you to concentrate on

the game itself.

All of the illustrations are well

done, as are the animated and arcade

sequences in the game. Graphics scroll

nicely by, and the gameplay is not very

choppy. There is a nice soundtrack

which plays in the background, and

sound effects are simple yet quiteeffec

tive.

The Secret of Monkey Island is a

lot of fun to play, and will keep you

busy for hours. Advanced game play

ers will find the game more difficult

than Loom but it will not tax their abili

ties. As an entry level adventure game,

you can't go wrong. Although the theme

andcomedyaremorealongadultlines,

I think almost anyone would enjoy

playing this game. The Secret of Mon

key Island, with good graphics, sound,

and gameplay, is one game you should

look at.

Gunboat

by Miguel Mulct

Although the Vietnam war has

been over for almost 20 yea rs, i ts legacy

lives on. Riverine warfare was discov

ered and experimented with for the

first time during that war, leading to

thedevelopment of the river patrol boat.

Designed especially for use in patrol-

Hngrivers,thePBR's(Patrol Boat-River)

became an effective and necessary

weapon during the Vietnam conflict. In

"Gunboat," you have the opportunity

to command a PBR and carry out vari

ous missions.

Gunboat is subtitled "River Com

bat Simulation," and it does its best to

carry out that job. You can captain the

ship, allowing thecomputer to man the

guns, or you can man the guns while

the computer steers. Luckily, you can

issue commands to the pilot while

you're manning the guns, giving you a

little more control over what is going

on. You can also shift between any of

the three gun positions on board and

the pilot's station.

Thesimulation allows you to prac

tice any one of the three positions before

you actually begin the different sce

narios. Onceyou think you haveenough

experience, you can report for duty, at

which time you're whisked to Vietnam

and allowed to captain a ship of your

own. You often have a choice of mis

sions, and you also can outfit your ships

with different types o( guns.

While the strategic actions of the

game are well thought out, the imple

mentation lacks something to be de

sired. The game is played entirely from

the keyboard, and although it takes a

little while, onedoes get used to the key

assignments. The main difficulty is that

keyboard response time is extremely

slow—so slow, i n fact, that it makes the

gamealmost unplayable. You may have

an enemy in your sights, but when you

hit the fire key, it takes so long to fire

that you miss your target.

In addition to the poor keyboard

response, the graphics and sound also

lag behind Amiga standards. Even

when the game is switched into high

detail mode,graphicsaren'tvery sharp.

Also, gameplay is limited to the upper

one-third of the screen. Sound effects

are limited to the sound of the engines,

and the firing of your weapons.

Overall, Gunboat has an interest

ing plot, being the first known river

combat simulator, but the player inter

face requires much work. Combined

with poor sound and graphics, this

game is very difficult to recommend.

Try before you buy.

■

i s
ics: Roseann

B

Mitchell a Tom toug,

■1

'.■■■■:.:

'■""

Travel to Vietnam

to operate a

river patrol boat

in Accolade's

Gunboat.
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MegaTraveller 1:

The Zhodani Conspiracy

by Miguel Mulct

Several hundred years in the fu

ture, it seems that humans can still not

live in peace with each other. The two

main space-faring societies of human

ity, the Zhodanis and the Third

Imperium, have fought five interstellar

wars, mainly becauseot'thehatred each

society harbors toward the other. The

Zhodanis, a race made up of clairvoy

ants and others with "psionic" abili

ties, were ruled in a strictly authoritarian

manner, while the Imperium was made

up as an aristocracy. This hatred has

led the Zhodanis to try to supply arms

to guerillas within the Imperium, in an

attempt to overthrow the government.

The fate of the entire Imperium de

pends on you and your band of ex-

military personnel, who must uncover

the terrorist plot and save the universe.

MegaTraveller is based on the old

role-playing game "Traveller," which

was played with dice and game manu

als. The universe of Traveller has been

transported to the Amiga, combining

the best aspects of both. In this role-

playing adventure, you control the ac

tion of five travellers. These travellers

are ex-military personnel, whose mis

sion is to prevent another interstellar

conflict.

Members of your part}' are chosen

at the start of the game, with the com

puter randomly deciding on some the

characters attributes (i.e., it rolls the die

for you.) You can either accept or reject

the characters, or choose some from a

provided list. The attributes accounted

for include strength, dexterity, endur

ance, intelligence, education, and so

cial standing. The character may have

served in different branches of the mili

tary, and in different capacities while

in the service. Each character brings his

or her unique abilities to the team, so

that carefully choosing your comrades

is very important.

Once you have assembled your

force, the game starts. A short narrative

Reminiscent tales of adventure and
intrigue fill the air as you and
your friends share drinks and

relive memories in the famous
ThrEE Hces Tavern. The sound nf
laughter is silenced when a lud
rushes through the entrance.
Barely ahle fn catch her breat

laughter is silenced when a
rushes through the entrance,

f th b
beads of perspiration pouring
damn her face, her termr- til
Eyes focus an you and ynur
companions. Feverishly pushing
through the crowd, she approach
companions. Feverishly pushing
through the crowd, sne approach

your table, glances quickly toward

Its up to you to prevent another interstellar war in MegaTraveller.

explains what is happening, and then

you are left to explore the galaxy on

your own. You can purchase supplies,

leave the current solar system for an

other, or obtain additional training in

specific areas, such as first aid. The

world of MegaTraveller is complex, and

it takes quite some time to explore all

the intricacies.

As in any role playing game, the

events which follow depend on strat

egy, planning, and even a good bit of

luck. Certain weapons are allowed only

on certain planets, and reaching differ

ent planets requires modifications to

your spacecraft. Finding ways to earn

money and purchase these weapons

and modifications is a challenge.

Game graphics are adequate, as

are sound effects. There are combat

sequences on the ground as well as in

space, and the fact that they are per

formed in real-time adds plenty of real

ism to the situation. While these se

quences are not spectacular, they are

quite effective.

MegaTraveller is not for everyone,

as it is a complex role-playing game

based on an excellent gaming system.

Although it takes a iot of time to learn

how to get around in this universe, it is

definitely worth the investment in time

and effort. Although there are some

arcade-like sections, the game is more

of a strategy game. If you're looking for

a role-playing game which is challeng

ing and fun, sign up for a tour of duty

with MegaTraveller.

Team Yankee

by Rob Hays

Have you noticed how many com

puter games are names of best-selling

novels? The latest to make the transition

from paperback to floppy disk is Team

Yankee from a British company. Em

pire Software.

Based on the book of the same

name by Harold Coyle, Team Yankee

places you in command of a company

of 16 M-l tanks and other assorted ar

mored vehicles. The action takes place

at the start of a Superpower confronta

tion in Germany. Your company is

given various missions to perform, and

it's up to you to plan the strategy—

deciding which units to move where,

arranging for artillery, and selecting

weapons.

Keeping track of your four pla

toons while watching out for enemy

tanks, and simultaneously maneuver

ing toward your objective is no small

feat. A unique split-screen display helps
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Plan your strategy while you control 4 platoons in Team Yankee.

by allowing you to devote one- quarter

of the screen to each unit. Each of these

unit displays can then be switched be

tween status, overhead map, or 3-D

"out the window" view.

The map and view displays allow

you to set speed and direction, and aim

and fire weapons while in [he quarter-

screen size. Additional options and

controls are offered in the full-screen

size. For instance, the full-screen map

allows you to control the formation

used by the tanks in that platoon. The

full-screen 3-D view gives you control

over the thermal sight, generating a

smoke screen, and other options.

Team Yankee isorganized into five

different scenarios, each of which must

be successfully completed before you

can move on to the next. After you

completeall five at the lowest rank, you

are promoted and go through the same

fivescenarios again.This time, the Rus

sians are smarter, tougher, and more

numerous, or it may be nighttime. At

the lower ranks, damaged or destroyed

vehicles are replaced at the start of each

new scenario. Once hit, the tanks remain

destroyed in higher ranks.

The game is played in real time,

with a mission clock ticking away. You

can pause at any point to catch your

breath or plan your next move, but

there are no provisions for saving a

battle in progress. You must either fight

through to the end or surrender. Most

scenarios can be completed in 30 min

utes or less.

Gameplay is fast and furious, with

smoothly scrolling graphics. Sound ef

fects are limited to gunfire and a multi

purpose "beep" that sounds when a

weapon is loaded or when your tank

stops moving. I found myself wishing

for the ciank of the tracks passing over

the sprockets and the sound of engines

racing.

The game is controlled entirely

with the mouse, although there are

keyboard shortcuts forsome functions.

The control functions seem well

thought-out and very intuitive, al

though I sometimes fired the cannon

by pushing the left mouse button when

I meant to turn the turret by using the

right button. The game has a built-in

"mouse accelerator" so that small

mouse movements result in large

pointer movements.

The game, supplied on a single

copyable disk, comes with a large map

of the battlefield area and an attractive,

spiral-bound manual. Copy protection

is the "match-the-picture-in-the

manual" scheme. Team Yankee runs

under Workbench 2.03 and is not af

fected by the faster processor in the

Amiga 3000. It will multitask if another

task is running when the game isstarted,

although the game pointer remains ac

tive when you switch back to the

Workbench. This can cause you to un

intentionally click on the game's con

tinue gadget, and quickly lose the battle.

The provided hard disk install

program works well, except that it fails

to copy the training scenario files. If

you intend to play from a hard disk, the

manual says a megabyte of memory is

needed.

The biggest problem is faced by

5!2K floppy based systems. When you

boot from the Team Yankee disk, a

short animated sequence plays, then a

Guru-type alert box appears. This ad

vises you that the game won't run in 60

Hz, which is the power line frequency

used in the U.S. This is probably a left

over from the British version of the

game, because it runs fine from the

Workbench.

If you have a minimum Amiga

system, you'll have to disconnect any

external drives and boot the computer

with your usual Workbench disk. Press

Control/D while the computer boots.

This will interrupt the boot process at

the earliest possible moment. Type

Loadwb, hit return, type Endcli, and

hit return again. After the disk drive

light goes out, you can insert the Team

Yankee game disk and play from the

Workbench.

Despite these minor problems and

complaints, Team Yankee is a fine tank

warfare game. The ad on the box pro

claims that it's "so real, you can smell

the smoke." I wouldn't go that far, but

it will make you start sweating when a

Russian tank appears from the forest.

Bill & Ted's

EXCELLENT

Adventure

in/ Migtui Mulct

Yo, dudes! School can be a real

drag, especially when you're flunking

history. We were hangin' at the Circle

K when this future dude named Rufus

gave us the answer to all our probs—a

time traveling telephone booth! If we

could collect a group of bodacious dead

dudes and bring 'em back to the school,

I'm sure we could pass this bogus his-
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tory class. So why not join us in our

most EXCELLENT adventure!

"Bill & Ted's EXCELLENT Ad

venture" is a game by Capstone which

is loosely based on the movie of the

same title. You guide Bill &Ted through

time, trying to entice famous historical

figures toaccompany them back to 1990.

If successful, the boys will pass their

history class and avoid wasting the rest

of their lives. Unfortunately, though,

the job isn't as easy as it may seem. First

off, you have to travel through time

finding objectsyou may need to "bribe"

the historical dudes. Next, the telephone

booth will hold only two famous fig

ures, so repea ted trips will be necessary

in order to bring them all back to the

present. Lastly, you must accomplish

everythingbefore time runs out back in

your hometown of San Dimas.

Getting Bill & Ted around is fairly

easy. You travel through time by enter

ing the phone booth, and dialing the

year to which you wish to travel. Years

are listed in the small, yellow-paged

directory provided with the game. Once

at your destination, you control Bill &

Ted by moving the joystick. Pushing

the fire button will collect items shown

on the screen, or cause the young time

travellers to jump, depending on their

location. Certain time periods provide

different obstacles—such as avoiding

cannon fire, or making your way

through mazes. Once you have met the

person you wish to take back with you,

you must also escort them back to the

phone booth and drop them off in San

Dimas.

Provided on a single copy-pro

tected disk, Bill & Ted's features digi

tized voices and sound effects. These

sound effects are not spectacular, but

they are more than adequate. Game

graphics are simple, yet effective.

Graphics scroll smoothly, and joystick

control of the characters is easy. While

the game features four different levels

of increasing difficulty, it doesn't take

much more than 10-12 hours to com

plete the entire game.

Bill & Ted's EXCELLENT Adven

ture isa fun game. It captures the flavor

of tiie movie, while being different at

the same time. Graphics and sound

effects are good, and each era provides

its unique puzzle or challenge to over

come. Unfortunately, thegamedoesn't

take very long to master. If you want

about 10 hours of fun, though, join the

adventure and remember to "Party on,

dudes!" „
•AC*

Product

Information

The Secret of Monkey Island

Price: $59.95

LucasFilm Games

P.O.Box 10307

San Rafael, CA 94912

(800)782-7927

Inquiry #248

Gunboat

Price: $49.95

Accolade

550 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(408)985-1700

Inquiry #249

MegaTraveller I

Price: $59.95

Paragon Software/MicroProse

180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(301)771-1151

Inquiry #250

Team Yankee

Price: $59.95

Empire Software

distributed by ReadySoft, Inc.

30 Werlheim Court, Unit 2

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada

L4B 1B9

(416)731-4175

Inquiry #251

Bill & Ted's EXCELLENT Adventure

Price: $39.95

Capstone

IntraCorp, Inc.

14202 SW 136th Street

Miami, FL 33186

(800)468-7226

Inquiry #252

Go on a most excellent adventure through time and history with Bill and Ted.
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A composite picture of the First World Of Amiga in Australia.

WORLD OF AMIGA

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

The Hunter Group of Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, and CommodoreBusinessMachines

Pty. Ltd. Asia/Pacific in Sydney, Australia,

combined their talents to create one of the

best first-time Amiga events. Over 29,600

people visited the first World Of Amiga in

Sydney,Australia for threedaysfromJuly 12

through July 14. The event took place in the

Sydney Conference and Exhibition Center .it

Darling Harbour, which was an added bonus

for attendees and exhibitors. The Darling

Harbour facilities offered a wide variety of

restaurants and shops as well as aight-seeing

and other interests making it possibly the

best site that has ever been chosen for an

Amiga exposition.

Commodore Australia utilized the

WOA to launch CDTV in the Pacific markets.

They had the help of Gail Wellington from

Commodore Business Machines Interna

tional. During a week of rapid interviews,

presentations, and air flights, Gail brought

national recognition to CDTV. Ms. Wellington

appeared on radio shows and Good Morning

Australia, a national television show, as well

as hosting and participating in a full array of

panels at the exhibition.

Seminars and discussion panels were

held in large rooms with standing room only.

CDTV was demonstrated frequently at the

Commodore booth as well as in two special

seminars given each day. Australian Amiga

developers were also invited to a session

with Commodore Australia's developer sup

port staff.

Graphic hardware was a major con-

MindScape used WOA to introduce Australia to

The Miracle Piano Teaching System for the Amiga.

tender in the new product announcements.

From GVP's unique PVA card offering a pic

ture in a picture technology to Digital

Micronics, Inc.'s DM1 Resolver, major hard

ware manufacturers were using WOA to

promote their latest successes.

Great Valley Products' executives were

calling their newly released PVA card the hit

of the show and many on-lookers could not

find fault with the claim. The A3000 Profes

sional Video Adapter is a single card that fits

in the A3OO0 Zorro/Video slot or an A2000

Zorro slot with an optional cable adapter kit

connecting it to the A2000 Genlock slot. The

PVA provides true 24-bit RGB graphics at

both video (NTSC or PAL) and VGA (flicker

free 31 kHz) scan rates. The A3000 PVA comes

bundled with MacroPaint-PVA, Caligari-

PVA, and Scala-PVA. PVA preferences soft

ware lets you control the board's scan rate,

color mode, genlock mode, and digitizer.

(For more information on the PVA card please

see the companion section on AmiEXPO in

Orlando.)

GVP also represented their Impact Se

ries II line with promotional material for the

SH A2000 RAM expansion board, the SII

A2000 SCSI hard disk controller, and the SII

A2000-SCSI Hard Disk+RAM Card. Like

many of the booths, GVP's booth experienced

large crowds of interested Amiga users. When

asked if they would return for next year's

show, they answered a very strong, "Yes."

Digital Micronics, Inc.announced anew

graphics co-processor available for the Amiga

2000 and 3000. The DMI Resolver brings 1280

x 1024 resolution to the Amiga, which more

than quadruples the number of pixels an

Amiga can display and vastly improves on

standard picture quality. The Resolver dis

plays 256 colors from a palette of over 16

million. Standard configuration includes

1.5MB of VRAM and 2MB of DRAM, both of

which are expandable. It is fully compatible

with both AmigaDOS and UNIX System 5

Release 4 operating systems.

DMI is shipping boards to developers

who will be porting their software to run on

the Resolver. As these applications become

available for release, further announcements

will be made. Types of applications to be

ported include desktop publishing, CAD/

CAM, presentation graphics, and animation.

The resolver will retail for S1295 in the U.S.

M.A.S.T. introduced the Flash 2000 16-

bit SCSI controller for the A2000 series. Fea

tures include auto-configuring, auto-boot

switchable, extreme transfer rates, up toSMB

fast memory on board, and possible 3.5-inch

hard drive mounting. The Flash 2000 comes

with a 12 month warranty. M.A.S.T. also

displayed SAM, which combines a five port

MIDI interface and Time Code Converter

into one unit, and their Colorburst 24-bit

Color card. The Colorburst was presenting a

brilliant color demonstrationat a remarkable

speed, due in part to the presentation being

conducted by Colorburst's inventor, Gary

Rayner, a native Australian.

ICD showed off their new internal

Amiga 500 hard disk drives, the Prima 52i

and 1051. Along with being fully auto config

uring, I'rima's advanced features include auto

booting from FastFiieSystem partitions, high

speed disk caching, and complete support for
A-MaxII.

Prima provides a complete hard-drive

upgrade package for any Amiga 500 system

already equipped with a switching power

supply, at least 1 MB of RAM and an external

floppy drive. Available in 52 and 105 mega

byte formatted configurations, each Prima

includes.iQuantumLPS-52ATorLPS-105AT

low profile 3.5-inch hard drive, a

ShulfleBoard, an AdIDE-40 host adapter,

cabling, printed instructions, and all mount

ing hardware necessary for a simple instal

lation. The 52) retails for S649.95, and the 105i

for $899.95. (For more information, please see

the show report from Orlando's Ami EXPO in

this issue.)

International partners:

Left to Right: Alan Watso, Power Peripherals;

Martin Gardner, Computer Interactive Media;

Gregg Gainick, GVP; and Niv Novak, Power

Peripherals combine forces at GVP s booth.
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GP Software, an Australia-based com

pany, announced version 4.5 of GPTERM-

Amiga-GPTERMsoftwareprovideflcompre-

hensive terminal emulations for botli video

tex and ANSI modes as well as extensive file

transfer protocols in one program. Features

include easy access to all Electronic Informa

tion Services, fully supports Discovery 40

and Discover.' 80 dynamic mode switching,

Electronic Mail systems, university computer

centers and IBM or Amiga BBSs.

AFAX and GPTouch are also available

from GP Software. AFAX allows any Amiga

to operate as a FAX machine. With the AFAX

software you can send and receive FAX

transmissions to or from any group3 FAX

machine or compatible modem. You can also

use the AFAX printer driver to prepare faxes

direct from your favorite word processor or

desktop publishing software and send (hem

directly or schedule them for later transmis

sion. Price TBA.

The GPTouch is a touch screen driver

for the 'MicroTouch' touch screen. The touch

screen driver is specifically crafted to func

tion correctly forbothPALandNTSC Am ig.is

to allow the touch screen to mimic most of the

functions of the standard Amiga mouse.

Features include three touch modes, full

support for multiple serial devices and unit

numbers, optional mouse pointer time out,

adjustable positive or negative X and Y touch

pointoffset, full ARexx support, and a special

preferences file for user settings. It is priced at

$200 per site for use with up to four users.

The Western Australian Distance Edu

cation Consortium displayed theirLanguage

Partnerjapanesel. [lisahardware/software

package that includes an Amiga 2000, CBM

1084s monitor, cables and connection box,

and a videodisc 'Language Partner Japanese

V among other things. This 'interactive vid

eodisc system' offers the user a combination

of sound, vision, data, moving pictures and

graphics, all of which con be controlled by a

mouse, keyboard, or touch screen monitor.

The interactive videodisc system lends ilself

exceptionally well to language teaching be

cause of its ability to offer simul.it ion.ind role

play, interactive conversation with or with

out sound, subtitling, browsing, and vocabu

lary guidance.

The videodisc introduces language for

use in the Australian context via a functional-

notions! approach. Each sequence incorpo

rates a limited number of new language

functions. These functions are presented more

than once in varying combinations within the

segments.

One of the unique applications avail

able is a nation wide horse racing statistics

system created on the Amiga. The HORACE

Racing Information System provides com

prehensive, accurate and up-to-the-minutL'

information for every TAB race meeting in

Australia, up to two days before the race,

including the complete history of every horse

racing .it the meetings. The information origi

nates from the resources of the Australian

Associated Press and transmitted across

Australia through the Dat.icast network of

ABC, reaching everyone within the transmis

sion range of the ABC TV signal. HORACE

runs on an Amiga 500 The field information

screen displays include the full list of horses

racing, TAB numbers, barrier draw, jockey,

apprentice allowances, weight allowances,

and the number of previous starts. From this

screen you can click to o range of different

information and analysis options-

Desktop Utilities is an Australian ser

vice bureau for Amiga users who have gone

a step farther. The young company now acts

as a distributor for ASDG, Sharp, and other

vendors in desktop support hardware and

software. They are also distributors of Con

tact 1.2, a database product created by Aus

tralian developers with an assortment of

special features. According to Desktop Utili

ties President, Frank Keighley, "The aim of

Desktop Utilities is to help the dealership

network support the use of the Amiga in

.1 pplic.itions for personal, educational, pro

fessional, and business use."

The Animation Network is a special

creation oflhe Anillusion company. Founded

in 1990, The Animation Network is a forum

for creative computer artists throughout

Australia and the rest of the world. Once each

year, the combined art is placed in a profes

sional video year book for distribution.

Anillusion encourages all artists to apply.

Artist's copyrights are retained by the au

thor, restrictions apply to any further use of

Gail Wellington gained national attention (or

Australia's introduction to CDTV.

the property, or the copyright is held by the

network for general usage.

Mindsc.ipe International used the World

Of Amiga in Austr.iii.i to launch their Miracle

Piano Teaching System to the Australian

market. In a gala event at Sydney's

Studeb.iker's, Mindscape displayed the new-

piano teaching system comprised of an elec

tronic keyboard and a software program that

runs on several platforms including the

Amiga.

Canadians Susan Wyshynski and

Vincent John Vincent, from The VividGroup,

demonstrated tlieM.indala system. The Vivid

Grouphasdemonstrated their unique method

of placing.! player's body in the Amiga as on

Interactive tool from New York's World Of

Amiga to Chicago's Consumer Electronic's

Show and have drown crowds each time.

Their efforts in Sydney met with the same

interest as people experimented with the de

vice.

New Florizons displayed DesignWorks,

ProWrite, QuickWritc, and Flow. Their new

acquisition, Central Coast Software, handed

out information on Quarterback, Quarter

back Tools, Mac-2-DOS, and DOS-2-DOS.

(Please see the Orlando coverage for more

information.)

Above: Seminar Rooms were filled

to standing room only lor the

introduction of CDTV and other

Commodore Highlights ot the

Australian WOA.

Left: Australian Amiga artists took

advantage o) a rare opportunity to

display their creations in the WOA

gallery.
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Left To Right: Mike Torres performed live with Bars&Pipes Professional. Melissa Jordan Grey, Craig

Thorn, Jeff Williams, and Paula Markson shared ideas at the AmiEXPO Press Conference. Mark

Randall of NewTek fielded questions from Toaster users.

The Phoenix Board and 8 Meg Memory

Board were the focus of Phoenix

MicroTechnologies' booth, while DKB Soft

ware focused on their MegaChip 2000,

MultiStart H, BattDisk, Insider II, KwikStart

II, and SecureKey,

Left Hemisphere promoted AmiTotc,

carrying cases for Amiga 500,2000,3000, and

monitors, while SIDAT & P. EGNG demon

strated their latest security system which uses

■in Amiga for its Wireless 8 Sector Alarm

System.

VideoCamera Publications founder,

Peter Blasiits was instrumental in providing

a place for Amiga video artists and develop

ers to demonstrate their talents and achieve

ments.

Australian dealers were well repre

sented by Harvey Norman and the Hard

Disk Cafe. Harvey Norman was a huge sell-

ingarea of both softwareand hardware. Karen

Williams of the Hard Disk Cafe offered her

customers a wide assortment of products as

well as a large collection of personal demon

strations by product developers and repre

sentatives.

AMIEXPO

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Though this AmiEXPO Orlando (July 26-28,

1991) was considerably smaller than recent

shows, there was still a good turn out of

Amiga developers, dealers, and users. Or

lando played host and the Florida Amiga

community turned out in lull force. Many

new products were shown tor the first time

here. Developers were eager to make good

J

AmiEXPO Orlando attracted users from Florida

and beyond.

impressions, elaborately demonstrating their

products to emphasize their potential.

Axiom Software showed their new pro

gram Pixel 3D 2.0. Pixel 3D offers a number of

new features including input and output of

all major 3-D formats. Pixel 3D allowsyou to

load and save 3-D formats such as l.ightVVave

3D, Imagine, 3D Professional, Turbo Silver,

and Video 3D. The program enables you to

convert 3-D objects with standard extrusion,

beveling, and color-defined extrusions,

among others. Pixel 3D's Data Reduction

Algorithms allow you to reduce the size of 3-

D objects by eliminating redundant points

and polygons.

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks, Ltd.,

makers of state-of-tlie-art music software

featured I3ars&l"ipes Professional and the

Bars&Pipes Add-On series. At a press confer

ence, Melissa Jordan Grey, president of The

Blue Ribbon SoundWorks, stressed the im

portance of music and the potential of the

Bars&Pipes Professional software. She men

tioned that they are working closely with

GVP to make the new PVA board and

Bars&Pipes Professional work together. The

Blue Ribbon SoundWorks' booth was set up

to demonstrate Bars&Pipes Professional

throughout the show.

BreadBox, a newsletter dedicated to

\i'\\ lek\ \ i>li'ii lo.ister u.i- the primary

source for information on the Toaster. In

addition tot-shirts and a drawing, Bread Box

offered issues of their newsletter and various

otherin formal ion to VideoToaster fans. Some

announcements from BreadBox were an

animation contest which is just weeks away

from being judged, and the first revision of

the Video Toaster due out in six to eight

weeks.

Computer System Associates showed

the new CSA 40/4 Magnum board for the

A2000. The 40/4 features Motorola's newest

dS040 processor, IMBofburstable 32-bitStatic

RAM, high speed SCSI controller, and two

serial ports(RS-232andRS-422) for high speed

communications. The 40/4 Magnum also

features a fast parallel port for digitizing,

printing, and scanning applications and a full

32-bit expansion bus for future projects. The

entire board plugs into the 86-pin CPU slot on

the A2000. The 40/4 Magnum is designed to

work with the Video Toaster as well.

Centaur Software announced their new

partnership with M.A.5.T. (Memory and

Storage Technologies) by showing off

M.A.S.T.'s new Colorburst 24-bit graphics

display. Other products included the video

"DCTV—A Guided Tour"; Mindlink, a new

telecommunications program; and new ver

sions of B.A.D. and I'ixound.

The New Horizons and Central Coast

Software agreement was demonstrated by

the display of their entire product line. Some

of the products featured were Quarterback

and Quarterback Tools, fwo hard-disk utility

programs and DOS-2-DOS, a file transfer

utility. The parent company. New I lorizons,

showed some of their more popular items

such as DesignWorks, QuickWrite, and

ProWrite. DesignWorks, the latest release

from New Horizons, is a structured drawing

program designed to optimize output to the

printer for those users with dot-matrix de

vices. DesignWorks will produce near-

PostScript quality output.

Eagle Computers, Inc displayed high-

end user items which included several desk

top publishing products, and some special

video and animation items. Electronic Arts'

new DeluxePaint IV made its debut at the

show. Jeff Bruette, a consultant to EA, dem

onstrated some of the new features of

DeluxePaint IV, which include HAM, meta

morphosis, new fill types, Light Table, spe

cial effects, and animation controls. A pre

sentation of the program followed by a ques

tion and answer session hosted by Jeff Brueite

was held. The product is expected to start

shipping the second week of September.

Graphically Speaking, Inc. featured their

new product. Video Clipse, Volume I. The

package was designed as an Amiga graphics

enhancer for the professional. The package,

made up of seven disks, includes such items

as 20 big fonts, in regular and Toaster for

mats; clip art fonts; IFF static and animated

backgrounds.
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Great Valley Products (GVP) proudly

displayed their new PVA board. The board

features 24-bit RGB frame buffer, flicker-free

24-bit Amiga Video, PIP (picture-in-a-pic-

ture) external video monitoring, and a digital

RGBgenlock which allows you to overlay the

PVA image onto an Incoming video source.

The board comes bundled with software such

as MacroPaint PVA (a 24-bit paint program),

Caligari-PVA, and Scala-PVA. GVP also

proudly previewed their new 8-bit sound

sampler board. The sampler is capable of

25,000samples per second in stereo and 51,000

samples per second in stereo with an accel

erator. The unit is a MIDI-compatible se

quencer/sampler package. The board is ex

pected to be reasonably priced and should be

out at the beginning of September. Other

items on display from GVP included the Se

ries II A500-HD+, SCALA, and several of

theirhard drives and cards. GVP shared some

floor space as well as technological know-

how with Amazing Computers and Moon

lighter Software. Mooniighterdisplayed and

demonstrated the latest version of AmiBack

at theGVPbooth. Amazing Computers made

readily available the full line of GVP prod

ucts nnd showed a presentation done with

SCALA.

Helpdisk displayed their Buddy Sys

tem Series of multimedia tutorials which use

a combination of hypertext, software driven

visual demonstrations, illustrations, speech

narration and captioning. Tutorials currently

include hands-on training for DeluxePaint

III, PageStream, Imagine, and Amiga DOS 1.3

and 2.0.1.Den showed a rather unique video

wall which could be configured in as small as

a two by two set-up. Also displayed was a

stand-alone TBC and other video products.

ICD, Inc. showed off their newest inter

nal hard drives, the Novi.i 20i and the Prima.

Both drives are designed to fit within your

Amiga 500. They take up very little space and

provide plenty of extra room for storage.

There are two Prima drives, one at 52MB and

the other at 105MB. The Novia 20i carries

20MB of storage. Also on display were the

AdRAM memory board, AdSpeed Accelera

tor, and Flicker Free Video.

Inovatronics displayed the latest ver

sion of CanDo, nn application authoring

system. CanDo enables anyone to create real

stand-alone software without prior pro

gramming experience. With CanDo's intui

tive interface and simple but powerful toolkit,

it is easy to create stand-alone utilities, data

bases, and other applications. CanDo fea

tures AKexx support, and a number of new

items which make it even simpler to use.

Lett: Allan Riker of Computer Systems

Associates proudly displayed the new

40/4 Magnum Accelerator card.

Right: GVP's new PVA card excited Amiga

users on two continents.

JVC Professional Products displayed a

full line of color monitors and cameras as well

as video recorders and editors. They also

featured SUNS recorders and editors as well

as special effects generators and TBC's. Sev

eral interesting products were on display at

their booth including monitors, special video

cameras, and video and audio recorders.

MicroSearch once again demonstrated

ChromaKey to an enthusiastic audience.

ChromaKey allows you to place live video in

front of computer-generated graphics. Other

products from MicroSearch included the

Amiga Desktop Video Workbook and the

Texture Library, with textured stone and

wood backgrounds for video titling. The

ChromaKey unit was clearly a highlight of

the booth as live demonstrations were given

continuously. MicroSearch also announced a

special rebate program for ChromaKey. Be

tween now and September 30, 1991, if you

purchase ChromaKey direct from

MicroSearch, you will receive $100 off the

regular retail price of S395. Also, if you pur

chase a ChromaKey from your Amiga dealer,

you can receive a S25 rebate from MicroSearch.

Both offers expire September 30, 1991.

Moonlighter Software Development

showed their latest version of AmiBack, a

hard disk back-up utility for the Amiga. The

latest update includes many enhancements

such as multiple devicebackups.imageback-

ups, multiple configurations and more.

AmiBack could be seen at the GVP booth

where GVP and Moonlighter representatives

were working closely together to demon

strate the marvelous Amiga features their

products employ.

Soft-Logik Publishing Corp. displayed

PageStream 2.1, their professional desktop

publishing program for the Amiga. Addi

tional products fromSoft-Logik included the

Plus Pack, containing 11 fonts. Font Disk A,

and a business forms disk containing over 40

business forms. Products to be expected from

Soft-Logik include HotLinks, for live data

sharing, BME, the bit-mapped color editor,

and PageLiner, a text editor.

Supra Corporation showed their full

line of drives and modems for the Amiga.

Drives included the new SupraDrive 500XP

which features fast micro-powered drive

mechanisms, up to 8MB of fast expansion

RAM, a SCSI port and game switch, and easy-

to-accessop tion switches. Otherd rives shown

were the SupraDrive 30MB hard disk for the

A1000 and the SupraDrive 80MB hard disk

for the A500. Modems featured were the

SupraModem 2400 series, which included

the SupraModem 2400 plus and the 2400zi

internal modem for the A2000. Also featured

was the SupraModem 9600. Expect to see

some new modems and drives from Supra

Corporation in the near future.

The Expo featured several excellent

seminars and classes for both the novice and

advanced users. Some of the keynote speech

topics included CDTV, the Amiga as a video

machine, and Amiga Art. A special presenta

tion was given by Jeff Brouette for the intro

duction of DeluxePaint IV. DeluxePaint IV

features an animation control panel, frame

control, real time anti-aliasing, frame com

parison, and frame overlap. Also featured is

the ability to load and save palettes, a paint

stencil mode, translucent painting, and ex

panded color control. Drop shadow effects

can also be created using some of the new

color controls.

Though the show could have been

larger, the support shown overall for the

Amiga was strong and energetic. Visitors

and exhibitors alike were enthusiastic. It was

good to see that spirits were so high. We can

expect to see many interesting new products

in the upcoming months. With all this sup

port, new creations, and up-and-coming

products, the Amiga can only get stronger.
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AmiExpo Orlando, Florida & World Of Amiga Sydney, Australia

Featured Exhibitors

AmiEXPO

Orlando
Amazing Computers

1441 E. Fletcher Ave, Sle. 1450

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)977-6511

Inquiry #255

Amiga Video Magazine

200 W. 72nd St.,Ste. 53

New York, NY 10023

(212)724-0288

Inquiry #256

Axiom Software

1221 East Center SL

Rochester, MN

(507) 289-8677

Inquiry "257

Blue Ribbon Soundworks

1293 Briar Dell UneNE

Atl.inla.GA 30306

(404) 377-1514

Inquiry #25B

Centaur Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 4400
Hed.mdo Beach, CA 90278

(213)542-2226

Enquiry #259

Central Coast Software

424 Vista Avenue

Golden, CO 80401

(303) 526-1030

Inquiry #260

Computer System Associates

7564 Trade Street

San Diego, CA 92121

(619)566-3911

Inquiry #261

Eagle Computers, Inc.

2525 Aurora Rd, Ste. ll)5

Melbourne, FL 32935

(407)253-1805

Inquiry #262

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Drive

SanM.iteo.CA 94404

{(MX)) 245-4525

Inquiry #263

Graphically Speaking

2574 PGA Blvd. Ste. 107

Palm Beach. FL 33410

(407) 626-3447

Inquiry #264

Grant Valley Products

600 Clark Avenue

Kins of Prussia, PA 19406

<215>-337-8770

Inquiry #265

Haitex Resources

P.O. Box 20609

Charleston.SC 29413-0609

(803) 881-7518

Inquiry #266

HelpDisk Inc.

6671 W. Indiantown Road

Ste. 56-360

Jupiter, FL 33458

(407) 694-1756

Inquiry #267

I.DEN

9620 Chesapeake Drive, Ste. 204

San Diego, CA 92123

(HOO) 874-IDEN

Inquiry #268

1CD Inc.

1220Rock Sin-el
Rockford, IL 61101

(815)968-2228

Inquiry #269

INOVatronics, Inc.

8499 Greenville Ave., Ste. 2O9B

Dallas, TX 75231

(214) 340-4991

Inquiry 1270

JVC

41 Slater Drive

FJmwoodPark, NJ 07407

(201)794-390)

Inquiry "271

Memory and Storage Technology

1395 CrVg St.
Sparks, NV B9431

(702) 359-0444

Inquiry #272

MicmSearch, Inc.

9896 Southwest Freeway

Houston. TX 77074

(713)988-2818

Inquiry #273

Moonlights Software
3208-C East Colonial Drive

Stuite 204

Orlando, FL 32BO3

(407) 628-3005

Inquiry #274

Nsw Horizon Software, Inc.
206 Wild Basin Road. Ste. 109

Austin, TX 78746

(512) 328-6650

Inquiry #275

RGB Computer & Video

3944 Honda Blvd., Sle. 4

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410

(407)622-0138

Inquiry #276

Roctec Electronics Inc.

170 Knowles Drive, Ste. 202

Los Gatos, CA 95030

(408)379-1713

Inquiry #277

Soft LogUt Corporation

11131 S. Towns Square, Sle. F

St. Louis, MO 63123

(314)894-8608

Inquiry #278

Supra Corporation

1133 Commercial Way

Albany, OR 97321
(800) 727-8772

Inquiry #279

World OfAmiga

Sydney, Australia

Abacus

5370 52nd St. SE

Grand Rapids, Ml 49512

616-698-0330

616-698-0325 FAX

Inquiry #280

Anillusion

154 Ormond Road

EhVDOd VIC 3184, Australia

613-525-6614

613-525-6624 FAX

Inquiry »2H1

Aralia (Horacfl Horse Race

Systems)

101 Palmer Street

Woolloomooloo NSW 2011,

Australia

612-018-921-1%

612-357-4784 FAX

Inquiry #282

Australian Amiga Users

Association

P.O. Box 389

I'enrith NSW, Australia

612-672-1201

inquiry #283

Commercial Productions of

Australia

P.O. Box 187

Vauduse NSW 2030, Australia

612-337-6255

Inquiry #284

Commodore Business Machines

Pty Ltd

67 Mars Road

Lane Cove NSW 2066, Australia

612-428-7777

612-128-3607 FAX

Inquiry #285

Commodore Homsby User

Group

P.O. Box 1578

Hornsby Northgate, Australia

612-387-1644

612-387-1070 FAX

Inquiry #286

Duktop Utilities

1 Friendship Street

Red Hill ACT 2603, Australia

616-239-6658

616-239-6619 FAX

Inquiry- #287

Digital Micronics, Inc.

5674-P El Camino Real

Carlsbad. CA 92008

619-431-330]
619-931-8516 FAX

Inquiry #288

DKB Software

50240 W. PontiacTr.

Wixom, Ml 48393

313-960-8750

313-960-8752 FAX

Inquiry #289

Eastern Suburbs Commodore

User Group

P.O. Bon 375

PadstowNSW 2211, Australia

612-774-9666

612-774-1165 FAX

Inquiry #290

East Coast Amiga

P.O. Box 344

Gosford NSW 2250, Australia

614-323-2179

Inquiry #291

Emmanuel Stefanou (Video

Production)

40 Carnegie Crescent

Narrabundah Canberra ACT

2604

616-295-0478

616-295-0562 FAX

Inquiry #292

Free Spirit Software

58 Noble Street
Kutztown, PA 19530

215-683-5609

215-683-8567 FAX

Inquiry #293

Great Valley Products, Inc.

600 Clark Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406

215-337-8770

215-337-9922 FAX

Inquiry #294

GP Software

21 Aloomba Road

AshgroveQLD 4060, Australia

617-366-1402Te!ephoneand FAX

Inquiry #295

GSoft l'iy Ltd

P.O. Box 59

Elizabeth SA 5114, Australia

618-254-2261 Telephone and FAX

Inquiry #296

Hard Disk Cafe

Shop 9-15 Bungan St.

Mona Vale NSW 2103, Australia

612-979-5833

612-979-6621 FAX

Inquiry #297

Harvey Norman

233ParramattaRd.

Auburn NSW 2144, Australia

612-647-2611

612-648-5674 FAX

Inquiry #298

1CD Incorporated

1220 Rock Street

Rockford,IL 61101

815-968-2228

815-968-6888 FAX

Inquiry #299

Impact Camera House

Shop 236,2 Spring St.

Chatswood NSW 2to7, Australia

612-411-1784 Telephone and FAX

Inquiry #300

Interactive MicroSyslems

c/oHTVmediaPty Ltd

P.O. Box 104

Leura, NSW 2781, Australia

614-784-2305

Inquiry #301

James Cook University

Professor Kikkert

Electrical it Electronics

Engineering

Townsville QLD 4811, Australia

617-781-1259

617-725-1348 FAX

Inquiry' #302

Left Hemisphere

Suite 720

Shadle Shopping Center

Spokane, WA 99205

509-325-0115

Inquiry #303

M.A.S.T.

19-21 Buckland Street

Broadway NSW 2007

612-281-7411

612-281-7414 FAX

Inquiry #304

Megatronics

22855 Savi Ranch Parkway #C

Yorba Linda, CA 92687

800-942-9505

714-282-0419 FAX

Inquiry #305

Merit Software

13635 Gamma Road

Dallas. TX 75244

214-385-2353

214-385-8205 FAX

Inquiry #306

Mindscape International Pty Ltd

5/6 Gladstone Road

Castle Hill NSW 2154, Australia

612-899-2277

612-899-234KFAX

Inquiry #307

MRVP Australasia (Tele

Prompters)

Sterling House, 34 Donaldson

Street

BraddonACT 2601, Australia

616-257-1000

616-257-1904 FAX

Inquiry #308

New Horizons Software, Inc.

206 Wild Basin Road

Austin, TX 78746

512-328-6650

512-328-1925 FAX

Inquiry #309

PactronicsPty Lid

98 Carnation St.

Silverwater NSW 2141, Australia

612-748-4700

612-748-4604 FAX

Inquiry #310

Page Designers (DTP)

268 Main Road

TOUKLEY NSW 2263, Australia

614-397-1480

614-397-1039 FAX

Inquiry #311

Phoenix MicroTechnologics Pty

Ltd

18 Hampton Road, Keswick

Adelaide SA 5035, Australia

618-293-8752

618-293-8814 FAX

Inquiry #312

Power Peripherals

68 Woods St.

LavertonVlC 3028, Australia

613-369-7020

Inquiry #313

Sidal (Security)

541 Darling Street

Rozclk-NSW 2039, Australia

612-555-8690

612-555-8350 FAX

Inquiry #314

Tuggerah Lakes Commodore

User Group

P.O. Box 168

Launceston TAS 7250, Australia

326-2401

Inquiry #315

Very Vivid

317 Adelaide St. W, Ste. 302

Toronto, Ontario M5V 1P9,

Canada

416-340-9290

416-348-9809 FAX

Inquiry #316

Video Camera Publications Pty

Ltd

1st Hour Bungan Lane

Mona Vale NSW 2103, Australia

612-979-5977

612-979-2016 FAX

Inquiry #317

Vortex Computer Systems

Falterstrabe 51-53

D-7101 Flein Bei Heibronn

West Germany

497-131-5972-6
497-131-55063 FAX

Inquiry #318

Western Australian Distance

Education Consortium

c/-Murdoch University

Murdoch WA 6150, Australia

619-332-2630

619-310-5543 FAX

Inquiry #319
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REVIEW

DynaCADD

A Review of Dytek International's 3-D

CAD Packages for the Amiga

By Douglas Buthmi

WHILE THERE HAVE BEEN several good CAD pack

ages tor the Amiga tor a tew years, until recently none had

the capability to perform 3-D drafting. Now comes a

strong contender in the field. DynaCADD.

For those of you who are not

familiar with the difference between

2-D and 3-D CAD, consider what

happens when you draw the tradi

tional three views of an object. The

orthogonal views which describe an

object require that you draw the

object three times, once from each

perspective—front, top, and right

side views are customary. Extra

views may also be required to fully

describe the object. The concept be

hind 3-D drafting is to create a 3-D

Above: DynaCADD's

dimension set-up

screen. Right: A

familiar CADD

drawing imported

from AutoCADD

using the DXF file

transfer.

model of the object, and then let the

computer determine the appearance of

the traditional orthogonal views. The

advantage of this flexibility becomes

apparent when it is determined that

another view is needed. Instead of do-

ingmore drafting, just define the view

ing plane and let the computer figure

out the new view.

AutoCAD is the big program in

the PC world, and you can rate its suc

cess by the fact that almost every CAD

program made will input/output

AutoCAD's DXF file format. AutoCAD

does many things, such as 3-D drawing

and autoshading, but it is too expen

sive for most people, and frankly, the

user interface leaves much to bedesired.

Ditek has written DynaCADD to

do most of what AutoCAD does, and is

priced at$995.00. DynaCADD is unique

because it has a 2-D/3-D mode system,

which lets the user toggle between

drawing modes and keeps the menu

system tidy.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

DynaCADD comes packaged in an at

tractive binder and case. Enclosed in

the package is a manual, two floppy

disks, and a dongle.

The manual isanexampleof excel

lence. Explicit tutorials for both 2-D

and 3-D modes are provided to guide

the user through the first steps. The rest

of the manual is devoted to technical

descriptions of the various functions. A

thorough index completes the manual.

This is one of the best manuals I have

seen for any of the CAD programs I've

encountered. Obviously a lot of work

has gone into the preparation of

DynaCADD.

Installation of DynaCADD onto a

hard drive is flawlessly performed via

icon or CLI. There is no disk-based

copy protection, but you must use the

supplied dongle to use the program.

DynaCADD continuously checks for

the presence of the dongle, and hung

up my system if I removed it while

using the program.

Thedongle I received worked well,

but in their zeal for potting the plug to
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MasierCard'Visa

1-800-545-6172

(alter S p.m.)

IBMiCompalibles

and AMIGA

"Powerful programs of growtfa «nd adventure"

THE MAGIC MIRROR ... a toolbox lor your mind. E. Kinnie.

PhD.. Clinical Psychologist. $39.95.

THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN ... a journey into another reality.
Not for children. Specify male or female version S29 95 eacd

Both. S39.95

MERLIN ... an apprenticeship. $29.95.

1 CHING . .. ancienl Chinese wisdom and prophecy. S29.95.

Blue Valley. 29 Shecard St . Walton, NY 13856

Circle 104 on Reader Service card.

DYNACADDS MAJOR FUNCTIONS

Command Description

Entity Insertion

Lines.

Circles

Arcs,

fillets.

Ellipses.

Polygons

Text.

Subfigures.

Polyfigures.

Sections

Hatches.

Solids-

Curves.

Dimensions.

DynaCADD con draw the following pnmitives1

Horizontal, orthogonal vertical, perpendicular, and tangential lines

are supported.

Dellned by center/radius, center/diameter, or by two or three

circumferential points.

Very similar to circles.

Radial, diametral and corner fillets are supported

input Is required for center and mln/major axes, or can be through

center and points. Elliptical arcs are supported

Boxes, hexagons, etc

Width, height, etc can be changed within the insert text command

at any time. Once changed, the value become ttie default values

Constant, proportional, or kemed text is supported. Text values can

be selected ta match an existing entity Text can be Inserted at

angles defined by mouse locations

Subtigures are groups of entities which were previously created and

saved Think of them os patterns. If you re drawing a part which has

a lot of repetitive parts, such as borts. save it os a subfigure, and

simply call it back up every time you need it. This is the single largest

time-saver CAD offers, the relief of the drudgery ol repeatedly

drawing the same thing. The subfigure can be scaled from the

original template, so a generic bolt can be scaled up or down as

appropriate Subfigures. once created and drawn, ore treated as

single entities and cannot hove parts of them deleted

Potyfigures are just like subfigures, except they are treated as

multiple entities, so parts can be trimmed or deleted.

This command draws section lines (cross hatching) at the specified

angle and distance between selected entities

Hatches are similar to sections, but user-definable

Solid polygons can be inserted (often used for arrowhead symbols)

DynaCADD supports both Bezier curves and B-splines These are

drawn by defining "control points' on the drawing, and the curve is

calculated to fit the points Once drawn, the curve can be con

verted to either format, Curves can be joined, modified, or Bro

ken at any time.

DynaCADD has a unique aII-at-once setup for setting dimension

defaults (see Figure 3). From a single screen, you can set all the

important parameters for dimensioning, such as arrowhead type,

dimension position, number of decimals, etc. This is the easiest way

of formatting text parameters of any CAD program I've seen Again,

the manual really shines In this section, with well defined ex

ampies of what the various pafameiers really do.

hide the secrets of its manufacture, a bit

of potting lodged in the connector it

self. This resulted in a loose fit which,

although functional, allowed the mouse

to be knocked loose if jarred. When

contacted, Ditek said that they would

replace the dongle. This is to be ex

pected of any quality company, but it

would have been more convenient if

they had checked the functional fit of

the dongle before shipping.

OF MICE AND MENUS

DynaCADD is very similar to X-CAD

in usage, although the icons make in

put easier. The user has the option of

using either icons accessed via the

mouse or keyboard entry. For example,

to draw lines, click on the picture of a

line, or parallel line, etc. Or you can

type 'draw line'. The system allows

mixing of inputs. Another feature of

DynaCADD is the pop up value calcu

lator which appears when numerical

input is required. The value calculator

has full trig functions, built-in pi, and

even four memory buffers, which make

calculations simple.

In addition to the icon and text

input, DynaCADD also makes use of

the Intuition-style drop-down menus

for setting defaults and other param

eters.

\e user to set tolerances fc

jensioning. In mechanical drafting

dimension is seldom expressed as

exact number. Rather, it is expressed as

a number with a tolerance. For instance,

if the length of a part is defined as

nominally being 25 inches, in reality

the length will not be 25 inches. No

matter how accurate the cut, if you use

measure the part accurately enough, it

will never be perfect. It may be 24.94

inches, 25.06 inches, etc. So thedesigner

must specify an allowable range. In the

example above, the length dimension

might be 25.25/24.75 inches. Note that

this is the same assaying 25 ± .25 inches.

This is something a machinist can live

with. DynaCADD lets the user set a
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VISIONSOFT

PO BOX 22517 CARMEL, CA 93922

MEMORY

ixa-80 sinn

4X8-S0 SIHH

256X4-BO

ixi-ao

256X1-80

1X4-80 SC ZIP

ICD AdJUH 540

ICD AdHAM 2060

IVS META *.

GVP tl/S SCSI HC

AdSCSl 2080

TRUBP PRO A5O0/49H..

OL EXPRESS/MNP/FAX..

A2000 1117. FLOPPr...

B1GF0OT A500 POUEfi..

STAR NX 2420R

ORDERS ONLY:

UNIT

S 45.50

199.00

5.SO

5.50

1.75
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199
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INFO & PHICES: 408-626-2633 FAX: 403-626-0532

CALL FOR CUHflEflT QUANTITY PRICING

Circle 116 on Reader Service card.

tolerance range, so that when the user

lets the machine compute the correct

dimension, it will automatically present

it in the form of upper/lower (see Fig

ure 3). This is the easiest form for a

machinist to understand. Alternately,

DynaCADD will use the format X.XXX

fy.yyy, or even X.XXX +y.yyy/-z.zzz.

DynaCADD can also automatically in

sert centerlines on circles, arcs, fillets,

and ellipses, as well as centerlines on

base circle diameters (such as a bolt

pattern).

DynaCADD has a full spread of

transformations, such as entity dele

tion, trimming (by screen cursor posi

tion, entity intersections, lengths, and

many other methods), division (one

particularly handy function is dividing

an entity into equal divisions), transla

tion, rotation, mirroring, stretching,

scaling, changing pen or text width,

entity layers, offset entities, generation

of points along a path, and revolving

entities around an axis.

View manipulations are quite ex

tensive. You can create, delete, modify,

and rotate views to your heart's con

tent.

DynaCADD has a menu section

for tool creation and selection. This is

where you select your system fonts,

define geometric coordinate planes,

create/delete image definitions (these

save the current zoom scale and posi

tion), and create macro definitions.

Macros allow the user to create up to

twenty-six user-defined key sequences,

similar to macros in WordPerfect.

DynaCADD supports 256 layers,

which can be selectively blanked or

unblanked to hide or reveal entities.

Forcrea ting text, DynaCADD uses

vector fonts similar to X- CAD, and

allows the user to create his or her own

fonts. The package I received did not

include the vector font editor. When I

called, Ditek said it had not Men fin

ished yet and would be finish^Hhortly.

Registered users should rua Bhefont
editor free of charge.

OUTPUT AND PLOM

DynaCADD jJ
recording your s^l

dium of your CM

media suppujfl

andpostscr^fl
much Covim

Anextend

portedffl
i

printer types is supported (how many

non-Epson compatible formats are

there?). Aside from the Epson format,

DynaCADD supports Xerox Venture

AUDIO GALLERY

For the
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IMG files, GEM Img, META files, IFF,

and ILBM files for output. Again, the

very handy all-in-one format type of

window is used to set up the print/plot

functions.

DynaCADD will also import and

export the venerable AutoCAD DXF

format, as well as the DynaCADD Ex

change Format, which allows different

computers using different versions of

DynaCADD to read each other's files.

For all of its features, DynaCADD

has a few flaws. While the fonts are

favorable, there is currently no way to

have filled fonts which are solid in

stead of being hollow (see Figure 5).

When objects are drawn in 3-D, lines

which should appear hidden are solid

(hidden lines should be dashed). The

program does not follow standard

drafting practices in the placement of

hidden lines. A call to Ditek disclosed

that this will be fixed in future revi

sions. Similarly, if you're comparing

advertised features of DynaCADD and

X-CAD 3-D, X-CAD 3-D offers image

shading and output to Turbo Silver

format. Ditek states that a future revi

sion will output to Sculpt 4-D format.

Equally missing is the ability to

create customized menus. I found the

placement of some of the icons incon

venient. For example, to reach the trim

icon, you must go though several other
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E REXX PLUS COMPIIHE

$150 Buys AMIGA REXX Users:

O Speed - REXX code executes much faster.

O Flexablllty - More built-in functions.

O Compatablllty - REXX code compiles directly

with more explicit error messages.

o Efficiency - Compiler generates re-enterent

code.

Dineen

Edwards

Grouj)

VISA

19785 West Twelve Mile Rd. Suite 305

Southfield, Michigan 48076-2553

To order call 313-352-4288 or write to the above address.

Clrcio 103 on Reader Service card.

icons to get to it. I would have put the

trim icon up top, along with the four or

five most used functions. It's sort of like

a typewriter keyboard, where the

placement of the keys is not always in

the economically best position. Ditek

has said that this will also be fixed in a

future revision. There may be a lot of

revisions on the horizon. Also, Ditek

seems to be making a firm commitment

by not gouging their customers with

endless expensive revisions as the

product matures.

In a future release, I would like to

see the inclusion of geometric

tolerancing symbols using the ANSI or

ISO standards. These are a method of

setting the allowable variance from

perfect conditions for machining op

erations, and are a definite must for

small businesses doing machine type

drafting work. Until such items are in

cluded, the useofsubfigures and filling

in theappropriate information will have

to suffice.

While I found some minor flaws in

DynaCADD, all in all it is an excellent

CAD package. With a user base cover

ing the Atari, IBM, Amiga, and Macin

tosh (soon) computers, DynaCADD

seems to have a solid future in a com

petitive market. While it is above the

price of most casual users, it should

find a place in the high-end user and

business markets. If you're interested

in playing around with a demo version

of DynaCADD, Ditek has uploaded

demo versions to Genie, CompuServe,

and BIX. Fair warning, though, using

this package can get to be addictive.

•AC-

Requirements:

At least 2 Mb of RAM

Two disk drives

Hard drive suggested

Flicker Fixer suggested

DynaCADD

Price:$995.95

Ditek International

2651 John Street, Suite 3

Markham, Ontario, Canada

(416)479-1990

FAX: (416) 479-1882

GEnie: 1SD CompuServe: 76004,2246

Inquiry #239

Please write to

Douglas Bullard

c/o Amazing Computing, P.O. Box 869, Fall

River, MA 02722-0869

■■■■
D£i * ; ■

DynaCADD's opening screen requester and a sample 2D drawing supplied with DynaCADD as part of the tutorials.
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Parti

Puzzled Over ARexx?

Fun for the Artificially Intelligent Intermediate.

FJBL ret

by Merrill Callaunn/

requently, you see articles for beginners intended to teach something about programming in this or that

language; articles meant for software developers appear, but along the way, it seems to me, we intermediates get

left out. I'm attempting, with this article, to redress the dearth of information useful to what I suspect is the largest

group of Amiga users. You are an intermediate if you still have something to learn and you are not afraid to get

in over your head from time to time if necessary. It is a state of mind. You are a beginner only as long as you are

afraid to try. And finally, you are relatively advanced if none of your relatives know what you are talking about.

There is something in here for everyone.

The subject is programming in ARexx, that still rather

mysterious miracle available to Amigans for the bargain

street price of only $30 or so. I remember that when 1 first got

my Amiga, 1 began to notice ARexx mentioned frequently in

■ill the magazines: Software X had ARexx support. I also read

that WShell was the proper companion to ARexx. Going on

.ill these strong recommendations, I bought them both. I have

since heard from at least one software developer, that the

attitude I had is common, except that many people buy

ARexx and are disappointed to discover that it is a program

ming language. I believe that this aversion to language (dis

played mainly by us Americans) is merely delayed stress

syndrome from high-school French. I found a cure, however:

ARexx. It's fun!

ARexx suffers from few faults, but it suffers from an

embarrassment of riches; it will do so many neat things that

it is difficult to know where to begin to explain it, or how best

to start using it. For another thing, the user manual William

Hawes wrote for ARexx is not a tutorial by any means. If you

are a beginner, the beauty of this language will be lost on you

if the user manual is all you see. There arc only two books I

know, cited in the WShell user manual, that cover the lan

guage; they both discuss the IBM REXX language, developed

by M. F. Cowlishaw. You may be interested to know that the

origin of ARexx, REXX, was developed at IBM for use on IBM

mainframe computers, and that there are millions of lines of

code written in REXX throughout the world in prestigious

IBM research facilities. While REXX has been only recently

introduced on the IBM PC, for years the Amiga has been the

unique personal computer platform for its counterpart, ARexx.

Another problem with tutorials so far is that they have

dealt only with the powerful capability of ARexx to control

programs which have that mysterious ARexx support. If you

are trying to follow along with those tutorials, and you don't

happen to have the particular application software that the

author is trying to teach you to control via ARexx, you are

This picture puzzle

is derived from a

pattern made by

trying all the ways

a regular tetrahe

dron (regular solid

with each of four

faces an

equalilateral

triangle) can be

rotated and

flipped. Can you

solve the code

used to generate

this picture?

hands-off and learn very little. In my own experience in

programming, I found that adapting someone else's code to

my own needs was the only practical way to pass from the

beginner to the intermediate stage. Think about it. If you are

learning a foreign language, the only way to become fluent is

to mimic a native speaker. The quickest way to learn is by

total immersion. You quickly learn to speak and understand

when you must speak and understand. The only way to learn
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a computer Language is to make up a specific task and to dig

in and program it. With that in mind, I want to take you

through a stand-alone ARexx program which does nothing

particularly useful in itself but which does contain nuggets of

code useful for other tasks. Since you don't need another

application to run this code, you can begin to experiment

right away by using bits and pieces of my code (some of

which is adapted from examples in books) in your own

programs.

One of the most powerful aspects of ARexx is string

manipulation. All languages, BASIC, Fortran, etc. do a good

job with numbers and logic, but ARexx controls strings

brilliantly. It was designed to. It was developed with the

thought of control between and among different application

programs having a wide variety of commands and macros to

communicate with each other. ARexx hasa PARSE command

which is used to manipulate strings. It is the single most

important command you need if you want to do anything

with strings or numbers. We will use this command fre

quently in the examples. Parsing is somewhat like chopping

up a piece of string into pieces according to a template. It's

like chopping the string, except at each whack, the entire

string is available to you! A template is a pattern that you

follow (which can overlap itself) to cut the string into pieces

(overlapping if need be) which can be automatically assigned

to variables that suit your needs. You might want to parse the

lines of text coming from a file into each word, for example.

So you would assign each word coming in from the file to a

VARIABLE perhaps in an ARRAY, and you would then

manipulate them further.

It would be good to open the ARexx user manual to

Chapter 3, beginning on page 11, to get your definitions

straight as we go along. They are tricky. ARexx is wonderful

in that you need not declare a variable as a string, a real

number, or an integer etc.; ARexx does it al! for you from the

context, on the fly! You pay a price at first, memorizing and

understanding how all these tokens and operators and spe

cial characters fit together, but later, what a joy not to have to

declare all those variables and arrays in that all too familiar

Dick and Jane manner! If at the end, you're still not a believer,

try to code my exercises in AmigaBASIC and see how much

fun it is!

This brings us to another genera! strength that we will

discuss, the extremely powerful ability of ARexx to handle

arrays. In ARexx, they are called stem symbols and com

pound symbols which roughly coincide with single and

multi-dimensional arrays in other languages, but they can do

much more service than arrays, as we will see. Before we

discuss the specifics, in general, let's define an array as a

group of variables or symbols related by having the same

stem. A stem symbol has exactly one period at the end of the

symbol name. What comes after the period at the end of a

stem is called a NODE, just as there can be multiple dimen

sional arrays in mathematics, there can be multiple nodes to

a stem. It is then called a compound symbol. We'll meet

plenty of these in my examples.

At this point, I might mention that a good practice to get

into is to analyze your application before you code. I like to

think about a problem away from the computer for a while

and imagine how I will interact, what data will be asked of

me, and what data will be output to the screen, files, etc. This

helps you to write code that is modular, like Lego™ building

blocks: they fit into each other. Rarely will you program

anything without the need to go back later and make im

provements or changes. If your program is all of a piece, you

will have trouble. It is better to think of each simple task at a

time, rather than trying to keep all tasks in mind at once. You

can even write several little programs that do only one task

and then put them together. In ARexx, you can CALL other

programs and pass variables (called ARGUMENTS) to them

to crunch, and the answer comes back in a special variable

called RETURN, There are many useful applications.

Now we come to a specific example to analyze and

cannibalize! My local newspaper has a little puzzle every day

that consists of a coded quotation from a famous personality

with each letter in the code standing for another letter, for

instance Win the puzzle might stand for F;T for O; and LJ for

R, so WTU is really FOR in code. You must analyze the

patterns in the coded letters and try to substitute the correct

letters, making sense of the quote. I am interested in so-called

Artificial Intelligence, even though I firmly believe that only

human beings are capable of artificial intelligence. What I'm

interested in is properly called heuristic knowledge and I

wanted to work toward a solution to these puzzles that

would be more or less automatic, not because of the puzzles

in themselves but because I could explore some interesting

computational problems in pattern matching. The program

I've included here is merely a program to keep track of the

puzzle and record my guesses and to make the first analysis

of the coded letters by sorting them by frequency.

First, make what we call pseudo code. Pseudo code is a list of

the tasks you need to code.

Pseudo code ^^«—^^^^-^^^^——^—

1. Label the program.

2. Determine the file where the puzzle resides.

3. Read the puzzle into an array with each letter and space

identified.

4. Call a function to compile the frequency statistics of each

letter.

5. Make another array that matches the code array, except

that you use the underline character _ representing each

code letter.

6. Display the puzzle array and directly underneathit, the _

array.

7. Prompt for a guess. Leave room for options (a sort call) and

changes.

8. Substitute the guess in place of _ below code letter.

9. Rewrite the puzzle with your cumulative guesses displayed.

10. By means of a loop, keep going back to Step 5 until finished.
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That's the pseudo code. You can make it as elaborate or

as simple as your needs dictate. Now all we have to do is code

each entry and we have a program! One of the reasons I used

an array for each letter was that in my overall plan, I wanted

to keep statistics on how many times a particular letter

occurred. If the most frequently ocurring coded letter is X,

then a likely guess would be X=E', since E occurs most

frequently in English. The nice thing about an array is that it

is easily changed incrementally, and can be sorted, counted,

and compared easily. As I take you through the example, I

hope you will begin to see how versatile ARexx really is, and

how universally useful.

Here is how a puzzle will look on the console:

Input filename and path:

[YOU PUT IN FILENAME]

There are 102 letters in the puzzle; 21 of them are unique.

R=12 A=8 D=10 W=2 ?=8 0-6 1=3 J=8 S=7 B=l K=7 X=3

L=3 U=6 F=3 E=6 Z=1T=3 H=l N=3 Q=l

RADWW P0 R IPJI SD3DS SRKJXRJD XODLXS LUA

FAUEUEZFPKJ, OULETRAD PKEDJAREPUK, RKH JDKDARS

FAUJARNKPKJ EROQO. TPSSPRN IRTDO

JRTN] Quits. To guess that code letter X is A, enter: X=A

Enter S to sort letters by freq. What's your guess?

[YOU PUT IN YOUR GUESS OR'S' TO SORT, OR RETURN

TO QUIT]

Then the loop repeats.

Listing 1 shows the code to accomplish the tasks of the

pseudo code above. I have used the convention of putting

instructions and functions in uppercase and symbols and

variables (made up by me) in lower case. An instruction has

no set of () following and a function has a set of () in which you

place arguments, the symbols or tokens upon which the

function operates. Also note the indentation patterns. If you

will take the extra effort even in small programs, you will

develop good habits and better readability later on when you

really need them. When you give your program file a name,

use the recommended ARexx protocol and call it,say,puz.rexx

and put it in your Rexx directory. The Rexx directory should

beinyourSYS: device. Another seal of approval goes to you

when you put a qualifier on your programs to denote which

applications, if any, they run with or which they control. For

example, if your ARexx program is to be used with an

application program like Thinker, your qualifier might be

.thnkr so program.thnkr will remind you that it's designed

for use launched from the host program, Thinker.

A general ARexx program, one launched from WShell,

should always be qualified with .rexx as ARexx will assume

that it is a program, and you will not need to type in the .rexx

qualifier. I really like WShell for this reason. Once you've

installed everything, ARexx programs look just like

AmigaDOS commands to WShell, transparent and therefore

worry-free. You can forget about putting an RX in front of

ARexx programs and trying to keep track. You run a program

like puz.rexx by simply entering puz at the WSheil prompt,

along with any arguments you may need, just like a DOS

command. There are many more good reasons to get WShell

for another $30 (street price). Two of them are that you get

some extremely useful shareware programs likesnap, acut-

and-paste program that works anywhere, and popcli thatlets

you put up a WShell anywhere, anytime with a hotkey

combination. You can program your prompts, custom color

your various windows, maintain a command history and

much more. When you use WShell as the host program for

ARexx, you get real turbo power!

In Listing 1 you must remember that if you use WShell

you must set all the input and output commands equal to

something; otherwise, the computer (WShell) will attempt to

execute the return code or RC special variable. This action is

not explained to my satisfaction in either the WShell or the

ARexx manual. To facilitate debugging, flagging and other

wise control the results coming back from the ARexx inter

preter, all the input and output commands generate a 1

(successful) or a 11 (not successful). If you do not assign these

variables to something, the WShell will be trying to execute

a 1 and will hang up. In what follows, a fragment from the

listing will be enclosed in lines, and detailed comments not

expressible in the program listing comments will immedi

ately follow.

"■" ;:s:::;g : the mmn ?sogram "•<

s-ct:c:: OE; ehrjt

'* 1. */ /* pu!:le help '/

/' 2. ■/ SAY 'Input Hlenai* ar. ■ :

I' 3. */ PARSE PO1 infile

•■ 4. ■ ac=CSBH'puz£ile',iiiEile,'read']

These lines open a file for input (to be read into the

program). ARexx always starts with a comment token delim

ited by /* at the beginning and */ at the end. This signals that

an ARexx program follows. Next is a SAY instruction. SAY

writes to the screen exactly what is between quotes. If no

quotes are included, SAY writes to the screen the value of the

symbol token. If the value of the symbol token has not yet

been assigned, then SAY writes to the screen the upper case

literal symbol token. 1 belabor this apparently simple point

but you will find out that all the other instructions operate the

same way with respect to symbols and variables. SAY is a

valuable debugging tool when you need to check on the value
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MORE THAN YOU

CAN BELIEVE!
GRAPHICS WORKSHOP™ ia a feature packed drawing
tool for hobbyists and commercial animators. Over 200 easily

accessed commands give unprecedented control over standard paint
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with page anims; unique page animation with automatic features
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font selection has automatic preview. AMIGA WORLDs "...Best new
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• Works with version 2.0 of system software.
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GRAPHICS WORKSHOP US $99.95
Ask for it at your favorite AMIGA software store.

Holosoft Technologies, 1637 East Valley Parkway. EscondidoCA, 92027
Call (619)747-0663 for more inforation.

Circle 174 on Header Service card.

of something, and I used it extensively to make a customized

trace of the shellsort function which we will explore later.

Line 3 is the PARSE instruction. In the case here PARSE

PULL means to take input from the screen. The user types in

the information. The computer waits until the return (Enter)

key is pressed, and then it sucks up the entire line and assigns

it to the variable infile, mnemonic for input file. Whatever

you enter will be assigned to infile and declared according to

what it is. If you enter 1, then infile=l,an integer. You won't

get too far, however. It's better to enter a string like RAM:P

where, it's hoped, you have edited in a puzzle using your

favorite editor. You need to have ASCII input for success.

Don't save it with a word processor format. So, if you enter

the above, you get by the end of line 3: infile='RAM:P'. Note

the quotes. You have to be very careful to distinguish be

tween a string and a variable, especially later when we start

calling procedures. You do not have to enter these quotes,

however, when you type in your response at the prompt. I

show quotes to emphasize the fact that the literal value of the

string is assigned. Don't worry; it's easier done than said!

After a few mysteries solved on your own, you'll know

exactly what I mean.

Line 4 assigns the return code of the input function

OPEN() to the special variable RC. If OPEN() was successful,

RC=l,if not, RC=0.1 want to take a few pains to explain what

I know about input and output as they can be construed to be

a weak area of ARexx if you do not grasp a few principles.

Look at the arguments in the OPEN function (the stuff in

parentheses). The first argument is called the logical file

name, or simply the filename. This isn't RAM:P literally as we

entered above. It is the name of the file we will use throughout

this program to stand for the real file in RAM:P. We have

called this logical file 'puzfile' and we will always refer to it

in quotes because it is not a variable; it is a logical name. The

second argument, separated by a comma, is the variable (not

in quotes) we have chosen to be assigned the literal value of

the string denoting our file. The final argument tells the

interpreter to 'READ' this file. You may use abbreviations

here: 'R' for READ, 'W for 'WRITE', and 'A' for 'APPEND'

(add to the file at the end rather than writing over anything).

Always use quotes for these! If we knew that our puzzle

always resided in RAM:P, we could save a step and enter

lines 3 and 4 as one line: RC=OPEN('puzfile'/RAM:P','R')

Notice in this case the use of quotes around the name of the

file because now it's a 'name', not a variable! Now we start the

next task. We have now completed tasks 1 and 2 of our

pseudo code.

"•• sect::;; ho do bile loo?: wke as arkay •■•••■■■

■ ■-'- ■• p;=:e mater *■■'

•/ j=l /* line counter */

•/ n=0 /* letter counter

*/ i=l /• where we left ::: '

*.' DO WHILE -EOF('puzfile') .'• Read file into array

•/ line. j=RHDW('puzfile')

• la^th.j=LHHGIH(liiie.j]

',' restline^lir.e.j

•■ D0*me restline-*"

• PMSE UPPER VSS restline 1 let.it 2 restline

Copy puncf/IF -DATATYPE!let.k,upper I 7HIH Uk.Wet.k

ELSE DO /* '_' under each letter in let.k V

man.1

blk.fc'J

m • l-.= =: x vs:le t?^:-.^-' loop */

blankliDe.j-" /* Build blan<l:r.es. r.ext j steps '/

DO r=i TO k-1 /* Hcte use of 'i' •/

blankline.i=blanklii)e,j|ibl]c.r

i=!t /* Update i. Start itare we left off */

am '• END of M ffilLE -EOH'puifile'i loop •/

Reading our data into an array is coded on lines 5

through 29. Lines 5 through 8 initialize our counters. In

programming, you will always be counting something; you

can count on it! These variables are assigned integervalues as

shown. Note we don't have to declare these variables; ARexx

interprets them in context (one definite advantage of an

interpreted language as opposed to a compiled language).

Did I mention that ARexx is an interpreted language? That
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means that the interpreter, the ARexx program itself, at

tempts to execute each instruction as it reads it. A compiled

language runs faster, but usually requires much more effort

to generate a workable program as you must make source

code (what you type in), then translate these symbols into

assembler or machine language using a compiler program,

and finally link it using yet another program to make it run.

I'm not sure of all that goes on, but I can tell you from much

experience in Fortran on a mainframe that it's not as much

fun as ARexx.

Line 9 is a DO WHILE loop. It does everything between

here and the END of this section, and keeps doing it over and

over again as long as a certain logical condition is met: we

have notencountered an end-of-file marker in our logical file

'puzh'le'which, remember, represents in our example, RAM:P.

The code ~EOF('puzfile') reads not end-of-file in 'puzfile'.

The token - always means "not" when placed in front of

something -= means not equal, etc. Anything that returns a

Boolean value (0 or 1) is fair game; for instance, you can test

with ~ all input/output reads and writes inside an IF or

WHEN block. In that context, you do not need to set them

equal to something, because you arc testing the result (0 or 1)

directly. We will see this used cleverly in an array later. The

DO WHILE loop does ITERATIONS. An iteration is once

through the loop. The expression -EOF('puzfile') is evalu

ated at the beginning of each iteration. If the result is 1, the

iteration proceeds, otherwise (result~0), the loop terminates

(passes to the next line beyond the END). Sometimes you

may need to evaluate an expression at the end of the iteration

instead of at the beginning, in which case you use a DO

UNTIL loop. I leave it up to the reader to experiment with

this.

OK, now we're in the loop, assuming that all has gone

well, doing a READLN() function on the first line of our file

from RAMtP. Step 10 reads the first line and assigns the whole

thing to a stem variable called line, with a NODE (the part

following the period) called j, which is our first time through,

is equal to 1. So the program assigns the first line of the puzzle

to a stem variable called line.l, the first clement of a growing

array. We will build up and tear down several arrays in this

program, and if you learn these techniques, you will have

some powerful string tools. Next, in Step 11, we measure the

length of our line we have just read, and assign the length (an

integer) to the stem variable length.j (j is still = 1) so that we

now have a string variable (line.l) with a certain length

(length.1). Next Step 12, assign a new variable called restline

the string value of our line.j read above. We do this because

we need to keep the puzzle line intact to display on the screen

after each guess and we also need to break it down into its

individual letters, blanks, and punctuation. As an alternative

to building it up again, since it doesn't change, we just assign

it to another variable and save ourselves the trouble. Now we

can PARSE the new variable in Step 14 down to size!

Try before you buy! Try before you buy! Try before you buy' Try before you buy!

#1
rtnq naf. ajojaq Aji i*nq no no* ajojsq Aji iAnq nof, a;ojaq Xjx

Circle 107 on Reader Service card.

Steps 13-21: Another DO WHILE loop, an example of a

nested loop. This time we wan t to do something as long as we

are not at the end of our line.j, now represented by restline, so

we aren't going to finish the current (first) iteration of the

main DO loop until we finish all of the iterations in this inner

loop. We have disassembled a line from the file and now

we're going to disassemble the letters from this line. This loop

tests the variable restline before it iterates. If restline isn't

depleted, we proceed; if it's null, we leave the loop and take

up at Step 22.

Wecome to another PARSE instruction. Although PARSE

is an instruction, and doesn't have arguments like a function,

it does operate based on what follows immediately after this

instruction on the same line. What follows here is UPPER,

meaning to convert everything to upper case. The VAR

restline part of the instruction tells the interpreter we want to

PARSE the VARiable restline, we want to divide it up. How?

The rest of that instruction is our template. Soon you will be

using templates as second nature, but in any language you

need to translate slowly at first. The 1 tells the interpreter to

begin measuring at the first character of the string restline,

which is currently the entire first line. The 2 tells the inter

preter to stop measuring at the second character, in other
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r HIRE.C - a classified ad written to look like a 'C program
to attract the attention of 'C programmers for commercial

video game application. */

include <stdlib.h>

#define ADDRESS 3026

#define SUITE 107

#define ZIPCODE 37013

#define SAURY 60000

mainO

printf

printf
printf

"AMIGA Game Programmers Needed:\n"};
"Requires 2 years AMIGA/C/Graphics\n");

Up to $%u with competitive benefits\n",SALARY);

Sd t Pl")
p p $ p
printf ("Send resume to: Personnel");
printf "%u Owen Drive - Suite %u\n",ADDRESS,SUITE);

printf ("Anfoch, TN %u\n-,ZIPCODE);

r Don't be fooled by this ad. ff you can understand this
program, love to program the Amiga and can meet the
requirements, send your resume today! V

Circle 117 on Reader Service card.

words to select the first character. The symbol token let.k in

between is assigned the value of this first character. It has a

different node k from the main loop because we are now

counting characters and not lines. It happens that k=l and j=l

at this point but don't confuse them because that will quickly

change. Now what about the rest of the line? By putting the

same variable that we are parsing as the final variable in our

template, we assign the rest of the line to restline! So what this

template does is nibble off the first character, assign its value

to the kth element of the array let.k for k=l,2,.~, and then

assign the value of the now shorter-by-onc-character line

back to restline itself and feed it back through the loop. So the

line gets nibbled one character at a time and disappears into

an array called let.k where there is one variable named for

each letter, space, and punctuation in the jth line. Note that

we increment k before the next iteration so that the next letter

will get a different name. In between here and incrementing

k at Step 20 is the stuff we do to the letters in our new array.

Steps 15-19 run an IF THEN ELSE block, There are only

two possibilities we are interested in. Later, when we need to

allow for multiple possibilities the SELECT block is better.

Our blank line array blk.k (the one to receive our guesses)

must line up with the puzzle array let.k, so for every puzzle

array slot that contains a letter, we want a corresponding '_

in blk.k, and for every other character (punctuation and

blanks) we need to copy those slots straight over to the

matching blk.k slot. Rather than try to thinkof all thedifferent

punctuation characters in addition to blanks, and then to

code them into a fat SELECT block, we can take care of all of

them with one test statement at Step 15 in the form of a

DATATYPEO function. We test let.k for NOT (remember - ?)

upper case, as you can see from the arguments. There are

several other options to this function if you'll look it up. IF,

yes, let.k is not an upper-case letter, then we set the blk.k

array element equal to the blank or punctuation in let.k.

Finally, the ELSE clause increments m (because we want to

count the letters used without counting punctuation and

blanks) and assigns the underline character'_' to each blank

line space matching a code letter in upper case. Last, incre

ment k for the next letter in let.k and end the letter loop, and

we are out of the inner-nested loop.

Between Steps 22 and 25, we set up a blank line for us to

fill in with our guesses. Give it the null value ("). This

demonstratesa common technique programmers use to build

up a line again after we've torn it down. We need to reconsti

tute our blank line replacing the appropriate '_' characters

with our guesses (letters). We use this variable line to as

semble all the elements from our blk.k array in sequence, in

the mirror image of the way we tore down the restline

variable into array elements let.k above. Study this important

technique of starting with a null string assigned to blankline.j

(j is the line counter or node for the jth line) and then using this

variable concatenated (joined) to each element in turn of the

array blk.r as r runs from i (i now is 1) to k-1. (Remember, k

incremented once too often as we left the nested loop.) Why

did we use i as a starting number? Because we do not know

how long the puzzle is and we don't want to cut off our array

just because a line ends! Think how difficult it would be to

keep track of more arrays than you have to! We need to begin

with the next space after we left off in this (the jth) line of the

blk.r array. We left off at k-1 above, and when we get to the

j+lst line next iteration i will = k. Fun! Now we increment j

getting ready to read the next line, because we are at the end

of the main loop!

■/sscticn three cali a:;

/• 30. V 5ta:=STAT3lk,Iet.)

/* Calls an internal function, a PROCEECBE called STATSIl •/

/' Sets stat = to the RETJIT retiree by the function STATSII ';'

Step 30 set off by itself is an internal function call, an

extremely powerful feature of ARexx. Our function is going

to separate out the unique letters and count how many times

each appears in the puzzle. Internal functions even allow for

recursion (the function calls itself during its execution), as

some examples in the user's manual show. A function may be

called by internal and external callers, and variables (as

arguments, the stuff inside the parentheses) can be com

pletely protected (in no danger of being altered or duplicated
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in name by programs outside the PROCEDURE) or in our

case variables can be exposed so that entire arrays (!) can be

passed with only a reference to the stem (nodes are not

explicitly named). The order of the arguments is important.

The order you see here passes the entire array let.k (the

procedureSTATS() is a function of k and let). The result string

comes back and we assign it to a variable called stat for use

later.

section ro'js write kivs cn s:-2e:i .■

31. ■/ PARK VAR stat u '/' stat

SCrip ott the unique r.taber ccar.t u from :he return string ■/

32. V SftV "

33. '/ SiY 'There are '-' letters in the puzzle; 'u' unique ones.

31, ■/ aw "

35. '/ SAY stai

36. V SAY "

37. */ DO n=l to j-2 /* writes the puzzle on screen •/

38. V SAY line.n /• ?jizle liae ■

39. V SAY blankline.n /* Fill in the blank line •/

40. '/ SAY " /• Skip a line ■/

41. */ EKD

sn of Writing Puzzle on screen 'I

Note the way we can return from the function STATS()

with the number of specific letters (u) used in the puzzle

simply attached to the front of the string stat separated with

a '/'pattern, so we can easily strip it off with a PARSE using

a pattern template as you see here. The line called stat comes

back to us, for example, looking like this: 4/Q=2 W=6 N=l

G=2. This is now PARSED into u (=4) and stat (Q=2 W=6 N=l

G=2) (no parentheses). The pattern we PARSE on ('/') goes

away.

The only other thing interesting or new here is that there

are j-2 lines total, and not j-1 lines, as I used to expect.

Apparently this is because the EOF marker is at the end of the

file and makes the DO WHILE -EOF() clause behave as if

there were an extra line containing the EOF marker. The

user's manual says the EOF{) function evaluates whether the

end of file has been reached, and this matches the behavior of

the program only if the EOF marker resides on an extra line.

Anyway I've always found this behavior with EOF(). Next,

write the entire puzzle and its accompanying blank line to be

filled in by our guesses. We have now completed Steps 1-6 of

our pseudo code.

FIV£. 7r,:E

42. V DO 703SVEH /■ Endless loop for guessing codes V

43. V SAY MKn] Quits. To guess code letter X is A, enter: X=A'

44. ■/ SAY 'Enter S to sort letters by freq. Whaf's your guess?'
45. '/ PASSE UFPEH FULL old ■ = ' new

46. '/ SELECT /' Looks at your response ar.d does accordingly */

47. V Ifflffi old = " THEN EXIT /* How to get out of loop *l

48. V WHEN old = 'Sr S new = " THEN TO

Calls exterior function and passes stac as argument to program •/

49. */ CALL sortcall.rexx stat /* Function to sor; s'.a: •■■

50- V stat=BESOLT /* RESULT back frm sortcall function ■/

51- V END /• How stat is sorted by frequency... ■/
52. ■/ OTHERWISE DO

53. */ DO V=] TO k-J /■ Fills in blanks wi;h your guess V

54- 'I IF let.v = old Tr.Hl blk.v = new

55. •/ END

We take a of the price!

ONE BYTE
P.O. Box 455

Quaker Hill, CT 06375

(203) 443-4623

YOUR OME-STOP^^ STORE

Authorized dealer for

Commodorc-flmiga Computers,

Great Valley Products (GVP),

Authorized Commodore-Hmlga Service and Repair.

Authorized flmlga Graphics Dealer.

AMIGA IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMMODORH-AMIGA, INC.

/• 56.

/* 57.

/' 58.

/■ 59.

(• 60.

/' 61.

/• 62.

/' 63.

." 64.

," 65.

/* 66.

/' 67.

f 69. •/

/' 70. V

/' 71. •/

/■ 11. •!

/• 73. ■/

Circle 121 on Reader Service card.

EKD /■ END of OTHERWISE CO range */

END /* EKD of SELSCT range V

output;" /* Array blk.v put into 1 line called output

DO v=I TO k-1 r Builds the line output from array

outpuuoutputllblk.v

END

8=1

SAY "

Ski s:a:

SAY "

DO n=l TO j-2 /* Match up guess line with pizale lines

blan'<;ine.n:SUBSTRIo!;tput,s,length.n|

s=i:=r.gth.nl*i

SAY line.n

SAY blatftline.il

SAY "

BID

/• END of DO FOREVES loop V

Now enter the endless loop DO FOREVER in which we

make our guesses until we give up or solve the puzzle. The

prompt asks you to enter your guess. If you guess X is the

code for letter A then you enter X=A. Later on we can get

fancy and use this PARSE PULL to do all sorts of things, but

for now, weonly enter one guess at a time, orwe enter a single

S to call an external function which sorts our letters by their

frequency in the puzzle. We meet our old friend PARSE
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• Enhanced, compiled BASIC

• Extensive control structures

• True Recursion

& Subprograms

• FAST Real Computations

• Easy To Use For Beginners

• Can't Be Outgrown
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• Animation & Icons

• IFF Picture Reader

• Random Access Files

1 F-Bosic Linker

• Improved Graphics

& Sound

• RECORD Structures

Pointers
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Environment

020/030 Support

IFF Sound Player

Built In Complex/Matrices

Object Oriented Programs

Compatible with 500,1000,

2000,2500, or 3000

F-BASIC With User's Manual & Sample Programs Disk
-$99.95-

F-BASIC With Complete Source Level DeBugger
-Only $159.95-

F-BASIC Is Available Only From:
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Post Office Box 7722
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Credit Card Of COD Call (60S) 348-0791
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UPPER PULL, except now the rest of the command uses a

template keyed off a pattern (a symbol or symbols to look for

to divide the string), in this case the = sign divides the input

into the variable old which is assigned everything to the left

of the = sign, and everything to the right of = is put into the

variable new. A rather good discussion of parsing is included

in the IBM REXX book, by M.F. Cowlishaw, The Rexx lan

guage, A Practical Approach to Programming, 2nd Ed. Prentice

Hall. It is a thin, expensive ($34) book but very useful,

nevertheless, because ARexx code is fairly easy to adapt from

IBM REXX. Do not get it for Input/Output questions, how

ever.

When interpreting results from a PARSE PULL instruc

tion, it is a good idea to use a SELECT block (Steps 46-57) as

you see here. That way, you can easily make improvements

such as testing for errors, allowing for other possibilities, etc.

by simply adding another WHEN statement. You need to

remember to make the SELECT block terminate with an

END, and you must always include the OTHERWISE in

struction even if you have exhausted all possibilities. In that

case use a NOP instruction after OTHERWISE to do no

operation. The CALL is howyou get to external functions and

they come back as the special variable RESULT. We will

discuss the sortcall.rexx external function later. The OTHER

WISE block fills in the blk.v array with your guess, putting

your guess under the appropriate code letter. Notice how the

node is changed to v but doesn't really change the array. We

can have all sorts of nodes calling up elements in different

ways. Output, a variable, builds the line with its following

DO loop at Steps 58-61. The last steps of the DO FOREVER

loop (Steps 62-73) reconstruct the lines themselves as they

originally appeared, but with the cumulative results of filling

in blanks. We use the SUBSTRQ function and s and the

length.n array element as its arguments to do something

similar to what we did assembling the blankline.j array above

when we set i=k. Actually, k-1 was equivalent to length.j up

there. Now you know two ways to do it! Hey! we're at the end

of our main program!

Next time we will look at that mysterious external sort

routine, and explore the internal function call, finding out

some cool ways to use arrays for removing duplicates from a

list. In the meantime, enjoy some of the puzzles listed below,

which I have made much harder than those I found in my

newspaper! Puzzles to solve:

No.l

WODW WODW KU, KU; WODW WODW KU MRW, KU

MRW. KU MRW WODW KW? KW KU!

DMRMAERIU.

No.2

XUX QIB WSTO TLIBD DWS KDTDUKDUEUTJ GWI

XOIGJSX GWUYS AIOXUJF T OUMSO

GUDW T VSTJ XSZDW IA DWOSS ASSD? VSOOUYY

ETYYTGTQ

No.3

LH1OFB GY WSQEA JXQKZM, PXRUT DN CGV!

QFGFNDGXL.

No.4

Q WSCSA VSP Z VZW Q XQXW'P RQMS. EQRR AGOSAT.

No.5

E HJ NBC LHK, NBC NARNB, HUW NBC FEPC: UZ JHU

SZJCNB RUNZ NBC PHNBCA,

XRN XK JC. YCIRI SBAEIN.

Listing 1

!• 1.

I* 2.

I* I.

I' 4.

■■■ LISTING 1 THE WIN PROGRAM ■••

*■' SEC11CM ONE: INPUT ■••■

v I' punle help •(

•/ SKi 'Lip;: filename a.id pa;h: '

■/ parse HT~ infile

zfile'.infiie. 'read'

/• 6.

/• 1.

I' B.

/■ 9.

/• ID.

/• II.

/■ !2.

s-jr:<x. :w to mis jM?

V k-1 I* place counter V

■/ j=l I' line counter •)

'I n-0 /■ letter counter */

•/ Ul /* vfcere we left off */

■/ DO WHILE -BOFCpurfile'l I' Bead Eile Into array

V line.j=BEADLKI'puafile']

V Uagth.j=LaffiTH(lin«.)l

V MStline=Une.J
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/■ 13. V CO WilLE restline-="

/' M. V tSBSB UPPES VKR restline 1 leek : restlir.e

)• 15. Copy punct'/IP -DATATVPEaei.k.iippeil 189 blk.iulet.k

/• 16. •/ ELSS CO /' '_' u,id*r each letter in let.* •/

/• 17. V

r a. 'i blk.k.'.-

/• 19. »/ EM)

/• 15. V bit]

/• 31. •/ ESD /• Ezd of DO KGLE restline-i" locp •/

f* 22. V blankline.]=" I' Build 1: lank lines, next 3 steps •!

I' 21. '/ DO r=i TO k-1 /' ftate usg of 'I' ■/

/• 2<. •/ blMUine.j=bI*rJtUne.illbllt.r

/• 25. ■/ SO

'■ 1(. •/ Uk /• Update i. Stan where we left oft V

f 23. •/ j«jtl

/• 29. •/ 3D /• aa Cf DO Bill- -SCfl-p^:\e-) 1«(> V

' SECTICK TWEE CALL AN WTSKiL R3C7ION ••••'

/• 30. •/ KK.STAT5ft.let.]

/• Calls sn internal function, a PSOCOJH called STATS0

/' Sets star = to the PEST-? retained by the {unction 57ATS1I

' ■ ....

/""*"" SECTION FOUR MITE HEZLE W SCREEN "" ■■■■■/

f 31. •/ PAUSE Hfl stat n '/' s:at

/' Strip off the ttitfit r:sbt: rant u f.-co the return string •/

/• 32. 'I W "

I' 33. •/ SAY 'There a:e 'n' letters in the puuie; 'u' unique onei.'

/• 34. •/ SAY ■■

/• 35. V SAY Kit

/• is. vsa "

/• 37. •/ CO n=I TO j-2 /• writes the puzzle on screen •/

/• 38. •/ SAY line.n /* Puzzle line */

/• 39. '/ SAY blankline.n /• Fill Li the blank line •/

/• 40. v say " r s<ipa line •/

!• 41. ■/ hid

I' EK3 of Rriting Paiile on screen */

' SECTIOK ?r,~: THE D3 EOSffiS LOOP

f* «. •! ID FOREVER /■ Endless loop for guessing codes 'I

'* <!. ■/ SAY '[BO] Oilts. To guess code letter X it X, enter: X=A"

7 S*Y 'Enter S to sort letttrt by freq. iftafi your juess?'

•I PAKE UPPES PJLL old '=' new

7 SruECT /' Looks at your response and docs accordingly '/

7 WiES old = ■■ THEN E3IT /* How to get out of loop '/

/ isa! old - 'S' t Bea ; " rHi;: do

' J5.

«.

Calls exterior function an3 passes s:at as argument to progru

CALL aortcall.reio! stat /' Function to sort stat49. V

• 50. •/

' 51. •/

■ 52. •/

■ 53. •)

■ 55. V

58. ■/

57. •/

53. V

5). •/

SO. V

61. */

62. •/

63. •/

«. V

65. V

EG. V

67. v

B. ■/

69. '/

10. •/

71. •/

72. V

73. •/

EtatiSESLlT /• REST.7 baci .'ran sortcall function •/

/■ Ifcw «« is sorted ty freqeeaey... V

£ DO

CO v-1 TO k-1 /* Fills in blaaks with you: guess V

IF let.v = old THEN itVi.v = new

EBD

EDO /* END of OTKESWISE: DO range V

END /■ EKD of SELECT range V

outpjt-" /• Array hlk.v put into 1 line called output ■/

DO v=l TO M /• Bnildl the lini output froa irray •/

Em

SAY "

SAY ita:

SAY ■'

DO n.J TO j-2 /• Hatch tif guess line with puitle lines ■/

blank!ire.n*SUBSTR(oaicu;.s,ler^th.n)

SAY line.n

SAY blankline.n

) of CO FOREi-EH loop •/

EXPERIENCE

HAM-E WORKSHOP™
EXPERIENCE the thrill of using the finest new PAINT-GRAPHICS-
ANIMATION program with your HAM-E display device. HAM-E Workshop
gives the HAM-E artist the paint and animation capability enjoyed the world
over by users ofGRAPHICS WORKSHOP™. Solicited by the makers ofHAM-E,

Holosoft Technologies converted the popular Graphics Workshop program to

draw, paint and animate using the 4 million colors made available by HAM-E.

Try the auto-generating PAGE and CELL ANIMATIONS, alterable move paths,
and movement with acceleration. Supports ANIM format. Over 190 commands.

See the Graphics Workshop ad in this issue for more features. Offered at a
bargain price because you had to "buy" the hardware!

HAM-E WORKSHOP (only) $50 (US)
Plua applicable sale* tax in California and New York.

Send check or money order to Holosoft Technologies, 1637 E. Valley
Parkway, Suite 172, Escondido, CA., 92027; or write for more information.

HAM-E is a mriilmd tr*demirk o( BUck Bolt Systems.
AMIGA is i registered frjrfcnwl uf ComnKHlorv Business Machines.
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/' '5. */ bailet.it /• Zen all entries of hadlet. array '/

/• 76. »f ntlltt."

/* V. */ j.=Q /* initialise letter counter •/

/* 7B. •/ DO v=I TO k-1

/■ 79. •/ I? -nmTYPEIlet.v,upper) TO-3J ITEATE

'" Ignore pur^tuation */

/' 80. '/ letter=let.v /• late:, nerf independence frcm i V

/• 81. '/ if haHtt.letter then to

/• Hive ve tad this le:ter before? •/

/* M. •/ 3.1«ter;j.le:ter>l

/* Increaer.t letter counter V

/• 83. */ ITERATE v /• (start v loop Vint again' V

/• H. •/ 2C

/• 85. •' nad;ei.Ietter=:

/• If we haven't had letter we have now! V

/' B6, V j.letter=i.letter*!

(' Increser.t letter counter V

/* 87. V ourlist'Outlist letter

/• The o-Jtlist: list of unique letter* •/

/• Zt. */ SID /• END o£ DO V>1 TO k-1 (v loop! */

/■ 85. •/ rewHstV-

/• 90. •/ u=a /• ftiiipe I«:er counter •/

/' 91. '/ DO waiLE ratlin -*■ ■ /• aak:!!3 the r.evlist ')

/• S2. V PSHSE VAH oatlist ltr outlist

/' 93. '/ u=u*l

/• 94. •/ entry ■ ltr'='j.ltr' '

/' Put the letters vith their countn •/

/• 95. V newli6;:newlistller.:n'

I' 96. •/ 33

/• 57. •/ return uV'newlist

/■ RKEna result to where ETSTSll us :cvored •/

■

*/

•AC-

Please write to Merrill Caliuway

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869

"■•*■■• SECTIOK SIX THE ISTEKRL raJCTTOH: FBECCBCY STATS

74. V STATS: PROCETtliE EXPOSE k let.

Bring in entire array (let.I and k ■/
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Do you love your Amiga?
Dedicated Amiga users know how important

information is. Here at Amazingwe do our bestto keep

you up-to-date on ail the latest products and services

available for the Amiga. It's a tough job and we can't

do it alone. That's where you, the Amiga user, come in.

Do you have a favorite program? Do you write

programs? Or are you interested in all the great games

available for the Amiga? If you answered yes to any of

those questions, we want to hear from you.

Join the team at Amazing, Come and write for us! Tell

us about your favorite applications. Help keep the

entire Amiga community up-to-date.

For more information and authors guidelines, call us

today!

Call our editorial offices during normal business hours at 1-800-345-3360
for more information.

Help the continued growth of the Amiga community world-wide by

helping us provide the information!

Become part of the Amiga community's information network and

help us grow!

Would you like to tell us

about it?

AmazingAmiga



i

Insight into the

World of Public

Domain Software

for the Amiga

LHCON V1.00

Now you can convert Arc and Zoo files to the LHArc

format while preserving the comment entry of the file.

LHCon makes the conversion effortlessly and has only two

switches for you to remember.

Unlike some other programs (LHArc and Zoo, for

example), instead of the usual scrolling text with the

proper syntax and switches, an actual window appears

when you type the command LHCon by itself and hit the

return key to get help information. In this window the

correct syntax to use is shown along with the two switches,

one being a help listing, and the other a directory conver

sion.

Once you choose the file to be converted and hit the

return key, a small window will appear displaying the

name of the file to be converted. When the conversion is

finished, the window will display the percentage of

memory being saved. If you now look at the name

extension of the currently converted file, you will see the

new extension of .lhz. LHCon conveniently changes the

extension for you.

One other convenient feature of LHCon besides the

pop-up windows is the LHCon.Log file. When a file or

directory is converted, LHCon will create a log file. This

file keeps record of all the files being converted and when.

Each file or directory created after the first will be added to

the log file. There is no need to waste time writing all the

information down when LHCon does it for you.

LHCon does run into problems when used under

Workbench 2.0. Although the conversion of files and

directories works fine, when exiting LHCon—when the

small window appears while converting, at the end of the

conversion, you are asked to hit the return key to exit—it

gurus. The documentation states that the authors are

aware of the problem and are currently looking for a fix.

One thing I did find unusual is that when converting a

file you need to specify the drive even if you are currently

at that particular drive. For example, if you are in the root

directory of your RAM disk and you want to convert the

file letter.zoo, you need to type

This is only a minor inconvenience for such a useful

program. LHCon requires that your have in your C

NoErrors can be found on Fred Fish Disk #501.

by Aimee B. Abren
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directory the following: Arc, Zoo, LHArc, List, Delete,

Copy and Makedir. For the versions of the archive

programs that were tested with LHCon, check out the

included documentation.

LHCon vl.00 is run from the CLI/ShclI and can befound on

Fred Fish Disk #507.

Authors: Steve Rabbins & Bill Huff

NOERRORSV1.3

NoErrors is s gadget-driven program whose task is to

hide physical disk errors on newly formatted floppy and

hard disks. These bad areas are located and their position

is written to a file. Similar to a hard drive remapping

program for bad sectors, this newly-created file will be

read by AmigaDOS and those bad areas will not be

approached. Be careful not to delete this file or your errors

will reappear.

As far as appearance, NoErrors has one of the sharpest

looking screens I have seen in the public domain. When

clicking on a gadget, you actually get the impression you

are clicking on a button. Small boxes representing status

lights appear beside each function. When a function is

activated the light goes on. There is also a list of several

drive names, i.e. DFO:, DH1:, each having its own status

light. The drive currently selected will have its status light

on. These functions and drive names appear along the left

side of the screen. In the center of the screen is a small box

displaying information about the currently-selected drive.

When NoErrors is first started, the screen scrolls over

the Workbench screen. To exit, click the Power button in

the bottom left-hand corner and NoErrors will scroll back

down.

NoErrors gives you three options: Start, Format, and

Verify. The Start gadget will check the selected disk for

physical errors and create a log file which will be written

to the disk. Remember not to delete this file or AmigaDOS

will try to read those bad areas.

Format and Verify are the other two gadgets. Format

allows formatting in two ways. If Format is selected and

the Verify gadget is on, the selected disk will be formatted

and verified. If any errors are detected, again, a log file will

be created and written to the disk upon completion. If

Verify is not selected (the red status light will be off), the

disk will simply be formatted and no error checking will

occur.

When these two gadgets are activated, on the top of

the screen appear two boxes, one labelled Verify and the

other Format. As the selected disk is being checked, these

boxes will alternately light up depending on which task is

being done at the moment.

Besides having a very impressive screen, NoErrors is

worth looking into, especially if you come across floppy

disks that have physical errors which you usually end up

throwing away. Although I did not come across any bugs

in the program, the author cautions against checking a disk

that has files already on it instead of a newly-formatted

disk. The result may not be successful. I did not test

NoErrors to see whether it would run under Workbench

2.0, and there was no indication in the documentation that

it would do so.

NoEnvrs vl.3 can befound on Fred Fish Disk #501.

Author: Nic Wilson

UPDATES FROM THE LATEST

FRED FISH DISKS—#501-#510

NewList v5.0, a new command to replace the List com

mand, can be found on Fred Fish Disk #502 and is an

update to version 4.9 on Fred Fish Disk #478.

Author: Phi! Dietz

Syslnfo v2.22, a program that reports on the configuration

of your Amiga, can be found on Fred Fish Disk #502 and is

an update to version 1.04 on Fred Fish Disk #365.

Autltor: Nic Wilso)!

PCQ vl.2a, a Pascal compiler, can be found on Fred Fish

Disk #503 and is an update to version 1.1c on Fred Fisk

Disk #339. Author: Patrick Quaid

View vl.0, a text viewer, can be found on Fred Fish Disk

#504 and is a rewrite requiring AmigaDOS 2.0.

Author: Ian Van Den Baard

ViewDir v2.1, a program that gives information regarding

the current directory, can be found on Fred Fish Disk #504

and is an update to Fred Fish Disk #358.

Author: Jim Butterfleld

NGTC Release Two of the game based on Star Trek trivia,

it can be found on Fred Fish Disks #506 (part 1) and #507

(part 2). Author: Gregory Epky

DirWork v 1.30, a DIR utility, can be found on Fred Fish

Disk #507 and is an update to version 1.12 on Fred Fish

Disk #406. Author: Chris Hames

ATCopy v2.22, a PC/AT bridgeboard copying program,

can be found on Fred Fish Disk #510 and is an update to

version 2.2 on Fred Fish Disk #458. Author: Peter Vonverk

VMK vl.0, a virus checker, can be found on Fred Fish Disk

#510 and is an update to version .27 on Fred Fish Disk

#328. Author: Chris Hames »AO

Plcast" write to Aimee B. Abren

c/o Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 869

Fall River, MA 02722-0869
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*' Vol.1 No. 1 Premiere, 1986

Highlights include:

"Super Spheres", An ABosfc Graphics Program, by Kelly

K.i ut (in .in

"Dale Virus", by [. Foual

"EZ-Tetm", by Kelly Kauffman

"Inside CL1", bv Ci. MuSSCT

* Vol.1 No-2 1986
Highlights include:

"Insidi1 CLI: ['art Two", by G. Musser

"Online and Ihe CTS Fabile 2424 ADH Modem", by J. Foust

* VoL 1 No. 3 1986

Highlights include:

"Forth!". A tutorial

"Deluic Draw!!". An Ami^jBASIC art program, b\ R. Wlith
"AmigaBASIC", A beginner's tutorial

"Inside CLI: Part 3", by George Musser

i Vol. 1 No. 4 1986
Highlights include:

"Build Your Own 5 !/■!" Drive Connector", by E. Viveiros

"AmigaBASIC Tips", by Rich WJrch

"Scrimpcr: Part One". b\ P. KhrolowttZ

* Vol. 1 No. 5 1986

Highlights include:

"The HSI lo RGB Conversion Tool", by S. Pietron it/

"Scrimpcr: Part Two" by Perry Kivolowitz

"Building Tools", by Daniel Kary

« VoL 1 No. 6 1986
Highlights include:

"Mailing List", by Kelly Kautiman

"Pointer Image Editor", by Stephen Pietrowic/

"Scrimper: Part Three", by Pern' Kivolowitz

* Vol. 1 N"o. 7 1986

Highlights include:

"Try3-LT,hy|imMe.idows

"Window Requesters in Amiga Basic", b\ Steve Michel

"I C What I Think", by R. Peterson

"Linking C Programs with Assembler Routines". b\ G. Hull

*VoL 1 No. 8 1986

Highlights include:

"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC', bv Tim [ones

"A Talc of Three ENIACS", by Steve Poling
".bm.ip File Reader in AmigaBASlC", by T. Jones

* Vol. 1 No.9 1986
Highlights include:
"Starling YourOwn Amiga-Kelated Business", b\ \\ Sitnpnn
"Keep Track cif Yuur Business L'sage foiTaies". b\ [. kuinnuT

"Using Fonls from AmigaBASIC: Part Two". b\ I mi lorut-
"68000 Macros On The Amiga", by C. Hull

V Vd 2 No l.lanuary 1987

Highlights include:

"AmigaBASIC Titles", b\ Bryan Catley
"A Public Domain Modula-2 System", by Warren Muck

"One Drive Compile", In 1 touglas Luvell

*' Vol. 2 No. 2, February 1<)H7

Highlights include:
"The Modem", by Icwph L, Rothman
"The ACO Project....Graphic Teleconferencingon the Amiga".

by S. K. Pietrowicv

"A Disk Librarian In AmigaBASIC". b) |ohn Kennan
"Creating And Using Amiga Workbench Icons".

by( Hansel

Back

Issue

Index

* Vol.2 Xo. 3, March 1987
Highlights include:

"Subscripts and Superscripts in AmigaBASIC". by I. Smith

"AmigaTriV", Amiga shortcuts, by VV. Block

"Intuition Gadgets", b\ Harriet Maybcdc folly

"Forth!" bv |on Bryan

* VoL 2 No. 4, April 1987

Highlights include:

"Jim Sachs Interview", by & Hull

"The Mouse That Got Restored", by Jerry Hull and Bob Rhode

"Secrets of Screen Dumps", by N.itkun OLim

"Amigatrh M". by Warren Block

i VoL 2 No. 5, May 1987
Highlights include:

"Programming in 6SO00 Assembly Language", by C. Marlin

"Using FutureSound with AmigaBASIC", by [. Meadows

"Waveform Workshop In AmigaBASIC". by J. Shields
"Intuition Gadgels: Part II". by H Mayb.-ckTolly

»' Vol.2 No. 6, June 1987
Highlights include:

"Modula-2 AmigaDOS Utilities", by S. PaiwhZeWSkJ

"Amiga Expansion Peripherals", hv |- fotlll

"What You Should Know Before Choosing an

Amiga 1000 Expansion Device", by S. Grant

H Vol.2 \"o. 7,July 19S7

Highlights include:

"Video and Your Amiga", by Or.m S.inds

"Quality Video from a Quality Computer", by O. Sands

"All About Printer Drivers", by Richard Dlelok
"6S000 Assembly Language", by Chns Martin

» Vol 2 No. S, AufiUit 19S7
Highlights include:

"Modula-2 Programming"

"Assembly Language"

"Disk-2-Disk",b> MalUWM Leeds

"Skinm C Programs", by Robert RleilHUBIItSi It.

* Vol 2 No. 9, September 1987
Highlights include:

"Modula-2 Programming", bv 5 fain is/oivski

"AmigaBASIC Patterns", by Bri.in C.itley

"Programming with SoundScape", by T. Fay

%' Vol. 2 Xo. 10, October 1987

Highlights include:

"Max Headroom and the Amiga", by lnhn rWUl

"Amiga Artist: Brian Williams", by lohn Pousl

"All About On-line Conferencing", by Richard Rae

"Fast File I/O with Modula-2", b) Stei e 1 .<\w i-zewski

*■ Vol. 2 \"o. 11, November 1987

Highlights include:

"Modula-2 Programming". S. FaiwtelflWski

"68000 Assembly Language", by Qiria Martin

"The AMICUS Network", by John Fiiust

"C Animation: Part II". by Mike Swinger

«' Veil. 2 No. 12, December 1987

Highlights include:

"CLI Arguments in C", by Paul Castonguay

"MIDI Interlace Adaptor", by Harry Massonl

"Modula-2", by i>. Faiwiszewsld

"Animation (or C Rookies: Part 111". In \1. SumjiiT

• Vol. 3 No. 1,January l^Ktt

Highlights include:

"C Animation: Part IV". by Michael Swinger

"Forth", by John Bry.in

"The Big Picture", by Wnrren Ring

"Modula-2 Pragnmmlng", by S. Faiwiszewski

• Vol. 3 No. 2, February 1988
Highlights include:

"Laser Light Shows with ihe Amiga", by Patrick Murphy

"Photo Quality Reproduction with the Amiga and Digi-

View". by Stephen l^bans

"65000 Assembler Language Programming", hv Chris. Martin

"AiKT". loon-based program language, by S. Faiwiszewsld

»' Vol. 3 No. 3. March 1988

Highlights include:

"The Hidden Power of CLI Batch File Procwilng". bv I.

Rothman

"Perry Kivolowitz Interviewed", by Ed Bercovttz

"PAL Help", Al000expansion reliability, by Perry Kivolowitz
"Amiga Serial I'ort and MIDI Compatibility for Sour A1000",
by L KltterandG Rentt

t Vol. 3 No, 4, April 1988

Highlights include:

"Writing A SoundScape Patch Librarian", b) 1 I ,i\

"Upgrade Your MOW lo A500/2000 Audio Power", by H.
Batten

■The Big Picture, Part II: Unified Field Theory", by W. Ring

• VoL 3 No, ?. May 1988
Highlights include:

"Interactive Startup Sequence", by Udo Penun

"The Companion", by I* GosseUn

"The Big Picture, Lnified Field Theory; Part III", by VV King

"Modula-2", Termination modules for Benchmark .ind TD1

compilers, by Steve Faiwis/ewski

«' Vol. 3 No. o, June 1988
Highlights include:

"Reassigning Workbench Disks", by John Kennan

"An IFF Reader in Multi-Forth". by Warren Block

"Basic Directory Service Program", Programmingalternative

to the GimmtvA'rnZiTo, by Bryan Galley

• Vol 1 No. 7,July 1988
Highlights include:

"Roll Those Presses!". The dandy, demanding world of

desktop publishing, by Barney Schwartz

"Linked Lists in C", by IV. E. Gammill

"C Notes from the C Croup", by StephiT Kemp

# Vol. 3 No. 8, August
Highlights include:

'The Developing Amiga", A gaggle of gre.il programming

tools, by Stephen K. Pietrowfcz

"Modula-2 Programming". Libraries and the FPP and IHH

math routines, by Steve Falwiszewski
"Amiga Interface for Blind Users", by Cnrl W. Mann

"Tumblin'Tois". Assembly language program, by D. Ashley

# Vol.3 No.9,September 1988
Highlights include:

"Speeding Up Your System". Fkipp> di>k i.Hhmj; b\ Icni

Presuti
"Compuler-Aided Instruction", Authoring system in

AmigaBASIC. by Paul Castonguay

"Gels in Multi-Forth, Part II: Screenplay", by John Ifushakra

• Vol.3 \'o 10,October 1988

Highlights include:

"The Command UneiNEWCLIi A painless way to create a

new console window", by Rich FaIconburg

"Bob and Ray Meet Frankenstein", Create, animate, and

metamorphose graphics objects in AmigaBASIC. by R. D'Asto

"HAM & AmigaBASIC", by Bryan Catlcy

*' VoL 3 No. 11, November 1988

Highlights include:

"Structures in C", by RaulCistonguay

"On Th« Crafting of Programs", Spetti vip your progs, by D.

11 .in kins

"BASIC Linker", Combine individual routines from your

program library to create *n executable program,by B. Zupke

* Vol. 3 No. 12, December 1988
Highlights include:

"Converting Patch Librarian Files", by Phil Saunden

"Eo*y Menus in JForth", by Phil Burk

"C Motes From The C Croup: Program or function contio!

coding", by Stephen Kemp



ft' Vol.4 No. 1,January 1989

Highlights include:

"Scrolling Through SuperBitMap Windows", by Read

Predmore

"Sync Tips: Dot crawl, the Amiga and composite video

devices", by Oran ]. Sands

"Pointers, EHinction Pointers, .mil Pointer Declarations in C",

by Forest W. Arnold

* Vol. 4 No. 2, February 1989

Highlights include:

"Sync Tips: Getting inside the genlock".by Oran Sands

"On the Crafting of Programs: A common standard for C

programming?", by DJ. Hankins

"An Introduction lo ARexx programming", by Steve

FaiwizewBld

« Vol. 4 No.3,Marchl%9

Highlights include:

"Fractal Fundamentals", by Paul Castonguay

"Image Processing With Photosynthesis", by Gerald Hull

"Benchmark 1: Fully Utilizing The MC68881". Part I:

Turbocharging the savage benchmark, by Read Predmore

"Breaking the Bmap Barrier", by Robert D'Asto

* Vol. 4 No. 4, April 1989

Highlights include:

"Adding Ihe Not-So-Hard Disk", by J P.Twardy

"The Max Hard Drive Kit", A hard drive installation project,

using Palornax'a Max kit, by Donald W. Morgan

"Sync Tips: A clearer picture of video and computer

resolutions", by OranJ. Sands

* Vol. 4 No. 5, May 1989

Highlights include:

"Building Your Own Stereo Digitizer", by Andre Theberge

"MIDI Out Interface", by Br. Seraphim Winslow

"Digitized Sounds in Modula-2", by Len A. White

"Sync Tips: The secrets hidden beneath the flicker mode", by

Oran f. Sands

* Vol.4 No. 6, June 1989
Highlights include:

"A! Your Request: Design your own requesters In

Amiga BASIC", by John F. Weiderhirn

"Exploring Amiga Disk Structures", by David Martin

"Diskless Compile in C", by Chuck Raudonis

* Vo!.4 No. 7, July 1989

Highlights include:

"Adapting Analog joysticks to the Amiga", by David Kin/cr

"Using Coordinate Systems: Part II of Ihe Fractals series

addresses the basis of compuler graphics", by P.Caskinguay

* Vol. 4 No, 8, August 1989

Highlights include:

"Getting Started in Video", by Richard Starr

"Executing Batch Files in AmigaBASIC", by Mark Aydellottt.'
"Building a Better String Gadget", by John Bushakra

*' VoL 4 No. 9, September 1989
Highlights include:

"Digitizing Color Slides And Negatives on the Amiga", by

Ron Gull

"Improving Your Graphics Programming", by R. Martin

"Cell Animation In Modula-2", by Nicholas Ciraself.l

* Vol. 4 No. 10, October 1989
Highlights include:

"Belter TrackMouse", by Robert Kalz

"API. & The Amiga", by Henry Upper!

"More requesters in AmigaBASIC". by John U'iedcrhirn

"Glati's Gadgets", by Jeff Clatt

V Vol.4 No. 11,November J989
Highlights Include:

"The Amiga Hardware Interface", by John lovine

"APL & The Amiga, Pail II", by Henry Lippert

"64 Colors In AmigaBASIC", by Bryan Catley
"Fast Fractals ", by Hugo M.H. Lyppens

* Vol. 4 No, 12. December 1989
Highlights Include:

"The MIDI Must Go Thru", by Br. Seraphim Winslow

"View From the Inside: Bars&I'ipes", by Melissa Jordan Grey
"ARexx Part II", by Steve Gillmor

"ACLI Beginner's Questions Answered", by Mike Morrison

* Vol.5 No, 1,January 1990
Highlights include:

"Animation? BASICally!", Using Cell animation in
Amiga BASIC, by Mike Morrison
"Menu Builder1, by T. Preston

"Facing Ihe CLI". Disk structures and startup-sequences, by
Mike Morrison

i' Vol. 5 No. 2. February 1990

Highlights include;

"A Beginncr'sCuide to Desktop PublishingOn The Amiga".

by John Steiner

"Resizing the shell/CLl Window", by William A. Jones

"Call Assembly Language from BASIC,by Martin F. Combs

* Vol. S No. 3, March 1990

Highlights include:

"Screen Aid", A quick remedy to prolong the life of your

monitor, by Bryan Catley

"The Other Guys' Synthla Professional", review by David

Duberman

"Passport's Master Tracks I'ro vs. Blue Kibbon Bakery's

Bars&Pipes", by Ben Means

* Vol. 5 No. 4, April 1990

Highlights include:

"Bridging the 3,5" Chasm", Making Amiga 3.5" drives

compatible with IBM 35" drives, by Karl D. Belsom

"Bridgeboard Q & A", by Marion Deland

"Handling Gadgel & Mouse IntuiEvents", Mori' gadgets in

Assembly, by Jeff Clatt

"Ham Bones", by Robert D'Asto

if Vol.5 No.5May 1990

Highlights include:

"Commodore's Amiga 3000", preview

"Newtek's Video Toaster", preview

"Do it By Remote", by Andre Theberge

"Hounding Off Your Numbers", by Sedgewick Simons Jr.

* Vol. 5 No. 6, June 1990

Highlights include:

"Convergence", P.irl 5 o! the Fractal series, by P. Caitanguay

"C++: An introduction lo object-oriented Amiga

programming", by Scott B. Steinman

"APL and The Amiga: Primitive Functions and Their

Execution", by I lenry T. Upper!

*' Vo!.5 No.7,July I'WO
Highlights include:

"Apples, Orjnges, and MIPS: 6S030-based Accelerators For

The Amiga 2000", by EmeSl P. Viveiros, Jr.

"['□or Man's Spreadsheet", A simple spreadsheet program

that demonstrates manipulating arrays, by Gerry L Penrose

"Crunchy Frog II", by Jim Fiore

"Getting to the Point: Custom Intuition Pointers In

AmigaBASIC", by Robert D'Asto

■ Vol. 5 No. 8, August 1990

Highlights include:

"Mimctics' FrameBuffer", review by Lonnie Watson

"Desktop Video in a University Setting", by John Steiner

"Title Screens Thai Shine: Adding light sources with
DeluxePaint III", by Frank McMahon

» Vol. 5 NtJ. 9, September 1990

Highlights include;

"Programming In C on a Floppy System", YeB even a stock

A500 with a 512K HAM expander, by Paul Miller

"Voice-Controlled Joystick", by John lovine

"Gradient Color Dithering on the Amiga Made Easy", by

Francis Gardimi

*" Vol. 5 No. 10, October 199(1

Highlights include:

"Notes on PostScript Printing with Dr. Ts Copyist", by Hal

Belden

"CAD Overview: X-CAD Designer, X-CAD Professional,

IntroCAD Plus, Aegis Draw 2000, UitraDesign",by DougllS

Bullard

"Sound Tools for the Amiga", by M. Kevelson

"Audio Illusion", Produce fascinating auditory illusions on

your Amiga, by Craig Zupke

»' Vol.5 No. 11, November 199H

Highlights include:

"Getting A Lot For A Little", A comparison of the available

Amiga archive programs, by Greg Epley

"High Density Media Comes to the Amiga", by John Steiner

'The KCS Power PC Board", by Ernest P. Vivei'ros, Jr.

« Vol. 5 No, 12, December 1990

Highlights include:

"Information X-Change", by Rick Broida

"Feeding The Memory Monster", the ICD AdRAM 54(1 and

AdRAM 5(S0D, review by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

"MakingA Name For Yourself", Creating logos on theAmiga,

by Frank McMahon

«■ Vol. 6 No. 1, January'1991

Highlights include:

"Electronic Color Splitter", an inexpensive way to grab

Images off video sources, by Greg Epley

"The Animation Studio", Disney's classic approach in a

character animation program, by Frank McMahon

"Forensic Animation", the Amiga helps out in the

courtroom, by Andrew Lichtman

ft'Vcl. ft No. 2. Febniarj 1991

Highlights include:

"Xetec's CDx-650", CD-ROM technology for the Amiga, by

Lonnie Watson

"More Ports lor Your Amiga", by Jeff Lavin

"Medley", A look at different types of music software

available, by Phil Saunders

%' Vol. r. No. 3, Match 1991

Highlights include:

"NewTek's Video Toaster: A New Era In Amiga Video", a

complete tour of Ihe Video Toaster, by Frank McMahon

"Ultrasonic Ranging System", the sonar system project

continues by John lovine

"Writing Faster Assembly Language", the discussion on

how to speed up programs with assembly i* completed, by

Martin F. Combs

V Vol. 6 No. 4, April 1991

Highlights Include:

"DCTV", manipulate millions of colors in real time, by Frank

McMahon

"Lauren in Disguise", workaround to FX'luxi'aint Ill's lack of

HAM support, by Merrill Call.iway

"Medley", by I'hil Saunders

Plus, a special feature on Graphic Word Processors

« Vol. 6 No. 5, May 1991

Highlights include:

'The Big Three in DTP," A desktop publishing; overview by

Richard Malak.i

"The Amiga Desktop Publisher's Guide to Service

Bureaus," by John Steiner

"M.A.S.T.'s Parallel Port SCSI Adapter," All inexpensive

way to attach B hard disk to your A500 by Dan Michaelson

"All in One," programs for the beginner by Kim Schaffer

iVol.6, No.6, June 1991

Highlights include:

"Ma\iPlan Plus,' a review by Chuck Raudonis

"CDTV," ,i comprehensive look at Comndore's hottest item

"HAM-E," a review introducing an excellent 24-bit color

video board by David Johnson

"Pixel 3D," review by John Steiner

"Professional Page 2.0," a review of a complete and truly

professional desktop publishing package by Rick Broida

* Vol. 6 No. 7, July 1991

Highlights include:

"Firecracker 2J", a review of the latest is 24-bit video boards

from Impulse by Frank McMahon

"Proper Grammar", a review of .n comprehensive spell and

grammar checker by Paul Larive^

"PageStream", another entry in [he word processing/

desktop publishing software line, by John Sieiner

Also, extensive Summer CES coverage!

* Vol. 6 No. 8, August, 1991

Highlighls include:

"Alter!mage", create titling and special effects for your home

videos and desktop publishing in minutes by Frank

McMahon

'The Jerry Bryant Show", AC interviews Jerry Bryant whose

secret weapons (or producing four hours of television a

week are the Amiga and the Video Toaster

"Understanding Genlocks", What is a genlock? Which one

is best? The answers to these questions and more by Matt

Dr.ibick

"Super 8 Meets ihe Amiga", easy film-lo-video transfer with

the addition of Amiga graphics, by Patrik Deck

"Looking Good with B.A.D.", a review of Centaur

Software's disk optomizing program by Rick .Manasa

Also, AC continues the extensive coverage of the Summer

CES in Chicago!



The Fred Fish Collection
Due to the increasing size of the F/ed Fish

Collection, only the latest disks are repre

sented here. For a complete list of all AC,

AMICUS. and Fred Fish Disks, cataloged and

cross-referenced (or your convenience.

please consult the current AC'S Guide To The

Commodore Amiga available at your local

Amazing Dealer.

an mirared rgmcie control va the parallel port Includes an

ILBM ol [he schematic lor a simple >mofla« lottie AIDOO

parallel poii. some rrcdifimorB are needed lor o:her Amijos

The source rods and eiea.1a&*e lor a reader r»ogram are

"duOed For tunher funetonalrty modrlcaK-ns b the source

ui De pertomied By Ron Peterson

Thus i new itwi of pb game "Ear by me am* aatnof.

it is a Breakout type pare, and 5 vsiygood CornpMB wtf

sBie"5aoS3r5ftrar,BV, AiKi

Tta program poos ic a tcqiiBBtB alert )t>J i* i

bang ammpw: <ia DaMeF^i and atom you accept «

rani* ninths pwtans levy Ha jwianwnerMM*

»« TWiw" Vetsxm I 5a source s .ncHjSsJ Author [>«

Sch'urfcamp

Fl :IF ;hi)<, >-„

ISIsW * simple law pfintng utlrty Very powerful 35 tig user con1

musldoalotolsertinrjsbyhlnBetl Featues incude vanaWe

rnelaeds (rn 1316 inch stBpsl. a very eiacty selling ol irie

Utellengttiandf'Mlycor^gij.'sBeprints;cMes Verson! 0.

binary on, Ada S>efan Berendes

HEDSongs AtelecWo'rrusicai'piecesoetfKiwitit'ED tneixwa.

edtar program (see 3*' s"£ to MED 303) inekjeW

MEDPIayw,efson3 0 Kva Hans-H Mam

UP AsnJ.iaeMut^torseeidriganyUrDldrjaoickjndiorih

cerirte-ianApijaaraaUiDiirstnmert KeWikxIeamng

about MO. wrnng.rjebugging M5DI EOtrnre, tgunng out

your instruments syslem-eiDifiive impleiTfl'iTa smn ano

more Vwy uersaiie Verscn 1 0 includes source. Autticr

DameiJ Barren

NewList A pcffer'U LOT repi£:r£" SjL-ports many leatuies In-

ciLwingsons cha'asterfilers. ease sensitivity tosIoptions

offered ty UST, dale constructs UNI X wkicaros. and much

more Son twines art very fast arc! memory mags a

minimal Verwi 19 an update to version 4 Son *5k *61

BVuryoniy Au#w:PMDmz

:■ ■=- ■'• : -"■ -v : ■: . ■:■!,■, l

tram Mhn a «enpt St. Biat/ orty. Author Tom Kranar

tram Brary on>». Amtix: Ton Krcener

news. Tta is Mitts version to Bo Arnfla bastd on Wiom

Lotus's Am^ja JUCP 0.M release mi news cods from his

D.6Q release, arvj months cfworri by Mart 10 maho ii'es aid

add «ntianc«iHnts This Is version 1 13D. HI update 10

version I oaOHiOskW.andconsistsollourparli Partii

and 2 am on thsoisk. ard parts 3 and data on disk 480

Ircludes sourct Author Varous. ma** enhaicements by

'.' I-; .

Crypsi A program -a! encrypts and oacrypts tata |f*5) It uses a

maaiemateal Sjonnri «* password <ey prancson Mas

Doth Engtsii ard Qsrrai ■rascrs and ODcunwOBon. T7t<

s vttien 10. brary v*f AiOsr Inertias Sctosu*

NoCaiB INs j»ty mtsts u) youf wndoimj tmnnm«r« Tht

a wrdow r, the workbencfi scnwi. ml lower nHnhU In tit

rr* .Rags held a deared Thrs *w. onl( NOCAR E FIEF HESH

windows w* DC nomad, resulting in faster window move-

menis Wmdo« opened m cuslrjmscreens are not nttocied

This Is versun 15. Assembly source included Author.

Raymond Hoviag

TciEdil A gadtools lemplaB e*or B is able O ge^erale nearly

standalone C source code. The program wf only run under

OS 2 0, Kickstart 37.73 a rutfier Ths is wnacn 1 00 A^fta

InMjrMs sourc* Aunor Uatt Men

UUCP A^nioitmwiaiionoluucotoriheAmga roitng mad and

Lorlus > Amga UUCP 0.40 r*ts« •* new re* fcwn ho

HkNd

add enhanarons This s vsrscn 1.130. in update K>

iwson 1 MO on dak J«. arfl conssB of low pans. Pans t

and 2 are on 4* 473. nd pans 3 and 4 an on Bus cjrsk-

Indudes souos Mta;: VanaH. maior ennincemsnts by

11 il

Kl An Kllor proj'am tor the Kawai Kl llspttiesie' inCaMs

« oankloarjw tor smgi* rwitfes >nd maii-paiaies. a iingW- pair* Mra.

i muft-pKcn •*«. and support, te mt cfiect- sess«n and K t

conrelins V«RBn4a.bnir/o(»y fefflm ArOMSJung

MCP A1RON"*»^aerac»gan»lorupoburpUy«'s Vmm

t376 KB* B nssm on Os* 338. mduSes scum *i

assettty Aanc JogSoi

TLPaWi Aul^lo*o-c=™*

us* M TraraBlefl fancSx. t afare you U »nraa me

tEtoaon tat* Wm ha Mmla»Jtnry. ust a mtMm B

mt V

sof5'ne«aves Afundamenal

and up to saw namon^s ate avaJaUe The resuitng

wawiorm can Be Oispiayed en liie sotsen or ptayM on fie

audra Bevcp usrg the keyboird irke a pano A carre rraJe

isalsoprovMd VefKmi ;.mucdaietav«sion1 lonttik

313 ivth several buostued ■nyeetciei'i code, anrj a r>ew

rjsplay ocoon InckjOu Iowa. Autur TVnus Me|B

Epfwnet AprrjgrarnwricrvcaeuUnsMocsiiofrsclnesun moon.

and punas (of any dm jnd any place ttUesunn

rtSotl BASIC. AuBie* Vimtenn

Hotec3D An nteractm 30 sow modekig program tor moecJes

PrOTjrss a o/aplac. Him (Smersorsal fejjeseritaMm cJ

rmiecules. bas« on 3D oMf0»utK data Horn geometry

opt™arjon progrims. X*ay meaHiremerts. or any aiier

source Gin harWU up » 500 atoms at a time. FlegLses 1 MB

or mom erf rrflrmry Ueisral 1 OS?, binary only. Aulhor1

Siefan Abrecni

fhe tuncbon ol U» mouse Buttons, so tna the left button

tex-re5TOn5r.tarovce.su v?rysmaB isesoriyiSS

byiss cf memory. Vemon 10. nduflessourcanassemolBJ.

-_:■ ", =-', .-

fnxndS4396 Curuiiftlhi'oWsHorsIromk^imrti3wd

Bwww colors iwniieiisariSfJ VarywUMcmiwon

progmrsfeom boh twM when toplayed in colors nhe>

ftanit»on«th«yKntoMi«dTOf AufJw Preben rtdssn

InputLodi An irout randter to rule Amga usws «r-o tea a:s drier

pfll3(wcriildJ9n)[K^tmHsw,thl1ieAmiQaas wen as 11 a loft

lorasacceid II installs an input handier whieii Ifis you loc*

me keyboa-d and mouse by pressing a fe* button). Vert

smal.usesonlyiMti(tesofi™™ry. Vhsw 1.0.mdmtes

sontBltHMinbiir Auilwr PrebenNie($err

MED VEDisanjKM^rratcaibeusedioconipoierraactor

Onmor. janes n: N can t* und as a stard-alore muse

sjmtheoe souna eotor. MN (tectti |uc n 16 taOsi and

dptas 10 raaOTBW Not!.Trait. mcUn irOuHdare

-:_■ .:■■■•,: _i - - ■ 1 . , .. ;.- 1 :- .

mademtiU£Dmtr*rprograns Thsev«sJon3tO,an

upO»«o>wjKJn3n)onos*J'6 Binary only. AmhOT lap

■ - ■,

MoiseXY A 5rral uOny tf-at n»ns a Lnswnda* 1 "iieft .1 slow rhe

mouse coordinates and the coky a! tha poiton I; can be

movsdfromKrmniasHeenandisatfetosio" cconirates

ejen w!ien you are rnoving'resizi^f /virxlcws or rncvirng

WorUiencncons Vencni HjncWmwurcemassembler

Auhor. PrMwnrMbtn

PicSaver

sy uxig ol wnorjn and nntrt screens o risk. Veison

r (a dock 1 mam

wcrt m!h any apefcatonMtuwsme same pans. Incudes

LeBysucoen.

manpulse. ard close puOAC sowns. set fro global pubic

andBeadArgs Vwtronl VanuDdatoiovoiaononaisksia

Indudas source. Auttw Sl*v»Tebett

An mcu: handUr that atkws ytw to mir^xriate vnrmws and

Lc-eens try pressing *eys on the keytaanL It curentr) Ibis

youneftotm 17SHeremfvnaons. InduBesannwadne

program c drjf™ ticfteys Very smat uses only HZ* bytro

of neirory. Verson 10. ndgdes source n assentier.

Author Prrt«nl*eo*n

AproyOTltoTrjcU>itiiaycndo«3»byC<afBa*«( It

rumors and otMyi n» omm froc* to each tapy &k

cornecw) n tit Amiga V«rson 10. fckjdes source «

assembler Author PrtbertrWsan

BaoiPic allow i«u to install naarty any IFF fwrure mat you

iika in place of the WorkBsnai hand maiappeaiEatieraresei

Version 10, includes source In assembly. Author Andreas

Aokermann

r^,nt,[«oartsot*C->rth6W00os5emnrylariffjage The

resutng code s oKinuM as much as possfcb. No*

MM «rin A6» am) fcr* In a complm pmyamrninrj

1J.wiiiWJii»rtrj«)nl3lnidB*«t rneWeseaUt

sojDs and eiKulaM Un Bmary only. Auhor. Jot

SUrMUBW
A«ttU«|.wfleaop^ecy.inB.™

me lil connected 10 mosner carrmutar ma modem] in

«i«thWt^T!3r>ci

source ALtnor. Mamn aepptef

SpngM SpnghiB a sfrae making t«il<iy Simple a aJacfterJ s

bdaliaeaoVatMacWMiDyouipigamcanbesavsdioaliiaieaoVatMacWMiDyoupiga

colors used »ih he sprws)wislso(» saved. Version I

Unary only. Author Todd Neumita

TouPkjs A word proensn tor riie Amga. win both Gemvin and

Engteh nroona. Tnis a vtrjon 3 0. an update to verson

!2EonoS*MS Mew Isltures mduda ttw iWrty 13 onrt

tomoM and unal Hn rm«(*t trrcotn an ARcn.

menace i«n !» egmMMta. wurerM btoft-opefatons,

ANS!-conpaiic«My. aNlry to kwrj files ouncfled by

PMefPaOv. mc Siarmre. tatary orty.AutPor: Mann

Vewer Orsplays FF paurej IW! Varson 1.0. In-tudes source n

EZAsn Author JwSWOnmarm

and some newfanssons. VsrsaKi!35d.anucdaietoFF315.

Includes source. Authors: Bryan Brown J Ulreh Der+er

WtyTerm NflyTeTnEanhiOrVTioavrWemuiaBrtotiheAmgs 11

nas orginalty des^neatooe used »iin DNet. rjm fl r,as bmn

eipanfled eo thai 4 may be used as a norm* terminal

emuialn WiyiefrnwasdesgnfldioDtaaoodemulattno'

iIlbngfiir^siiaiandtaJl Vmion

nasKM &raryorty.fouio»

tiautf trom autnors kOv Cnnaopftc Nwuiun, Todd

Spades this s an AnQavarsonolM card game ipades Bsaone

piayef veracn. *nera tte computer plays your pemw ana

Woopporeras. ThS 6 verson 1 2 an joco:e to iprsKo 11

on Orsk 3S2. includes sane in C. Author Greg Stslmacfc

Metatom ArmgaDoriolBwMelarontpackago. Dproc/amiocresiaTeX

fonls Incudes tmaxri tor 66000 and 5S920 DM Jfl;

comains a copy of the Mstatont font snirce lites from me TsX

dalniiuiontape jnOuOngM Compum Uodwn Roman and

the LaTeX tonls. Tlus is version 2 7, birary only Author

Donid E. Kr.L-a. S:etan Bedier (Amiga port)

SouOEd DemnveisinorariBSVXsourBsJiiii^jackage.wnCBnin

macfine code lor opHrum speed and rnwn size. Can

also be used tar d^jng H0I ScuidEd or Pertect Sound
nareiare. Vr-sjsn 1Q. derao. tinary oniy k»t>; Howard

■:- -■- -"-- ":-

EndFDft OOJSl

As«<nX A 2.r>ony iitBy to ohd assvrmrn when you get a

'Pints* nteri vmurna" rxrinsttr Also lea you an«i me

rspumt. tortver Installs b) flroppvlg inu you WBSlartup

drawer Tins s version 1 }. anupMtijtoiorS'On to on disk

475. IncWas source. Author Sieve TiKett

HfSrc A copy cite Melatol lor.t source Iws iram ihe TeX dstri-

bLtoi tape, suitable fausa witfi the Arn.rji par! oi Metaton;

on disk i$S. Induteis ae ms Computer MsJern Hariri and

Jh LaTeX iorts These should be sutfocnt to run a rural

TaX nsotM. Aumor. Vanns

PPiM A pAnfirquMy.deslgradlvaltiaMHrNStoMy tmt surely

bfco*TV trusualed <Hn progiamrnai 1 ffupinni Viey csri

rjoa tymliecbwef lnanri*ffpnn»#r cafl TrHDT4rta*io"

ffwpmlerrjsatf ks 00 tit bnrvting. and en the rjjogum to

MndM settings. Faaum nckKM a W ran driven user

ifWrface.watdqr to amenUUuany saa. and 9aat*y

tosavearurrMrofstandanlsellinss Vtnnni to incujes

wiace Auinor; Marc Jsoiiscn

lordOtHosis A strategy garr* lor two players bawd an a beard gams

cMM 'Srogun'. FeaMrs mdude tleuMe moLSftjoyjWi

controls Lndo and redo ol up O KO precMmg sieps. hjy

irnuiton. ced user interlace Version 1 0, comptta tome

code, precompled nco* Nts and datuggw M«s mcWM

Aufhot In F

IWToots

aMosysem. Upcae to version wtSHISS trou3estr.ee

r«« prssams. Ik of «*eh are synitKsaw adicri. and

comoaocaty»CiM!i^DOS!0 Bnarysnry AuSior Jack

Oeckard

SGD Ttis pnjjam makas 1 pcsaete to oeieM garws. that are

saved by any ot the enstmg siena adnnuns I< g Leisure

suitLarryl Trie program nai 1 LEAAN-cpnen lor including

no* adventurss Version 1 0. binary city Aulhor Maro

Oiuel

SuptrDupsr Aierytad da* copier and lermaniH. Can make up 10 lour

unvaried coo^s from a ram tuner m 3t seioraB ««Ttad

copws fron a /am Hitter ia*a 67 seconth tor one destnatnn

dnve.pfejE34sea)niSsfcieatJiadatonala»swatien Binary

only Author: Saastano Vigra

VienSCI ScnCng En Be reader wth three scrolng modes mnW

at* «a teytoard or mouse Optra Me requestor 1 no

Senaneegrven. AUKtraicatyar*fnssottnsaeIcr

PALOrNTSCmachint V»rwn!.D.»nuWamo«non t.i

wdsiJtS anaP/cMy.Autnr FtdwcoGurmro

Ff

Amomata

saved, and latsi r«a»8d Also sucpias many fxnrarful

ednmgjunacnsisijchas patterns, roiawis, reKacKira, etc)

tor neafjng and moHymg. eel conSgur- aJora Additional

features nctude efctaWe oro. an immense vanaty of rules

from mfiith 10 choose, -music" when changes as the ceS

ajntfluraon ctianges snfl mottuB tomnitnaiMn torn

6 A

UkBmap

Uses totony -pon mr">"{O»«<l to rwOrmtdwje-
■rs. E^rssdBJraoBtaredwOTWyrraMtyptlBnE.

men as Ihcse suppled by Adoca ndorJwMndors Verwn

1.0. irOides source. Author: AdnanA^ard

SKsh A ksh-Hie snel tic the Amga. Seme ol 4s tenure* rdurte

p

local variibles. loalliiroors.localaiiaas, pow?rtul cortrat

structures and tests, emacs sryifl line effltng and h'si&7

functions. IO redirection, pipes, large vaisty of buiri.in com

rnancs lni5lylfl*ildcarfls,Unnstylcf-J«iamen>nveTOors

Hename comeiewn, and coe.iBenct w* so(jti from o!h»r
shds. Vwy wen doonemd Vtnon 1 7. an i«d9te to

vtrsic<il6onctsk3Bi less rjinwrtfaBi-tsiTd bug fn«

Aea^ni«ma,^pg

.: :=■=■:. -.; - = ,.--,- ', -. ■;.:.i

rummg balance as you S310 Opwns mdude JKOncirg

1 0. mdurMt Bun*. AuMr Richart Sfupwra

WavoUaktr WaveUaliar rs ImonJed to p»e beaming mu« and ghysa

students a 'hands on' ted tor ho* compiei mm ft made

EeMEMCijUSS
Drawmao A program t»orwnn(jr«DrtseMations(it trie Earths satace

This version indudK a ccmptaBty rnmiten user mteftao

ycadB*!»*sBmgBe«iegsi«ra'mBj3aO^c«j

onry, pmtrq at. clsarsd. outsondlfig. or sektcMd entnes

and more Verson 2.1. snarewara. wary onry. requires

AmigaEoS 2 0 Auitior. Jei Hoag

AntLemmin Anoinergreal.nuTiaious aniiiiat'on^onEricScriyvarz

This one isas ob^-ou^lv inspred by tha w>naertjt te-n

mings game Lasts a tuli two minxes and len seconds

Reoiriresat least! Moot memory AuiIot: ErfcBcfrrnrtJ

H8««r A t&f MntiguraBle icoi retoirjnng lorji tria can swap 0/

smi ihe cokm ol WeOM eons and truncaw tj» aapmaf

tne con c<*r mjp Binary only Aurhj- uoaei S*u

FlMFiMPtltUl

0Eas»ii AtimoiedatiDawDrjjriiusinganiniutoninerface

Stcts. som. and searcnes br iriomaton. LnMdtsS

twos n each record Femns ndudg last sonng.

search n any feu and besi of al. ift reaty easy lo use

= . - , ■ =::;■::";.

□ICE Dillon's inMgraMdCErmngnem A C fromend. o-e-

processor. C rjwiote. assembler. Inker, and support

*fate Features sndude ANSI ccmpalCility. many

code oplmuigfl!. .ind auromt routines (user routines

M'i«) during ftirtup bt'ere man is caliodi TXita

verson 2 06 ?!, an update 10 version 106 15 oi a sk

4M Includes Bug lues and eipe-imemal dyrumc

ODiect module baamrj supcen Shareware, bvwy o^l,

Autha: Umnr Mor

njaoon Siws a riXcskx Annea CiecumarlL Ths

onracni l.bnaryonly. reams AmqaDOS 30

Aulhor: UaftusSW

K)ono*e A single play* card game. Veisron 1 icumarycrty

Shartam Auffer: Pner Wseman

LoanCalc Keyboard and mouso enien mortgage utility Although

simdar prorjiamB t" &' " '■ cn^ .5 '.ij.l in thai n is

designed ta Tacii 'Open- mongag&s thai aftw any si?e

paymgnllobemadeatanytime. as well as proving a

pnnted amortuaMn table lor faeo mongaffes with

monthly. serra-monWy. ti-neekty and weekjy payrreni

scnediios ThBlsvaraoniAanupdatelovHsioni?

on dali 366. Sinary oriy. AuTOr Roberi Brrjmle,

SBPoDemo A restricted us* trial version o) Supertase Prctestemal

4 comcMe wth lampte ippirjTon The Vnsatorts n

35 records mat per Me. programs can be vftM but not

saved, and tonra can be edwd but not wed or pmed.

in every other respect l*s rs idenKal Etna muse

product SBt*Jt .', conptfiy* wiBi SS4 WndOWS

VI.I! Verson 1.0. bnary only. Author Preeaori

Software Lmtsd.

Am'Badv Demo verson a* a nev. bachup ushry. Features include

backup ta any AmgaODS compaiiMe de\r« Isuch as

Itoppies. removable ra-d risks. fi>ed medu hard ds*.

and tape dnves). no copy prolecton. connguraton files,

compwe backups, metrneniai tackups. se*ctve

bec**«.l»eeK)usioriliiiei.5atfingoiarchiv«bii bk

Oemo version does m have rescre. comoars. or

scneduter. Verscn i d. ar update n version t.Oon

OskU7 Bnaryonfy.Author UoonLo?itBSol«He

WuseimthAbSoil Fortran. InOudes sons. Aotur

■Miocker

i.-Ganti A prOfect de»Mori arm managertieitt tool designed a

create a timpM, Interactive method of outhwig the ti»

required to complete a partcular project, us-ng tht

GANTTcnanairneirDuttormal ArraGantt displays to

projM In ■ mult' wmfc* mode wtri separate window

tor the GANTT chart, task irtormaton input, resource

histogram ddpliy. ind Per] r^arl rtsrj^ay. Up to 500

tasks may M defned lor any project and a project miy

:■■ ■ l ■: : e": n '■:■: ■;. - J: . .•

uprjaSBversron3O0onfJsk2Ja. SJarpware brwry

only. Author DonadTotson

BSFomat A (copy ttak icnnatier tor dowrjes *± h*d sirys

Bat mtOa kms are nacoed out so AmijaCOS wf rot

use men Pre»n*y not miuitonoed, runs from Cti

orif/.V«riiWS7,9i,iiclua«ssouroi.Aunor David

VarWy

BaCaLC A oo it M user tntnffy loan catJat&r thai calculates

vieeWy and biwetWy loans Can generate amoniianHi

tables lo the sown, to me pnraer, or to a life. Uses

menus, actons, or keyboard commands, and icomtos.

versen t.l.anar>rje>pan3ona!Mor1Calc2 5o.idat

385 &nary onry Aulttrr Ucrd LaSarn

Come> A'eoniwH't(pe game Kiawrare. bmary onty.

Author' AdrtviUM
SctenMod ArtwsyoulomorilyrKStotihefarametersolarry

screen structure t, mtmory. cnUiang coins and

otwrnodes Use- U Tx P«J. prrjyarrs wtufi open O*t

SOMrstM Has a companon program D ajlorrate

changes IMr on Tha s veraon 1 0, indjoes sowot.

Author SydBoton

£ffidfis.hJ)is!!i!M

Bret A cross ntafWVfl roj'a'n fcr At caBASIG coce

Gerwatos a M ol the BASIC code win Irnes

sequenluilly numbered, plus a table snowing all

vanables am) laMs ised mM code, and the Ime

numtws whert tfiay were used Tns is version 2 0. an

LedM to version 10 on disk ZB3 Thsaafflajw

tension. mctuo>rg s re" intuiton inaflace IndiHes

Ktrce Autjor DeJTajlor

ButEicnange An npui hartfc' B help lei handed Am^a usot
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And furthermore...
THE QUEST FOR QUALITY

The Nealy Group, a multimedia com

munications company in New York, NY,

recently gave a helping hand to AT&T's

national sales division. Keith Nealy and his

team set forth on "The Quest for Quality," a

high-production multimedia project which

involved the use of Amiga computers.

Known as a consultant for many For-

tune500 companies. The Nealy Group (TNG)

develops marketing strategies in a creative

and entertaining aspect for these compa

nies. From time to time, executives call TNG

when they have an objective and a problem

that needs to be solved. The Nealy Group

helps solve the problem with creative com

munication strategies. The control then lies

in the production side of The Nealy Group.

The most effective format, whether it's vid

eotape, a live show, or a multimedia presen

tation, is decided upon. From this point on,

the work is initiated and the action begins!

AT&T's objective was to communicate

with the employees inside AT&T. The ex

ecutives discovered many things needed

improvement and wanted to point them out

in a humorous, hi-tech, "attention-grabbing"

manner. Keeping a positive and motivating

theme, AT&T did not want to blame or

criticize any specific employees. The under

lying problem was that AT&T needed to

improve customer-driven quality. Neaiy's

solution was to approach the problem with

a creative and entertaining storyline. The

targeted viewers were used to seeing a lot of

marketing productions, so TNG wanted the

presentation to be new and different.

Keith has studied the "corporate cul

ture" within AT&T for many years. He dis

covered that the employees were knowl

edgeable salespeople, scientists, department

heads, and marketing specialists. It made a

lot of sense to create a video presentation

that was in a hi-tech setting. The Nealy

Group then turned to Amiga computers,

with its strong video capabilities, to provide

this medium. The special effects and com

puter animation definitely enhances the

production.

The next step was to write the script for

the production. Keith wrote a script which

involved puppets, modeled after AT&Tcor-

porate stereotypes. The puppets, brought to

life by a team of puppeteers from "Sesame

Street" and "Eureka's Castle," are cast in a

crew aboard The Starship Resolution. The

puppet crew takes a journey inside the AT&T

logo and finds an electronic fantasy world in

a galaxy of customers and competitors,

At this point in the presentation, the

powerful animation abilities of the Amiga

are in effect! Thanks to computer animation,

the Starship "enters" the AT&T logo. 3-D

images of PC boards flash by as the crew

enters the electron stream of communica

tion. As the spaceship travels on, the crew

"eavesdrops" on telephone conversations

and FAXes, hearing the customers' prob

lems. The crew's mission was to find the

external force which was responsible for the

lack of customer-driven quality. The crew

then discovers that the problem was inter

nal; they were their own problem!

Amiga computers were the force behind The Nealy Group's

multimedia presentation for AT&T. The 3-D modeling was

designed by Tony Disporo.

The entire production parodies AT&T,

complete with company language, anec

dotes, familiar quality issues, and custom-

designed characters which represent the

management, marketing,sales,and support

departments.

Five Amiga computers were utilized

in the set for "The Quest for Quality." In the

spaceship cabin, each puppet had an Amiga-

driven monitor with animation running on

the screen. These realistic effects were cre

ated on the Amiga with a number of soft

ware packages such a Byte by Byte's Sculpt

4D and Impulse's Turbo Silver. TNG has

also been working with Gold Disk's

Showmaker, DeluxePaint III, the Pro Video

character generators from Shereff Systems,

and a numberofothervideo softwarepack

ages as well. For editing, TNG uses RGB

Computer & Video's Ami-Link and three

Video Toasters. "The Toaster is a remark

able piece of gear," said Keith, "It's very

strong in industrial productions." The Nealy

Group pushes the Amiga hardware and

software to deliver a high-end, broadcast-

sryle production.

In the end, The Nealy Group accom

plished the objectives and AT&T was very

satisfied with the presentation. After view

ing the 17-minute presentation, AT&T em

ployees expressed an interest in being part

of the solution. By means of a unique ve

hicle, TNG was responsible for communi

cating the message and igniting the employ

ees' interest.

Keith Nealy believes that creativity is a

very powerful tool to communicate mes

sages, and the Amiga provides a very flex

ible, cost-effective solution to accomplish

his goals. For more information, contact: The

Nealy Group, 12 East 22nd St., New York, NY

WOW, (212) 420-1404, FAX: (212) 475-9172.
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With every VIDEO TOASTER you get the

0 most powerful graphics products

ever created for the Amiga,
O Lightwave 3D

Modeling, Rendering,

and Animation create true
network quality 3D graphics

in 1536 x 960 resolution with 16.8
million colors. AmigaWorld says it

"absolutely blows away everything."

G Overlay Genlock and

Luminance Key overlay Amiga
graphics on any live video source.

Use the luminance key to overlay

live video like the weaihenmp

effect.

OToasterPaint 24-bit Hi-res

Paint System This feature-packed
tool is the only PC-based paint system

with 24-bit YIQ-encoded broadcast

quality video.

Olivo 24-bit Frame Buffers
The ONLY video output for the Amiga

that is legally broadcastable at the

network level.

!■■■

©Toaster Character

Generator 24-bit

35 nanosecond resolution
Twice the resolution of software-

only Amiga CG's and over 4()()O times

the color.

OToaster Real-lime 24-bit

Frame Grabber hwv video
instantly from your color video

camera, camcorder, laserdisc,

or cable TV.

and something truly phenomenal■■■

your own TV studio.

Toaster Digital Video Effects
For the first time you can process live

video on your desktop just like the

networks do. The Toaster lets you

warp. spin. room, trail, and squeeze

any of four lire video sources in real

time and in 24-bit color.

O Four-Input Production

Perform unique fade and

pattern transitions between any of

seven sources. Many of which are

impossible even on high-end gear.

O ChromaFX Color Processor
(let complete control of the bright

ness, contrast and color of your

video. Give your video an old film
sepia tone or high-contrast look.

a

Q
U

Call now for the Video Toaster Demo Tape

& See for yourself!
See the incredible results possible

with the Video Toaster. Starring

NewTek's own Kiki Stockhammcr.

and featuring animation by 3D artist

and Lightwave programmer Allen

Hastings. Like the Toaster itself, this

videotape will knock your socks off.

S-4.9S includes shipping and han
dling. Visa, MC, AmEx or COD orders

accepted. Call (800) 843-8934 or

(913) 354-1146.

$4.95 includes shipping

and handling

1-800-843-8934

Circle 150 on Reader Service card.

$1595
The Video Toaster

card and software

are available at an

Amiga dealer near you,

N=wT=k
INCORPORATED

Video Toasler.

ugmWava 3D.

[ r," 1 Wave Modeler.

ToaaterPaint,

ToasterCG. ana

CtiromaFX are all

registered iraOa-

mar*s of NewTak,

Inc. Amiga >s a regis-

lored Trademark of

Commodore-Ami ga,

Inc. Any vdeotape

input tottie Toaster

mult Be time Case

corrected. Toasler

compatible t me case

correctors 51a 1 at

S995 retail Trie

Video Toasler

requires an Amiga

2OO0 compiler with

naro drive and at

Wast live mags
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